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FOREWORD

This report was prepared for the Air Force Technical

Applications Center (AFTAC), and it represents the results of

the work performed under Item i, Increment 1, Task I of IJTRI

Project C6239, entitled "Submicron Separation and Data."

The objective of Project C6239 is to develop the methods,

procedures, and equipment required to isolate individual sub-

micron particles from an agglomerated matrix for analysis by

various techniques. The particles of prime interest are those

submicron particles found in the atmosphere as a result of

industrial air pollution.

The objective of Task I of this program was to perform
a literature survey of previous work in fields related to sub-

micron atmospheric-particle separation. The references reviewed

under this task numbered between 50,000 and 100,000 and over

2000 abstracts were reviewed. Over 500 documents were pro-

cessed by the information science and technical staff, many of

which were in French, German and Russian. Translation of

these documents has been slow and even now, at the conclusion

of this task, many good references have yet to be received

from the translators. In consequence, this document was pre-

pared as the report of Task 1-Literature Survey in compliance

with the contract specifications, but it is felt that a supple-

mentary document should be issued at a later date to include

those references frow foreign sources still under translation

that are pertinent to the program. At this point, we would like

to acknowledge the assistance of the particle technology group

at the InstitUt fUr Mechanische Verfahrenstechnik, University

of Karlsr.he, West Germany, for their complete cooperation

in providing their literature survey on the subject of adhesion.

This enabled very rapid initial progress to be made in the
program. In addition to this, their cooperation during personal

discussions was extremely useful and greatly appreciated. We
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would also like to acknowledge the cooperation and assistance
of the National Center for Atmospheric Research in Boulder,

Colorado, during discussions on atmospheric aerosols. Once
again their assistance was invaluable in obtaining the infor-
mation contained in Section 2 of this report.

Respectfully submitted,

lIT RESEARCH INSTITUTE

eAAA.
R. Davies
Research Physicist
Fine Particles Research

Approved by:

. Stockham
Manger
Fine Particles Research
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SUMMARY

SUBMICRON SEPARATION AND DATA

The science involved in the separation of submicron parti-

cles from a collected sample of atmospheric aerosol was found

to be very complex. It involved many facets of the basic

sciences each of which had an equally important role in the

separation process. To separate two or more particles in

contact on a surface, one had to first supply energy to over-

come the forces that bound them together and then devise means

to keep them apart until they could be analyzed. The binding

force was shown to be a function of many parameters, all of

which were related to the nature and properties of the particles

and surface. As this program was concerned with particles

collected from atmospheric aerosols, the study began by an

attempt to classify the nature of such particles.

It was found that aerosols present in the atmsophere were

composed of a wide variety of constituents from many sources,

both natural and anthropogenic. On a worldwide production basis,

it was estimated that 1.6 billion tons of particles below 5 g

in diameter were put into the atmosphere annually, one-third

of which were converted sulfates, with lesser amounts of con-

verted nitrates, hydrocarbons, and sooty combustion products,

and only a small proportion was man-made. A large part came

from mineral and organic particles raised by the wind, from

ocean spray and wave crests, and from photochemical and chemical

reactions. Lesser amounts of natural aerosols came from forest

fires, volcanic dust, and meteoritic dust. Vegetation contri-

buted considerable quantities of both reactive gases and cellular

particulates to the atmosphere.

In the northern bemisphere, industrial sources accounted

for about one-third of the aerosol components, and localized

urban pollution by man inundated the natural background aerosol.

Despite the complex nature of atmospheric aerosols, it was noted
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that the chemical profile of a region was highly individualistic,

depending upon the input of all sources, and several investi-
gators were able to relate trace element composition to specific
industries in the region, differentiating between industrial

and natural aerosols by elemental ratios for different size
fractions.

The modeling of atmospheric agglomerates appeared to be a

formidable task in view of the somewhat catholic yet individu-

alistic nature of particulates and adsorbed gases present

throughout the world. However, useful models could be devised
to test experimental separation procedures using such components

as carbon black, ferric oxide, ammonium sulphate and sodium

chloride powders.

The types of forces and bonds that were found to cause

adhesion or separation of particles to and from surfaces, or
to each other, were mechanical, Van der Waals, electrical,

electrostatic, capillary, electrical double layer, covalent,

ionic, metallic, and hydrogen.

In air, the force of adhesion depended on the interaction
of these forces which in turn depended on the prevailing experi-

mental conditions. In dry air, mrechanical molecular, electrical

and electrostatic forces were important, but in moist air with
humidity >65%, the capillary forces of the liquid far outweighed

any other. Such factors as surface hardness, surface roughness,
particle shape, particle size and temperature affected the mag-

nitude of the force. When suspended in liquids, many of these
forces disappeared or were reduced, and, in fact., forces of

repulsion could be induced to facilitate separation. Adsorp-

tion of specific surfactants onto the particle and substrate
surfaces at temperatures of 60°C caused particle separation
with a minimum of energy, and the additional factors that

affected the magnitude of the force irn air were minimized in

the liquid medium. For the most tffectivc separation, it was
important thar liq-'ds and surfacr.int be chosen which c,4used
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V

the greatest difference in wettability between surfaces and

particles. Ideally, a surface had to be made hydrophobic and

a particle hydrophilic for good separation. In aqueous suspen-

sions, this could be done by selective phosphate and silicate

treatments, while in non-aqueous liquids it could bc done by

varying the hydrogen bonding demand of the solvent, Particle

adhesion forces could then be measured by several techniques,

but for submicron particles, a centrifugal system appeared to

be the best approach. However, vibrational methods including

ultrasonics, and methods of high shear in specially made roller

mills had to be tried. Preliminary analysis of the degree of

separation could be made using turbidity and particle size

analysis.

However, before analysis could be performed, particles

had to be sampled and collected. For particles in air, it was
found that extreme care has to be taken in sampling them, as

diffusion and electrostatic charge caused serious losses to

the walls of sampling tubes and collecting instrument inlets.

Submicron particles from 0.01-1 " could be collected very
easily using high speed centrifugal spectrometers, in which

the size spectrum was deposited in a manner suitable for

analysis. In liquid media, the method of sampling was not

critical for submicron particles providc.d that the suspension

was stable, and they could be readily collected using a super-

centrifuge of the type developed by Hausner and Lynn.

To Lest the degree of separation that. hid beer attained

in the separation method, the collected par..icles from air or

liquid were best analyzed statically by interfacing an electron

microscope with a Quantmet 720 automatic microscope, so that

particle size distributions interparticle distance and degree

of agglomeration could be quickly measured on tht collector

surface.

Ir RESEARCH INSTITUTE
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For preliminary testing of the dispersing system, a

dynamic analytical method could be used. For this purpose,

the Whitby Aerosol Analyzer was best for particles in air, and

the Micromeritics X-Ray Analyzer or Kaye Disc Centrifuge for

particles in liquid.

Finally, to relate the experimental data taken during

the separation, collection and analytical phases with the

theoretical degree of separation possible from the model system,

a knowledge of the previous mathematical models employed to

describe the many forces of adhesion was considered essential.

A study of these theoretical models was conducted and it was

found that for many cases the force acting between colloidal

particles consisted of an attractive part due to London-Van der

Waals forces and a repulsive part due to the interaction of

the electrical double layers of the particles. Equations were

put forward for the purpose of determining these forces. These

allowed the stability of a colloidal system to be described by

means of a calculated potential energy of interaction curve.

The result was the: the stability of a system could be quali-

tatively assessed by the magnitude of the curve's maximum

value. The larger this value, the more stable was the system.

The theory was able to explain most of the experimentally

observed phenomena of colloidal systems, However, the one

important thing that ic could not do was to predict how long a

system would be stable. In order to accomplish this, the

collision rate of particles had to be investigated. Ihe analy-

si5 yielded an integro-differential equdtion to be solved.

This equation could only be solved analytically for situations

that were nut likely to occur in practice whilc in all other

cases a computer had to be used. Current numerical techniques

demanded the simultaneous solution of hundreds of difftrential

equations which required excessive computer time, Also, in

the cases investigated in this wdy, only simple systems werE

considered where- there were no interaction forces between the-
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particles. However, in these cases the theory was in agreement

with data. It should be noted that mainly spherical particles

were treated and to a very slight extent particles of other

shapes.

In addition to this work, equations were presented to

describe the tensile strength of powders, the force between a

particle in contact with plate, and bodies bonded together by

capillary forces. These equations werp. in general agreement

with data, but it should be kept i• mind that their purpose

was more to give a-a order of magnitude rather than exact valucso
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SUBMICRON SEPARATION AND DATA

1. INTRODUCTION

The quality of atmespheric air has received much atten-

tion during the last decade. The presence and concentration

of gases, liquids and solids at all levels of the atmosphere

has been studied with the intention of relating experimental

measurements to the dete:-ioration of the environment. One

part of this nationwide study is focused on the effect that

particulate matter has on both plant and animal life. Parti-

cles appear in the atmosphere as a result of many processes,

and in experimental studies, they are sampled, collected and

analyzed for various reasons. The fact that they appear sus-

pended in air at all, indicates that in most circumstances

their size is small. Yet when they are collected and observed,

the collected sample often contains few independent or discrete

particles, but rather it is seen in the form of large groups

or agglomerates of many particles in contact. Isolation of

any one discrete particle from this matrix proves difficult

particularly when its size is classed as submicron or less

than 1 x 10-4 cm. In many studies, specific particles do need

to be separated from this matrix, recollected and subjected to

independent analysis. To do this, one has to involve several

basic operations. First of all, one has to~ovwrcome the forces

that hold the matrix together, then separate the particles of

interest, and finally collect them in a manner acceptabl, to

the analyst.

The purpose of this study is to devise a method whereby

this operation can be successfully carried out on matrices

from any ambient air or ground level sampling point. The study

demands a knowledge of the types and structures of itmosphtric

aerosols under the current sampling conditions and it necessi-

tates an understanding of the factors involved in their

sampling, collection and ultimate separation. To do this,
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the forces that bind matrices together have to be studied and

measured, so that separation mechanisms can be prescribed.

This has to involve a study of the mathematical models used to

represent matrix agglomeration, from which a model can be de-

vised and compared with experimental data to inform the analyst

of his degree of success in the physical separation process.

The most suitable types and applications of energy, fluids and

surface active agents required to perform this task have to be

tabulated, and ideally methods devised to collect the separ-

ated particles in the same degree of dispersion and chemical

composition as they had in the atmosphere. As much work has

been done in this general field of interest, the first task

of such a program is to determine the state of the art in

particle separation processes. As this involves a wide series

of subjects, a basic knowledge of the concepts involvea in

submicron separation has to be first developed,

1.1 Basic Concepts of Submicron Separation

The science involved in the separation of submicron

particles from an agglomerated matrix is very complex- It

incorporates many facets of the basic sciences, each of which

has an equally important role in the separation process. 'o

understand the mechanism and energy involved in this process,

one has to first appreciate the role played by eich of th&

separate entities and then the way in which they interact.

To separate two particles in contact, one has to supply

energy to overcome the forces that bind them togethht-r, and

once this has been achieved, one has to dtevise me-ns to keep

them apart. The binding force between two particles can be

shown to be a function of such parameters as the particle

size, the particle size distribution, the particle macroshape

and rugosity, the total and external surface area, the nature

and structure of the surface, the energy at the surface, the

area of contact between the particles and their hardness and

melting points. Once they have parted, the two particles cdn
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,

be kept apart by collecting them on a surface in such a way

that either the interparticle distance is greater than that

over which coagulation forces act, or adsorb ions onto their

surfaces so that they repel each other, or change the rheology

of the fluid in which they are suspended, so that they are

mechanically held apart.

With this complex framework of interacting variables, it

appears logical to introduce this literature survey by briefly

discussing the importance and mode of interaction of each of

the variables independently. The way in which they interact

with one another can then be developed, so that at the con-

clusion of this introductory section, the reader has a basic

knowledge of particulate systems onto which the more specific

and detailed parts of this literature survey can bc built.

1.2 Discrete Particles and Particulate Systems

A "discrete particle" can be usefully described as a

single unit of matter which can change in "size" only by the

breakdown or fracture of chemical bonds within its structure.

It may or may not be of uniform "density" throughout its mass,

and its "shape" will be dependent on the method by which it is

made. In other branches o• science the word particle has a

completely different meaning, but it is only to be above

definition, that reference will be given in the current re-

search. The discrete particle can consist of a solid, a liquid

or a gas, depending on the phase in which it is suspended.

Powders, dusts and slurries are examples of discrete solid

par-:icles, emulsions, sprays and mists are examplts of discrete

liquid particles and foams and bubblespresent as "porosity"'

in ceramic and steel compacts are examples of discrete gaseous

particles. In the research conducted in this progrdm, only

the first categry is of importance, i.e., the category involv-

ing discrete solid particles.

Words marked thus , are defined in a glossary of terms in
Appendix i.
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In the collection of discrete solid particles, we utilize

a property of the particle which causes it to stick to plane

surfaces. The process of the sticking of particles or in

fact liquids or films to a plane surface by purely physical

bonding is terms "adhesion" (1). In some cases the term
"adherence" is used synonymously with "adhesion", but in this

program we will use the latter. This property is not restricted

to the sticking to plane surfaces. Discrete particles stick

to each other irrespective of chemical composition, and this

process is generally termed "cohesion". When chemically

identical particles stick together the process can be termed
"agglomeration". when chemically different particles stick

together it can be termed "conglomeration". From both of

these processes, a new particulate urnit evolves. It is usually

in the form of grouping of individual or discrete particles

bound together by physical bonds. This unit can exist perma-

nently in a fluid and behave as if it was a discrete particle

of size similar to that of the unit itself. If the discrete

particles are of the same chemical composition, the unit can

be termed an "agglomerate",If they are of different composi-

tion it can be termed a "conglomerate". When the bonding

between particles is not physical in nature, for example in

chemical reactions or sintering the particulate unit can be

termed as "aggregate". In this unit, the bonding is cherical,

there is no point of contact and the particles are joined by

necks of the same structural form as the particles themselves.

In future sections of this report, the terms agglomerate,
conglomerate and aggregate will be used as defined here. For

simplicity, the adjective "discrete" will be omitted from the

term "discrete particle" and the term particle will generally

apply to all discrete systems. Its use up to this stage wds

simply to enable the definitions of multiparticle units to

be clearly understood.
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1.3 Particle Size and Particle Size Distribution

For many practical purposes, the particle has to be

characterized by its size, shape and "surface". For most solid

particles, size is non-unique (2). It depends entirely on the

method by which it is measured, the experimental conditions

prevailing at the time, and the instrument which is used to

make the measurement. This is often operator dependent, and

hence any unqualified statements indicating size are meaning-

less. The units of particle size can be centimeters, milii-

meters, microns or angstroms. In most branches of particle

technology, the term micron is used in which I micron (4) is

10-4 cm. The angstrom (1) is also encountered and here

1 angstrom is 10-4 micron. As most molecules exist in the

range 10-100 1, the range of particles of interest in this

program are generally from 1 4, i.e., 104 . to 0.01 p, i.e.,

10 2. Within any system involving discrete particles, a

distribution of sizes is always present. "Particle size

distributions" are usually measured, and data reported in

terms of frequency, surface, volume or mass distributions.

The mean values of these distributions will all be different,

so care has to be taken in interpreting any data from parti-

cle size distribution measurements (3-6).

1.4 Particle Shape

In a similar way particle "shape" cannot be described

without difficulty. In general, shape can be subdivided into

two categroies, "nacro and micro shape". Macro shape is a

measure of the particle form, i.e., whether it is spherical,

cuboidal, conical, etc., while micro shape or "rugosity" is a

measure of surface roughness. Both of these parameters can

be measured experimentally (7-48), but again, qualification

of the method employed to measure them, has to be provided

with shape measurement data if it is to be meaningful. For

the purpose of this research, the measurement of microshape or

rugosity is most important. This is because the adhesion
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between particles and a plane surface and the cohesion betv-een

particles themselves depends upon the area of contact between

the bodies, which in turn depends upon the particle surface

roughness. This fact leads to the most important particle

characteristic involved in adhesion studies, the particle

surface.

1.5 Surface Area and Surface Structure

The surface of a particle in a fluid is the boundary or

interface between the two phases. The extent of this surface

is a function of particle size and surface roughness. For a

given weight of solid matter, the lower the particle size, and

the rougher the particle surfact the greater the surface area.

This "factor" is usually subdivided into two categories.

These are the "exterral surface drea" which is equivalent to

the surface of all prominences on the particle plus the are•

of all indentations which are wider than they are deep, and

the "internal surface area" which is that. part of the surface

contained in indentations deeper than they are wid& (49). At

all points over the toral surface, i.e., external and internal,

there are unsatisfied bonds which give rise to A field of force

around the particle. "his property is a specific feature of

a surface which no other part of the particle exhibits In

order to appreciate how a surface attains this property, one

has to understand some of the fEatures involved in the struc-

ture of solids.

Solids can be subdivided into crystalline and noncrystAl-

line substances. The former havc d high degree of order in

their molecular structure, in which the cr stdl is built up

in a pattern or space lattice. In contrast, a noncrystalline

solid has complete disorder within its structure. Four dif-

ferent kinds of lattice exist in a crystalline solid and these

are termed "ionic", "homopolar", "molecular", and "metallic"

(49). In ionic lattices the constituent entities are ions,

and the structure is held together by the attraction of unlike
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charges or "electrical forces" (50). Examples are Sodium

Chloride, Potassium Bromide, etc. In homopolar lattices, the

entities are neutral atoms, and the structure is held together

by ordinary chemical valences. An example is diamond. In a

metallic lattice (51), all electrons can be regarded as making

up an assembly in which chemical valency bonds are formed be-

tween each atom and its neighbors in the lattice. In a molecu-

lar lattice, the entities are molecules which are held together

by physical or "\dn der Waals forces". 1hese arise; from the

interaction between electrons and adjacent molecules. An

evample is stEaric acid (49). In all c-ses, the forces holding

lattices together are attractive, anJ their strengths increase

in the order Van der Waals, electrostatic and valency forces,

respectively. For the case of a perfect lattice, the forces

can be calculated, and at the s'lface where unlinked bonds

predominate, an estimate of the attractive force can be found.

Unfortunately, perfect lattices are rare, and imperfect lattices

are the general rule. Stone (52) and Gray (53) discuss lattice

defects and define two distiact kinds termed interstitial ion

and ion vacancy defects. This meanq that at some point in the

crystal, more ions are present than should be there (if inter-

stitial ion defects are present), and alternatively less ions

are present than should be there (if ion v3cancy defects are

present). This gives rise to localized areas of high ind low

attraction at the surfact of the particle, 1hese kind of de-

fects give rise to the property of semiconductivity in solids

(54). Stone (52) discusses a third defect due to non-

stoichiometry in the lattice, which he categorizes into excess

metal with anion vacancies, excess metal with interstitial

cations, excess electronegative constituents wit>i interstitial

anions, and excess electronegative constituents with cation

vacancies. The problem is complicated even further when the

ion deficiencies are filled with ions of a different kind, i e.,

when impurity ions are present in the lattice. This has a

detrimental effect, if the impurity ikn has a different vilency,
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when the lattice structure is subjected to strain. Cottrell

(55) and Reid (56) discuss the effect of lattice strain particu-

larly for the cases when solids are deformed or dislocated. An

analogy to this effect is faulting and folding of geological

strata in the earth's crust. Differences in the size and

nature of the ions are responsible for the degree of deforma-
tion, and it has been shown to be greater for anions than

cations and to increase with the radius of the ion. One effect

of deformation is the polarization of the structure, which is

reflected in a change in the bond strength between the ions (57).

Thus, in some cases, a highly deformed ionic bond can behave
like An unsymmetrical homopolar one (49). On these grounds, it

is very difficult in practice to predict the strength and nature

of the bond at the surface of any non-perfect lattice. However,

irrespective of whether the strength of the surface bonds are

predictable or not, some field of force will exist as a result
of their presence. Ithus, when a second particle is brought

close to the first one in such a way that their fields of force
overlap, attraction and eventual adhesion takes place.

1.6 Surface Energy and the Adsorption of Films

The force of adhesion will depend on the force of the

field around the solid, and a measure of this is hdE "surface
energy". This is defined as the isothermal revwrsible work

which requires to be done in creating Icm2 of new surface.
This, if a solid particle in the form of a 1 cm cube was pulled
apart to make two e4ual halves, with plane forces and the
operation was performed in a vacuum, the surface, energy would

be twice the free energy assoLiated with each surfacEo if

these two halves were placed in contact once again perfect

adhesion would take place, with a gain in energy of the same

magnitude. If the operation was performed in air or in the

presence of a vapor, this would not occur. Instead, the
unsatisfied surface bonds would attract molecules of moisture

or vapor to the surfaces, and when the two halves were placed
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in contact once again, the gain in energy would be less (58).
In this case, the force of attraction between the two surfaces
of the clean solid has been replaced by the force of attrac-
tion between two adsorbed layers. In general, these have lower
values of Van der Waals forces than the solid itself. Thus,
the adsorption of surface films reduce the force of adhesion
between two perfect surfaces.

If the experiment was now repeated in such a way the
I cm cube was torn apart with a highly irregular interface
between the two halves, each interface would be the perfect
mate to the other, but the energy involved would be greatly
different, as the surface area of the rough interface would be2
greater than 1 cm2 . With an irregular interface in a vacuum,
it is possible that lattice distortion could then occur due to
attraction between unsatisfied bonds in narrow cracks in the
surface which could result in a change in the microshape. In
this way, the surface could be modified and it would no longer
be the perfect mate for the other interface. In addition, in
air or a vapor, the adsorption of films would be different in
cracks than on prominences due to capillary condensiton, and
so when the two interfaces were brought together, the energy
involved in the adhesion would be much lower than predicted.
This introduces much uncertainty into the estimation of adhesion
forces on nonplane surfaces, and even more uncertainty is
introduced when one considers the effect of the surface defects
and impurities discussed previously. It was shown that dreds

of high and low attraction could be present even on plane
surfaces, so that they certainly can be present, and influence
the uniformity of adsorption of surface films on irregular
surfaces. In this way, surface roughness, surface energy,
surface purity, and surface structure cause the force of
adhesion to vary from point to point over a single particle
surface, and the force between any two particles will depend on
the specific surface iocation where contact will be made, and
the actual contact area between the particles in question.
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1.7 Multilayer Adsorption and Effect of Free Liquid'

So far in this discussion, the adsorption of moisture or
vapor onto surfaces has been restricted to surface films or
monomolecular layers. In the presence of high humidity, multi-

layer adsorption can occur (59-63), and in the ultimate case,

free water can form a pendular bond between particles. In this

case, new forces are introduced termed "capillary forces" which

bind the particles together strongly. If the pendular bond is

an organic vapor or volatile component which has a low melting

point, condensation can be followed by partial solidification

and the pendular bond then acts like a cement or binder. In

this case, the adhesive properties of the binder are added to

those of the particles which, of course, is the prime objective

with a wide range of adhesives manufactured by the chemical

industries. In this case, the particles are cemented together

into an aggregate-type structure, which is almost insepardble
by physical dispersive techniques. However, considering only

the case for water at the present time, additional increases

in concentration leads to a complete coverage of the particles

by a layer of water, which may or may not "wet" the surface.

If the forces of attraction at the solid surface are greater
for the liquid than for the solid itself, wetting will occur

spontaneously, In contrast, if the forces of attraction at

the surface of the solid particle are greater for another solid
particle than for the liquid, then the liquid will not wet the

particles, but agglomeration will be observed. This behavior

is related to a parameter termed the Ncontact angles ,i-., t-he

angle between the liquid interface and the solid sutface. Lf

the angle is 00, complete wetting occurs while if the angle is

1800% no wetting takes place. Hence, by using a liquid whose

affinity for the solid is greater than the solids affinity for

itself, i.e., a liquid whose contact angle with the solid is 0',

one can replace the adhesion between particles, by the adhesion

between a particle and a liquid. In this way, particles can
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be separated or dispersed with a relatively low amount of

energy (64). This can be facilitated by proper selection of

a pure liquid or by adding a "surface active substance" to the

liquid itself. This substance has a high affinity for the

surface, and is adsorbed there from solution. The interface

or surface of the solid with the liquid is now converted to an

interface of surfactant with the liquid, which leads to yet a

further force involved in particle-particle interactions. It

has been shown that at a particle surface, there is a field of

force due to the presence of unsatisfied bonds, which, depend-

ing on the ion, can lead to a surface charge. If this surface

is placed in contact with a liquid containing positive and

negative ions, a0double layer is developed between the ions

localized in the surface of the solid, and those in the region

extending into the solution (64-69). When the particle is in

motion, shear is developed between the double layer and the

bulk solution. The potential difference between any pointý in

the bulk solution and this shear plane is termed the zeta

potential (70). Ihis parameter can be used as a measure of

the stabilizing potential of the double layer. Compression of

this layer, leads to a reduction in zeta potential and loss of

stability, i.e., coagulation and flocculation take place, :n

other words, loss of stability means the nEtt force acting

between the particles is now dttractive, whereas in stable

systems, when the zeta potential. is high, the nett force is

repulsive. In this way "double layer forces" are ve'ry imp,,r:-
ant in particle separation phenomena in a liquid medium.

Liquid layers have yet another significant effect in

adhesion between surfaces, which arises as a result of capilliry

condensation. With any two rough surfaces, the adhesion between

them is a function of the areas of the surface in contact. With

highly irregular surfaces, perhaps contact occurs at only one

point, such as at the tip of a prominence in the surface. If

it occurred at the tips of two promirerices, the contact area

would be radically changed if the valley between them was filled
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completely with liquid. In this case, contact would be made

at the tips of the prominences and over the area of the liquid

film. Thus, the overall contact area would be increased. A

similar effect is obtained due to plastic deformation or surface

melting.

1.8 Plastic Deformation, Melting and Sintering

When two surfaces are brought into contact under condi-

tions of known pressure, the extent of deformation of the solids

at the point of contact depends on the area of the initial

contact and the elasticity of the surfaces (49,71,72,73,74),

In general, the lower the value of Young's mondulus of elas-

ticity, the softer the material, the greater the deformation

and, consequently, the greater the adhesion. The hardness of

materials was conveniently tabulated by Moh who developed a

scale of hardness by which most chemical substances can be

relatively compared. This is shown in Table 1. In addition to

elasticity, the deformation of a solid is a function of the

applied pressure, and many materials can be made to adhere

purely by the application of high pressures (73). Examples

can be found in the manufacture of cold welded compacts, in

which scrupulously clean metal surfaces such as aluminum can

be pressed together to form metal parts (49). Scrupulously

clean means freedom from oxide films, liquid films and dust,

which adhere to the surface bonds and lower the adhesional

energy of the surfaces. Welding is usually accomplished by

Lhe use of heat, which acts as a surface softener and promotes

rapid deformability. Adhesion at high temperatures is termed
"sintering" and in this process surfdce melting and subsequent

deformability lead to surface bonding. However, sintering

does begin below the melting point of most solids, and there

is an actual temperature termed the "Tamman" temperature which

is approximately half the value of the solid melting point in

*K. At this temperature, the rate of sintering rapidly in-

creases (70,73,74). It is probable that at this temperature,

the lattice defects, discussed earlier, are no longer rigidly
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Table 1

RELATIVE HARDNESS SCALE - RELATIVE TO MOHS

•.,'-1 i c "":L- - __< _i -.. . . Sc l.id .. ... m i-,leq J.• ,. _

I."!x((0C) 0.02 0. 006 1ron 4-5 0.25-0.6

G ra1,Ihit e 0.5-1 0.02 Zinc oxide 4.5 0.4
*TIlc 1 O.011 Gla s 4.5-6.5 0.4-1

(ia) Diat. Farth 1-1.5 0.0.,,5 */.,rcttiti , 5 0.6

Asphalt 1.5 0.04 Carbon 31ack 5 0.6

I1.d 1.5 0.04 Asbe:toL 5 0.6

*Gypsumr 2 0.0os Steel 5-3.5 0. C.-2. 3

Finqernaj 1 2 0.0 5 Knife Blade 5.2 0.G 5

Orqgnic Crysts 2 0. 05 Window 61]a::.: 5.-2 0.65

Sodj Ash 2 0.05 (ha) Chro-i t , 5.5 0.7

Hlyd. Lime 2-3 0. 05-0. 2 *Orthoclu e 6 0.8

Sulfur 2 0 .05 Iron Oxidc 6 0.8

SAlt 2 0. (5 Pumice 6 0.8

Tin 2 0. 05 File 1. 1 0.9

Zinc 2 0.07) Mog. Oxide 5-0.5 0.6-1

Anthracite 2.2 0.0 , Pyrites 6.5 1.0

Silver 2.5 0.13 Tit. Dioxide: 6.5 1.0

1,Borax 2.5 0. i3 *Quartz'(Vi] cc) 7 1.25

(a) }aolin 2.5 ]. 13 Sond (Silica:) 1.25 1 "2)

Litthjargc 2.5 0.]3 Zirconic 7+ 1 6

Bicojrb. Soda 2.5 0.17 Beryl1ia 7+ 1.8

Copper (coin) 2.5 0.13 Emery 7-9 1.2-2.5

AlIlmi 2-3 0. 3 *'Tojtza 8 2.0

+Co Icit,- 3 0.24 ' e.! 1'11,t. H. 2 "2.

(.j) Lirir.etonc 3-4 0.23 *CoruLnduin 9 2 .5

o liB•t i t 3 0.2 Al undumi 0-i 2. 5-
(0.? 'I'l T r'-it-n Carel h9 . 2 2.7

PorJ te 1. 3 0. 21 T',nt A m1lu u r-, j. j .0

3ra:. T-'t (j n-•I Itni (',1; 1) 9.A 3 .r

I,) n I ii c r k-, (r. u'-G. 2] 71 1 I Io. C, i 9.41 .

ho-- 0.2' Pt tn i'a rbi.r 9.5 4.0

' ]luu, it,' .4 ().2, " ,,ond 10 10

13I, .II.I R,-" 9• I,- A 0 In 5-lt
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bound in the lattice, and ion migration takes place at the

surface. Thus, the structure and properties of the surface ,re

modified by the release of impurities and defects, and this is

usually demonstrated by an increase in the force of adhesion

(49). Deformability of this kind can also be induced by fric-

tion. As the areas of contact between particles are usually

very small, very high local temperatures can be induced by the

rubbing of one particle surface against another (73). When

this occurs, the very high pressures and temperatures induced

at the points of contact result in the localized plastic flow

of the softened surface. This continues until the total area

of contact is such that the local pressure has fallen to the

characteristic yield pressure of the softened material, and

the temperature has fallen below the Tamman value (73). Fric-

tion deformability can be reduced by the presence of adsorbed

films between surfaces which, of course, is the principal

mechanism involved in lubrication (73,74). It should be noted

that the multiparticle structures arising from the sintering

of particles are aggregates and these cannot be separcited by

normal dispersion techniques. If the energy is increased in

order to separate such structures, one runs the risk of frac-

turing the discrete particles themselves.

1.9 Summary

In this introduction, the many variables that play a rule

in the adhesion process, have been generally introduced. This

information has been found in standard books on the subject

and is lacking in specific detail. What this introduction has

done is provide a base onto which specific literature can now

be built. In the following sections of this report, literature

has been assembled which details information found in recent

work in all these aspects of adhesion. As adhesion has been

shown to be a function of the chemical and physical nature,

structure and purity of the particles involved, it seemed

logical to begin the specific search by a study of atmospheric
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aerosols, so that the important properties of the particles

likely to be involved in the study can be defined.
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2. ATMOSPHERIC AEROSOLS

2.1 Definitions

Nowhere on earth is there air which is completely free

of particles. There are areas such as the polar regions which

contain very low particle concentrations compared to polluted

urban air; and visible pollution above cities decreases with

altitude as any air traveler can observe. However, even in

the stratosphere one can find particles of terrestrial and

extraterrestrial origin. Aerosol particles to be found in the

atmosphere can range from briefly airborne soil derived dust

such as grains of sand carried aloft in a sand storm to molecu-

lar aggregates produced by cosmic radiation or natural radio-

activity. Between these extremes which range from angstrom to

millimeters in size, atmospheric aerosols are to be found

wherever there is atmospheric air to transport them. Particles

in the air can be categorized as dusts, smokes, and mists.

Dusts consist of solid particles susoended in air as the

result of mechanical disintegcation or aerodynamic diriersal

of previously disintegrated bulk particulates. Dusts generally

have a very broad size distribution and as a result tend to

settle rapidly under the influence of gravity, although the

size distribution can extend into the sub-micron region.

Smokes usually refer to more stable suspensions of particles

which are formed by volatilization and condensation, chemical

reaction, and pulverization. Smokes generally have particles

leis than 5 4 in size. Mists result from the condensation of

vapor and consist of droplets usually larger than 5 k in size.

Cloud and fog droplets are examples of a mist and these drop-

lets very often carry dissolved components as well as insoluble

particles. Snow and rain forming in and descending through the

atmosphere inevitably collect atmospheric aerosols and vaDors

before reaching the earth's surface.
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Nuclei are particles typically submicron in size, with '

condensation nuclei larger than about 0.2 g in diameter and

Aitken nuclei less than 0.2 p in diameter. All natural cloud

droplets start by vapor condensation on nuclei particles.

The terms haze and smog refer to combinations of the
above types of aerosol particles and are often used to describe

combinations of natural and anthropogenic aerosols.

Aerosol size and property parameters are depicted in
Figure I and show size ranges important for ions, light scat-

tering, cloud physics, air chemistry, and routine air pollution

measurements (75).
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", Atmospheric Hoze4
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Routine Air Particulate
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Figure I

PARTICLE NOMENCLATURE (Ref. 75)
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2.2 Basic Properties of Aerosols

Aerosol suspensions are fundamentally unstable and cannot

persist unless continuously or periodically reinforced to re-
place particles being removed by natural forces. Gravity con-

tinuously acts on aerosols and results in sedimentation which

increases as the particle size increases. Particles larger
than about I p have terminal velocities of fall which exceed
brownian motion displacements. The reverse is true for sub-
micron particles, and they would have exceedingly long airborne

lifetimes except for other factors.

Particles in suspension also tend to agglomerate, and

the rate of coagulation increases with increasing particle
concentration. Since the number concentration of atmospheric
aerosols reaches a maximum in the submicron range, growth of

these small aerosol particles by coagulation is an ever present
mechanism which would result in a decreasing number concentra-
tion except for a continual replenishment of submicron particles.

Thus, as the submicron particles collide with and attach to
oLher'particles, whether submicron or larger, they eventually
become either attached to an agglomerate of sufficient size
to fall to the surface of the earth, or be scavenged by snow.

rain, or hail. Electrostatic charges on aerosol particles
unless unipolar, will enhance coagulation. Positive ane nega-
tive ions produced by ionizing radiation in the air attach
themselves to nearby particles to produce charged particles.

Thermal gradients in the air can result in particle
migration (th-rmophoresis) toward a colder collecting surface,
e.g., an evaporating droplet or a snowflake descending through

warm air. Vapor pressure gradients can result in particle
migration (diffusiophoresis) in the direction of low vapor
concentration. Thus vapor condensing on a drop will tend to

transport particles to the drop surface unless balanced by a

repelling thermophoretic force.
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Air suspended particles illuminated by sunlight can move

in complex paths depending upon the light intensity, color,

pressure of the air, particle size, shape, material and on

addition.i fields such as electric and magnetic. Such motions

induced by illumination are known as photophoresis. At sea

level, particles below 0.1 g will be very photophoretic. Also,

ferromagnetic particles will show magnetophotophoretic motion

in the direction of the magnetic field of the earth. The

photophoretic or magnetophotophoretic velocity in sunlight at

sea level is of the order of 10-2 cm/sec and cmn even result

in particles rising against gravity in the ainosphere under

certain conditions.

Falling particulates and hydrometeors will accumulate

additional particles during their descent through impactioni

and interception. The sampling of hydrometeors such as snow

or rain can be an effective means of sampling particulates

from the volume of air through which the snow falls. Examina-

tion of particulates removed through the centuries by accumu-

lated polar snows has revealed much informat- an concerning

atmospheric aerosols in ages past.

Atmospheric aerosols also interact with gases and vapors.

Condensation nuclei tend to be hygroscopic such thAt a rise in

humidity will cause particle growth. Condensation can start

on hygroscopic nuclei at comparat•-:=.'ly low humidities as indi-

cated by Houghton (76). Hygroscopic gases such as SO 3 and

NH3 will also react with water vapor to produce droplets at

low humidities. Vapors also adsorb on particle surfaces

through physical adsorption, and reactions can be promoted or

catalyzed by particles which contain active components. The

inevitable presence of adsorbed or absorbed moisture on atmos-

pheric particles leads to solution of soluble components and

can result in recrystallization and mechanical binding of

agglomerates through interparticle crystallization. Even in

the absence of soluble components, adsorbed moisture will hold

particles together through surface tension effects. Even
lIT RESEARCH INSTITUTE
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moisture condensed from a particle free atmospheric air parcel

will extract surface active gaseous components which will not

revert completely to a gas on subsequent evaporation of the

droplet (77).

The presence of soil derived aerosols containing transi-

tion elements also provides catalytic surfaces which could

promote chemical reactions. These reactions could result in

a still more tightly bound agglomerate. It has become evident

as well that many other reactions in the atmosphere, including

the Los Angeles smog, occur preferentially on the surface of

particles already in suspension, often coating them with a

heavy layer of added material (78).

Particle concentrations in the atmospheric air can range

from a few particles cm-3 in the polar regions to 200-300 cm-3

over some parts of the ocean to as high as 105 cm-3 in highly

polluted atmospheres. Concentrations by weight can range from

a few micrograms meter in very clean to as high as nearly

1000 micrograns meter during heavy smogs in London. It is

not unusual to find concentrations in cities as low as 60 .ricro-

grams meter 3 , and measurements far from civilization in the

rain forests of Panama showed occasional concentrations in
-3excess of 40 micrograms meter

The smaller the particle in the atmosphere, the greater

is its number concentration down to some lower limit. Junge (79)

first characterized atmospheric particulate size distributions

into the submicron region and showed that for each 10-fold

decrease in particle size, there is about a 1000-fold increase

in particle number. Therefore, the mass of particles, for

example, between 0.8 and 0.9 4 will equal the mass of particles

between 8 and 9 p.. Figure 2 shows some 3ize distributions of

aerosols at various stations in Germany aý- determined by Junge.
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2.3 Sources of Aerosols in the Atmosphere

Green and Lane (80) have summarized that continental
aerosols have three main components in the size range above

0.1 4. The first is sea salt, which is the predominant con-
stituent of nuclei greater than I [L in diameter. The second

is a sulfate component, which may be preient either as sulfuric
acid, or combined as a salt, perhaps ammonium sulfate, and

which predominates in nuclei between 0.1 and 1 4 in diameter.

Other hygroscopic materials may be present. The third com-
ponent consists of insoluble particles largely derived from

the soil, and its concentration depends upon the soil condi-
tions, terrain, and ground wind. The relative influence of
these three components will clearly depend upon the previous

exposure of the air parcel.

In a recent 3-week study and seminar at Stockholm,
Sweden (81), Dr. Christian Junge, of Max-Planck Institut fUr
Chemie, Mainz, West Germany, estimated that man-made particles
account for 10 to 50% of the atmosphere's total particles.

Natural injection of particles into the atmosphere totals

773 million to 2.2 billion metric tons annually. Man-made

emissions total 185 million to 415 million metric tons per
year. All but 10 million to 90 million metric tons of the man-

made annual total comes from chemical precursors, such as
sulfur dioxide from combustion of fuels and nitrogen oxides

from industrial emissions. Gaseous oxides convert in the
atmosphere to sulfate and nitrate particles. Man-made sulfate

particles attain about the same level as natural species

(130 million to 200 million metric tons annually) and are the
largest single man-made contribution of particles. Dust and

smoke emissions account for 10 million to 90 million metric
tons of the man-made annual total, nitrate for 30 to i5 million
metric tons, and hydrocarbons for 15 to 20 million metric tons.

Natural sources of sulfur yield 130 to 200 million metric tons
annually of sulfate particles, ammonia and nitrogen oxides
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give 140 to 700 million metric tons of nitrate, and hydrocarbons

form 75 to 200 million metric tons annually of particles in the

atmosphere. Sea salt, soil, volcanic ash, and forest fires

account for the remaining 438 million to 1.1 billion metric

tons annually of natural particles.

Diamant (82) has indicated that globally the annual in-

put of particles below 5 4 diameter into the atmosphere amounts

to 1,600 million tons, of which 560 million tons are converted

sulfates, 35 million tons are converted nitrates, 15 million

tons are converted hydrocarbons, while 40 million tons could
be described as soot from combustion. Critchlow (83) points

out that of the below 5 p particles in the lower atmosphere,

only a small proportion is man-made. The majority are derived
from natural processes and tend to be permanently present in

the air with minor fluctuations. Hans (84) reports that a large
part comes from combustion, from mineral and organic particles

raised by the wind, from ocean spray and wave crests, and from

chemical reactions, with a minor component of cosmic dust.

Chovin (85) presents a systematic general review of the origin
and nature of chemical pollutants of the atmosphere with refer-

ence to France, England, and the U.S.

CeorgiJ (86) indicates that in the northern hemisphere,
industrial Lources account for 30% of the aerosol components.

Salt nuclei from the sea account for 20-25% of the nuclei which

are active in cloud formation. Also, the number of giant mari-

time nuclei exceeds that of giant terrestrial nuclei; their

concentration in the troposphere decreases exponenLially with

altitude. In central Europe the otherwise natural background

aerosol of other uninhabited areas has been obliterated by

numerous anthropogenic sources. Beyond a height of 700 meters,

local aerosol differences disappear. Corn (87) says that the

chemical profile of an air basin is highly individualistic,

dependent on the input of aerosols from natural, industrial,

domestic and mobile sources of pollution in the region. Nitrogen
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dioxide is the dominant photochemical reactant in the lower

atmosphere according to Johnston (88), He also discusses

photochemical reactions anJ resultant products including

aerosols. Knop (89) enumerates major sources of hazardous and

annoying industrial dusts and gases; quarries, cement factories,

the ceramic industry, the asphalt industry, iron ore sintering

plants, blast furnaces, and foundries are large contributors

of dusts and e•seous emissions. Estimates were made for the

year 1966-1967 of nationwide emissions of air pollutants in-

cluding particulates, and information is broken down by source

category (90), More recently, Hidy (91) has estimated world-

wide production of primary particles from industry and by

nature, and includes secondary chemical aerosols produced by

reactions in the atmosphere. Hidy's tabulations are shown in

Tables 2 to 4. IvliEv (92) discusses aerosol distribution as

related to sources.

Vandegrift (93) conducted a study to identify, character-

ize and quantify the- natural particulate air pollution problem

from stationary sources in the U.S. Emissions were det.ermintd

from data on emission factors, grain loadings, and mattLrial

balances, These particulate emissions currently total 18 mil-

lion tons per' year, The major stationary sources of particu-

iatts includt- power plants, crushcd stone, agriculture and

related operati:-ns, cement, iron and ,tt:i!l, and fort-st products.

Dreisbach (94) indicareq the major typEs of air' pollutants in

the Sdn Francisc,- Bay area, and their sources and effects.

Cr.use (95) has als, conducted a source inventory of the

San Francisco Bay area which shows transportation, incincration,

chemical, metallurgical, and combustion pollutants as 87/ of

the industrial particulates in 1965. Maps have been prepared

by Sele7neva (96) which show the distribution of condensation

nuclei over Russia and their sources are identified. The

material covered by Sele'zneva is Russian in origin with some

reference to non-Russian work.
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Tab le 2

ESTIMATED SOURCES OF PRIMARY PARTICLE PRODUCTION

Emission Productior

tons yr Factor Rate (tons day )

A. Combustion of Fuel & Waste

1. Coal 2.9 x 109 15#/ton 6 x 104

2. Liquid Hydrocarbons 1.3 x 109 14#/1000 gal. 0.3 x 104

*3. Natural Gas 1.9 x 107 ft 3  10- 4

*4. Incinerators 12 x 106 14.81#/ton 2.5 x 102

B. Industry*

1. Steel 1.3 x 108 10/ton 0.18 x 104

2. Iron 9.1 x 107 17#/ton 0.21 x 104

"..3. Smelting (Cu, Pb, Zn) 2 x 104 102

4. Petroleum Refineries 11.3 x 106 bbl. 1 tcn/lO5 bbl. .3 x 102

day

5. -< 103 (?)

6. Pulp Mills 25.7 x 106 2600/ton 0.9 x 104

7. Portland Cement 3.08 x 107 bbl. 3811/ton 3.2 x 104

8.. Bitumeas Cement 1.11 x 106 bbl. 0.2#/ton 101

9. Food and Feed < 102 (?L

1- 3 x 105 **

*U.S. Only

**Range for projection of extrapolation to world industry.
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Table 3

ANNUAL WORLDWIDE HYDROCARBON EMISSION ESTIMATE
(From Robinson and Robbins)

Source Total Reactive
Quanti ty &i ision Percent Em'i::ion Emission,

tons Factor Reactive, tsns tens
Source (x 106) Ibl/ton , (x 106) (x IA)

Coal

Po%%er 1,219 0.2 15 0.2 3

Industrial 1,369 1.0 15 0.7 10.5

Domestic & 404 10 15 2.0 30
Con-erci al

Petroleum

Refineries 11,317 bbl. 56 tons/ 14 6.3 88
10,000 bbl.

Gasoline 379 180 44 34 1500

Kerosene 100 0.6 18 < 0.1 1

Fuel Oil 287- 1.0 18 0.1 1.8

Residual Oil 507 0.9 18 0.2 3.6

Evaporation &' 379 41 20 7.8 156
Transfer Loss

Other

Solvent Use 3 30 lb/yr/ 15 10 ,150

person

Incinerators 500 100 30 25 750

Wood Fuel 466 31 15 0.7 10.5

Forest Fires 324 7 21 1.2 25

88.3 2,729.4
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Table 4

SOME IMPORTANT SOURCES OF ATMOSPHERIC AEROSOLS

(Production Rate in Tons Day-I on a Worldwide Basis)

Source Estimated Production Rate "• L' , t. o1: Total

1. Primary

Dust rise by wind 2 x 1O4 - 106 9.3

-Sea Spray '3 x 106 28,

.Extraterrestrial 50 - 550
(Ileteoritic Dust)

Volcanic Dust 104 0.09
(Intermittent)

Forest Fires 4 x 105 3.8
(Intermi ttent)

2. Secondary

Vegetation 5 x 105 - 3 x 106 28.

Sulfur Cycle 10o5 - 106 9.3
(oxidati 2n of.

H2 s -

Nitrogen Cycle

,,onia 7 x l05 6.5

NOx -, NIO3- 106 8.3

Volcanoes (volatiles - 1O3 0.009
so2 & I12 S) - Intermittent

Sub-Total 10.1 x 106 94.
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Internal combustion engine aerosols consist of (a) mists

of partly cracked and partly oxidized hydrocarbons emitted as

crankcase blowby; (b) mists of partly cracked and partly oxi-

dized hydrocarbons from the exhaust during choked operation;

(c) mists of partly cracked and partly oxidized lubricating

oil from the exhaust during over-run of worn engines; (d) black

smoke during prolonged operation with the choke closed; and

dispersion of lead salts (97). The exhaust particulates amount

to about 5% by weight of the amount of hydrocarbon emission,

and the non-volatile reaction products include free acids,

high molecular weight olefins, and carbonyl compounds (98).

Marchesani (99) estimates pollutant sources often over-

looked which include aerosol spray cans, 3round dust, leaf

burning, cosmic dust, perfumes, smoking, marsh gas, tire tread

wear, shoe wear, pavement wear, and other sources. Windom (100)

indicates that the mineral talc which is used as a carrier and

diluent for pesticides has been detected at levels as high as

a percent by weight and is tracPe •o agricultural crop dusting

activity. Parkin (101) sampled ýust across the temperate

North Atlantic and noted that in the greater than 3 4 fraction

anthropropogenic combustion-derived carbon and fly ash spherules

were as high as 60% of the sample near land, while in mid-ocean

there are usually about 5% spherules. Talc, especially abund-

ant in January, was present in all samples. Using spherules

as a tracer, it was noted that a pollution stream increases

in width fivefold in moving from Newfoundland to Ireland,

Close to the West African coast, near Dakar, the concentration

of red-brown dusts is 10 4g mi3 with 0.1% larger than 23 4.
At Barbados there was much less quartz and the corresponding

size was 0.1% larger than Ii 1.

2.4 Nature of Aerosols Close to Ground Level

2.4.1 General References

Vohra (102,103) discusses aerosol formation by chemical
reactions in the atmosphere, and says the processes of oxidation,
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nitration, chloride formation, hydrolysis, hydration, and re-

combination of specific oppositely charged species forming

inorganic acids are some of the basic aerosol forming reactions.

Nuclei fcrmation in the dark in filtered air is due at least

partly to the recombination of certain iortic species by natural

ionization. The role of solar radiations, electric discharges

and ozone in the formation of acids is also considered.

Mohnen (104) presents anomalous data on aerosol formation from

gases. Moqh-:r, et al. (105), analyzed Los Angeles smog data
and found that frequent surface inversions in winter resulted

in gaseous and particulate concentrations more than twice as

high as cemparable summer time concentrations. Goldsmith (106)

notes that the Los Angeles smog which is photochemical in

nature differs from the dominant air pollution in England by

occurring more in hot, dry weather than in cold wet weatner,

being oxidizing rather than reducing and being related to

vehicle exhaust rather than household heating.

Reviews on chemical analysis of air pollution including

suspended particulate matter and inorganic and organic constitu-

ent5 have been presented by Altshuller (107) and later by

Mueller (108) who complements Altshuller's review. A review

of atmospheric haze by Germogenova (109) includes chemical

composition of hazes over oceans and land masses and indicates

tr.ýnds in haze research. A comprehensive literature survey (110)

on transport, dispersion, and depletion processes in the atmos-

phere contains 2,112 references largely from 1940-1969. Ihe

influEnce' f turbul-nt interchange on aerosol concentration in

the lower' atmosphere was studied by Lomaya (Ill) who derivEd

an empirical formula for this effect.

On examining particulate patterns over 1957 to 1966,

Spirtas and Levin (112,113) find that while a considerable

margin still exists, the gap in particulate levels between

urban and non-urban sites is narrowing, and the relatively

pure air of rural areas will be a vanishing phenomenon if the
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trend persists. Electrical conductivity measurements of the

atmosphere indicate a 5% decrease between 1929 and 1962; this

implies a worldwide increase in fine particle pollution over

this period (114). Porch, et al. (115), present atmospheric

light scattering measurements which suggest the existence of a

background level of atmospheric aerosol which is augmented

locally by pollution sources. Atmospheric aerosols are dis-

cussed by Dufour (116,117) and McCaldin, et al, (118).

McCrone (119) describes the use of morphological microscopic

examination to identify atmospheric particulates and estimate

composition.

A collaborative study (120) of smog aerosols in Los

Angeles during the summer of 1969 involved size determinations

over the range of 0.003 to 6 g, chemical analysis of impactor

and gas samples, measurement of optical properties, nuclei,

coagulation, humidity effects, and single particle chemical

analysis. Harris (121) presented a paper on a study of Los

Angeles aerosols. Suspended Los Angeles particulates were

also reported on by MacPhee and Bokian (122). Similar studies

of aerosols in Delhi (123), Milan (124), Finland (125), and

New York (126) were reported. The latter study showed increased

vanadium and nickel particulates during the heating season.

Pollution by metal foundries in Osaka including measuring the

concentration of heavy metals in particulates was investigated

by Yagi, et al. (127).

Junge (128) has stuiied the chemistry of unpolluted

atmospheres. Other aerosol studies in areas of low pollution

were conducted in the Alps (129), in Pacific air masses (130),

and in the Antarctic (131). Air samples from Amazonia,

Brazil (132) show low concentration and relatively small,

uniform particle size, which suggests domination by local

sources. These sources are in turn dominated by particle

formation in the air through condensation and reaction. The

particle size data are similar to those of Panama except for
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the inorganic size ranges. There are many biological particles

not seen in Panama. Sodium chloride particles tend to be small

relative to those characterizing oceanic air, and are of a

size compatible with long residence times in air. Particles

were classified on the basis of morphological identification.

Schaefer (133) conducted experiments with relatively

clean country air in Arizona to which he added turpentine vapor

and found very large increases in Aitken nuclei independent of

illumination. He concludes that the molecular or ion clusters

that agglomerate to nuclei appear to be always present in

pollution free air. The effects of humidity on atmospheric

aerosols and hygroscopic particles has been examined recently

by several investigators (134,135,136,137), and Morachevsky (138)

has examined the structure of the adsorption layers of atmos-

pheric aerosols.

Properties of atmospheric aerosols from optical measure-

ments have been reported (139,140,141), and Hanel (142) has

determined the mean density and refractive index of atmospheric

aerosol particles.

2.4.2 Soil Derived Aerosols

Soil derived aerosols, often referred to as dust, have

historical considerations. Analysis of the deposited dusts

accumulated over the centuries gives invaluable information

on climatic implications, dust storms, and archeological data.

Sears (143) discusses the varieties and types of dust and
origins or sources as related to dust deposits in the past.

Flanigan and DeLong (144) examined seventy soil samples

from locations around the world to determine their compositions

and spectral characteristics. There were 5 major components
which selectively absorb radiation in the 700-1300 cm" 1 region.

three clay minerals, silica, and calcium carbonate. Spectra
of soil samples are given. Hoidale, et al. (145) examined the

absorption spectra of airborne dust collected on the top of a
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mountain in New Mexico over a wider wavelength range of 250-

4000 cm" 1 and found absorption bands for silicate clays,

ammonium sulfate, and carbonates. Variation in silicate to

carbonate ratios was attributed to advection of fresh soil parti-

cles from the Great Plains and aged soil particles from the
overlying free atmosphere. Dust depositio-1 was monitored in

the Kansas-Colorado-Oklahoma-Texas region by Smith and Twiss (146)
who found deposition over a number of months ranging from a

maximum of 46 lb acre" 1 at Hays, Kansas (grassy with no evidence
of s3il blowing), to a minimum of 20 lb acre- at Manhattan,

Kansas, with no noticeable dust in the air. Dispersion with

Calgon indicated 16-65% clay with median silt plus sand diame-

ters between 7-30 p with some particles greater than 100 A.

Dustfall sampled 400 miles southwest of the Canary Islands
in the Atlantic (February 1962) consisted of one-third aggre-
gate particles consisting of quartz, mica, and a clay mineral

(147). Organic matter was abundant. More than 80% of the dust
particles had diameters between 5 p and 30 g. The Spanish
Sahara was believed to be the origin of the dust. Continental

dusts in the Pacific have been examined by Prospero and

Bonatti (148) and by Ferguson, et al. (149). The Ferguson

group collected airborne dust samples between California and

Alaska and found illite to be the most dominant clay mineral.
Other minerals found were montmorillonite, chlorite, kaolinite,

mica, plagiodase and quartz. It was deduced that the probable
source was from the arid areas of Europe and Asia. The dust

content during the sampling period, probably low due to fre-

quent rains, was 0.5 to 1.0 micrograms meter-3.

Kashina (150) measured dust content of the air in Central
Asia and found variations with location, with high concentra-

tions in desert zones. During dust storms, dust concentrations

varied exponentially with height. Andreyev and Lavrinenko (151)
also sampled Central Asia aerosols larger than 0.5 H. and discuss

relations between soil compositions and aerosols, with respect
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to ionic components, particle size, acidity, molecular species,

and height of sampling.

The particle size of Saharan dust which settled on Britain
in July 1968 was reported by Pitty (152). Prospero and co-
workers (153) were able to trace dust in the Caribbean air to

an African dust storm of unusual energy which transported dust
across the Atlantic in five days at 40 km hr- , and resulted in

a concentration of 2.2 micrograms meter-3 in Barbados. Air

sampled off the West African coast in the spring of 1969 aver-

aged less than 10 micrograms meter 3, and the minor mineral
characteristics of the north-east trade dusts were significantly

different than those of dusts collected in the boundary region

with the westerly winds (154). Junge (155) examined size-
distribution data on atmospheric dusts and noted that distribu-

tions fall within a relatively narrow band of a rather uniform

slope, and differs from that of the background aerosols. The

Barbados data also showed that sea salt particles contained dust

originating from northern Africa.

Ground dusts in Kyoto, Japan, were observed to constitute
from 1/3 to 1/2 of the total of suspended particles with com-
bustion related aerosols contributing to most of the balance

over a 2-year period (156). Sakabe, et al, (157) found as

much as 34 micrograms meter" 3 of quartz, feldspar, cristobalite,

mica, and kaolin minerals in Tokyo air. Hoidale (158) used
dispersion staining and infrared absorption to determine con-

centrations of quartz, kaolinite, illite, gypsum, carbonate,

mirabilite, and dolomite in microgram samples of airborne dust

in New Mexico over an eight-month period.

2.4.3 Sulfur Derived Aerosols

Friend (159) discusses the global sulfur cycle and indi-

cates the uncertainty concerning production of H2 S and S02 by

natural processes. Volcanic sources, though 1% of other sources,

produce large increases in stratospheric sulfate aerosol amounts.
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One-third of the sulfur reaching the atmosphere comes from

anthropogenic sources according to Robinson and Robbins (160).

They indicate that natural sotrces produce 142 x 106 tons year-1

mainly as H2 S and sulfate sea spray. More than two-thirds of

the total sulfur emissions occur in the northern hemisphere.

Cadle and Allen (161) give a detailed review of photochemical

reactions in the troposphere, stratophere, and mesophere and

note the existence in the stratosphere of a worldwide layer

having high levels of particulate sulfates and persulfates, at

about 18-KM altitude, in which conentrations increase after

major volcanic eruptions. A bibliography on sulfur oxides and

other compounds is available from the U.S. Government Printing

Office (162). Urone and Schroeder (163) have reviewed the
literature on atmospheric S02 reactions. A series of eight
papers on sulfur reactions in the atmosphere and the formation

of acid smogs was presented in Germany in 1967 (164).

heard and Wiffen (165) describe the use of the electron

microscope to identify natural aerosols and particulate ammonium

sulfate as sampled from the atmosphere. Lodge and Frank (166)
have also identified particulates in the Aitken nucleus size
range taken in a variety of environments free of local influence

and all have shown that sulfuric acid admixed with ammonium

sulfate is the predominant single class of particles in this

submicron size range. The individual particles observed in the

electron microscope have a dry size near 0.1 p and they are

collected as aqueous drops several times that size.

Good and Thynne (167) find that sulfur dioxide-oxygen

reactions with hydrocarbon radicals tend to form RSO 2 and R02
radicals, and expect that reactions in the atmosphere at low

S02 concentrations will occur rapidly. The formation of parti-
cles from the photochemical oxidation of SO2 in air was examined
by Quon, et al. (168). McKay (169) investigated the kinetics
of the conversion of ammonia and sulfur dioxide to ammonium-

sulfate in water droplets in the atmosphere and concluded that
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appreciable amounts may be formed in a few minutes. Cox and

Penkett (170) found a rapid reaction between SO2 and unsaturated

hydrocarbons even at concentrations below 1 ppm, and they give

rates of aerosol formation for four differenr olefins. Okita

(171) noted that while sulfate in cloud and fog at a rural site

in Japan was mainly calcium sulfate, ammonium sulfate and

sulfuric acid predominated at a mountain site. Hill (172) has

demonstrated that SG 2 can react with amines to give solid

particles.

A number of workers have shown that the presence of par-

ticulate matter greatly accelerates adsorption and H2 SO 4 pro-

duction from S02 in the atmosphere (173,174,175). Urone, et

al. (176) found thac S02 in the presence of oxides of aluminum,

calcium, chromium, iron, lead, and vanadium reacted within

minutes even without ultraviolet rzdiation. Bowen '177) indi-

cates that due to the relatively rapid oxidation of S02, such

pollution by industry is mainly a local problem.

Lodge and Pate (178) found sulfuric acid droplets at all

sampling sites in Panama despite the apparent availability of

free ammonia in the atmosphere. Total sulfate remained fairly

constant, but showed a progression from ammonium sulfate to

sulfuric acid with greater distance inland and greater altitude.

Carribbean aerosols were characterized by the presence of

ammonium sulfate and the virtual absence of sulfuric acid,

suggesting that the Atlantic is an ammonia source. Particle

concentrations in the Antarctica (179) are quite low and usu-

ally is less than i cm 3 on impactor samples (0.2 to 2 , diame-

ter). Measurements indicate that the range of particles from

nearly pure sulfuric acid to nearly pure ammonium sulfate

accounts for more than 50% of all particles. Less than 10% may

consist of sodium chloride. There is an indication of some

mineral content; probably calcium aluminum silicates, particu-

larly around McMurdo Station, which is built on lava and has a

fair amount of vehicular traffic. Concentrations of sulfur
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dioxide and nitrogen dioxide in the antarctic atmosphere were

near the estimation limit of roughly 0.5 ppb, clearly less than

the values found in Panama of 2 ppb for each of these gases (180).

Traces of aldehydes, sulfur dioxide, and nitrogen dioxide

appeared to occur at some times and places in Antarctica despite

a nearly total absence of the biotic conditions wbich might be

expected to constitute a major source of these gases. Samples

of impactor collected particles in the antarctic atmosphere

contained much higher concentrations of sulfur than similar

samples collected in most parts of the world (181). Most sulfur

was present as sulfate but some persulfate was detected. Cations

were largely NH4 + and H+. For most samples more than 50% of all

particles collected ranged from nearly pure sulfuric acid to

nearly pure ammonium sulfate. The concentrations in the air of

collected particles varied from 0.1 to i cm- 3 .

Buffaloni (182) has presented a review of the reactions

of sulfur dioxide in polluted atmospheres. Reactions of sulfur

dioxide in the presence of foreign particles and reactions

with metal salt solutions are also included. Heterogeneous

reactions, formation and chemical identity of aerosols, and the

effect of nucleating particles on photochemical aerosol forma-

tion are discussed. .ittle work has been done on determining

the chemical identity of SO 2 derived aerosols. Some of the

chemicals which have been identified are H2 SO4 , a copolymer of

2-pentene and SO2, a cyclohexene-copolymer, aldehydes, ketones,

organic acids, ammonium sulfate, and turpene derived copolymers.

Wagman, et al. (183) found average sulfate mass median

diameters (MMD) in Cincinnati, Chicago, and Fairfax (Ohio) were

nearly the same (0.42 4) despite large differences in sulfate

concentration and heterodispersity. Sulfate MMD generally

increased with increasing relative humidity. Garland (184) has

calculated the size of ammonium sulfate nuclei as a function

of relative humidity. During 1965, the fumes from the main

vent of Kilauea volcano in Hawaii was sampled with a staged
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impactor and the 3 p and 5 A MMD stages collected the bulk of

the particles (185). Particles were present as agglomerated

droplets that remained liquid at 30% RH, and consisted of

supersaturated solutions of ammonium sulfate. Elemental sulfur

was absent. It is likely that fuming volcanoes at times emit

enormous amounts of ammonium sulfate into the atmosphere.

Junge (186) sampled air in London and three German cities

and noted that the acid content was higher by titration than by

the pH method, indicating the presence of either weak acids,

or strong acids buffered by weak bases. Sulfuric acid accounted

for the measured sulfur content. Particles smaller than 0.2 pi.

contain preferentially the water soluble part of the aerosol

particles, particularly the acid content. Most of the total

mass of the aerosol was in particles larger than 0.2 4 diameter.

DeBary (187) has prepared maps which show the mean concentra-

tion of sulfur and chlorine in air and precipitation over north

western Europe in summer and winter. Eggleton (188) has de-

termined that the Tees area (England) aerosol during June to

October 1967 contained large concentrations of ammonium sulfate

with measured concentrations as high as 130 micrograms meter- 3

over a 24-hour period. These concentrations were similar to

those at AERE, suggesting that non-industrial sources are signi-

ficant and perhaps dominant. Kapoor (189) investigated sulfate

aerosols in Delhi and Okita, et al. (190) noted that the SO 4

to SO 2 ratio in Tokyo increased with an increase in humidity

and a decrease in wind speed. Ammonia concentrations were

higher in Tokyo than in other cities. In West Germany,

Georgii (191) found only a small vertical decrease in sulfate

concentrations, and the vertical sulfate distribution was

fairly independent of the prevailing stability of atmospheric

layers. The S0 2 -NH3 water reaction is considered the primary

contributor of sulfate in the atmosphere.
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2.4.4 Other Inorganic Components

Iron, lead and zinc were found to be the most abundant

metals in the atmosphere at various urban and nonurban areas
(192). Except for copper, urban fractions are typically twice

those found at nonurban locations. Lead, vanadium, and nickel

showed increased levels in larger cities. Maienthal (193)
used polarographic techniques to determine iron, copper, lead

and cadmium in aerosols sampled in residential and rural areas.

Schroeder (194) noted that the frequency of cadmium, lead, and
tin in the lungs of people from every country but Africa sug-

gests industrial contamination as the source. Covert, et al,

(19.5) have studied the relation of aerosol chemical composition
and humidity with light scattering.

Lead concentrations as high as 45 micrograms meter-3 or

more have been measured in cities (194) and Chow and Earl (196)

show how the concentration of lead aerosols in the atmosphere

has been increasing in recent times. Atkins (197) noted that
lead concentrations in Palo Alto were nearly proportional to

traffic flow, and that a large amount of lead is removed from

the atmosphere by dry sedimentation. Marine air sampled over

the north and central Pacific Ocean showed a lead concentration
in tae range of 0.0003 to 0.0015 micrograms meter"3 (198).

Lead concentrations in north polar ice sheets have increased
from less than 0.001 gamma kg"I ice in 800 B.C. to more than

0.200 gamma kg"I ice, the sharpest rise occurring after 1940
(199). Seasonal variations in lead, sea salts, and silicate

dust were noted. Daines, et al. (200) found that over 65% of
Lhe lead in the air from 30 to 1750 ft from a well traveled

highway consists of particles under 2 4, with over 85'. con-

sisting of particles under 4 /i in diameter. In Yokohama, the

concentrations of lead in air decreased with the distance from

the road as far as 100 meters, but became constant further

from that point (201).
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Fluorine containg compounds in the atmosphere have been
examined by several investigators (202,203,204) who indicate
concentrations typically below 0.05 micrograms F meter"3.
Mercury concentrations in the San Francisco Bay area vary
from 0 to 100 nanograms meter-3 (205). Mercury plumes were
detected coming from power plants, chemical plants, pesticide

plants, junkyards and landfill sites in concentrations as high
as 4000 nanograms meter-3. Much higher natural emissions were
measured at The Geysers. Kothny (206) says most mercury enters
the air by evaporation from drying soil, and subsequently is
removed from air by adsorption on particulate matter. Coal
and petroleum used as fuels contain ppm levels of selenium, and
release about 8 million pounds of selenium to the air annually
in the U.S. (207). Selenium concentrations in Cambridge
(1964-1965) averaged 0.2 micrograms liter-I of precipitation
or per 200 meter 3 of air (208). Sullivan (209) reviewed pollu-
tion by nickel and its compounds and noted that in 1964 the
national average atmospheric concentration was 0.032 micrograms
meter-3 while the maximum was 0.69 microgranms meter-3. Sources
of vanadium which dominate in cities appear to be the ccmbustion
of coal and oil and industrial emissions (210).

Robinson and Robbins (211) estimated that 2.7 x 108 tons-I
year of NH3 dischargEd into the atmosphere produces aerosols
which deposit on the earth, 80% by precipitation and 20% by
dry deposition. Estimated background levels are 1.0 microgram
meter-3 of NH4 (compound) and 0.2 microgram meter-3 of NO3

(salt aerosol). Ammonia levels in West Berlin were measured
and compared with measurements in American and Soviet cities
(212). The process by which ammonium salts are destroyed in
the atmosphere was studied and the authors concluded that the
formation and photolysis of ammonium and ammonium nitrate are
strongly dependent on the geographical location of a land mass
(213).
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Chemical composition of atmospheric precipitation and
clouds in the Soviet Union is reported by several investigators
(214,215,216). Relative concentrations and probable sources
are discussed (215). The concentrations of 19 elements measured
in rainwater at Quillayute, Washington, were compared to concen-
trations in seawater and the earth's crust to establish the
origin of each element (217). The sodium, chlorine and bromine
are primarily of marine origin; the scandium, cobalt, manganese,
potassium, chromium, rubidium and cesium could come from con-
tinental dust. The silver, selenium, antimony, arsenic, zinc,
and possibly copper appear to have origins independent of the
marine aerosol or continental dust. Lazrus, et al. (218) have
also analyzed atmospheric precipitation in the U.S. and suggest
that human activity is the primary source of lead, zinc, copper,
iron, manganese, and nickel.

McMullen, et al. (219) analyzed nonurban suspended particu-
lates and found nickel, iron, manganese, ammonium ion and nitrate
ion present at constant percentages in the remote and inter-
mediate regions, indicating these constituents are pervasive.
Copper and sulfate ion appear to be present in relatively con-
stant amounts in the urban and near urban regions, suggesting
that these substances are invading the rural areas from urban
air. Pate, et al. (220) sampled air in the remote forests of
Brazil and found NH3 , SO2 , NO, NO2 and RCHO concentrations

comparable to those found in the forests of Panama, despite the
influence of oceanic air in Panama. Strackee (221) sampled
airborne dust in the Netherlands and observed paramagnetic iron
with lesser amounts of paramagnetic Mn and Cu present. It was
concluded that the iron is in the form of a ferric oxide hydrate
complex. The chemical composition of particulates in marine
aerosols (222,223,224) and oceanic cloud water (225) have been
reported. Awilysis of particulates sampled from a ship between
California and Hawaii show elemental ratios for Cu, V and Al
which indicate a non-marine source (226). Al and V probably
come frem the weathering of continental crustal material. The
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source for Cu may be augmented by human activities. Wilkniss,

et al. (227) noted a continental origin in the Ce, Sc, Co, Eu,

Al and Mn content of marine aerosols.

Matveev (228) presents data on the chemical composition

of soluble substances which entered a water reservoir in USSR

from dust particles and atmospheric precipitation falling onto

the surface. Egorov, et al. (229) measured concentrations of

11 metals in air over locations within the USSR and in maritime

regions. Tables of trace element concentration, location and

monthly variation are given. Selezneva, et al. (230) conducted

a compositional survey of natural aerosols over the western

USSR and give data for sulfate, chloride, bicarbonate, nitrate,

ammonium, sodium, potassium, magnesium and calcium ions.

Volcanic aerosols can put enormous amounts of inorganic

particulates into the air (185,231,232). On the other hand,

extraterrestrial particles apparently contribute but a small

amount toward the atmospheric burden. Bigg, et al. (233) shows

electron micrographs of extraterrestrial particles. Rosinski

(234) analyzed magnetic extraterrestrial spherules collected

in air samples throughout the world. The spherules generally

ranged from 2 to 30 4 in diameter and concentrations were

typically from 1-200 meter-3 from August 18 to October 15, 1967.

Composition was either pure magnetite or stony with Al, Si, Ca,

i1 and Fe in different proportions.

Lininger, eL al. (235) determined halogens and lead in

aerosols in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Thompson (236) has

reported on atmospheric trace metal analysis. In an air quality

survey in Clinton, Tennessee, airborne cadmium was traced to a

nearby industry (237). Rahn, et al. (238) determined diurnal

concentrations of 15 atmospheric trace elements in Livermore,

California. Aerosols in Northwest Indiana were analyzed for

30 trace elements by neutron activation (239,240). Some elements

such as Na, K, Ti, Al, Sm and Eu showed only minor concentration

variations over the area while others, such as Cu, W, Cr, Zn,
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Sb, Ga, Br, Ag, Fe and Ce show large variations, indicative of

important local sources. In aerosols at Newton, Massachusetts,

Fe, Sc and Ce were soil related, Co and Se were found in oil

soot, and Sb and Br were traced to automative exhaust (241).

Neutron activation analysis on Chicago area aerosols for up to

33 elements showed the following elements in decreasing order

of concentration: Fe, Cl, Al, Zn, Mn, Na, Br, V, Cr, Sb, Hg,

Se, Ce, Ag, Co, La, Sc, Ce and Eu (242,243,244). Lindsey (245)

has reported on 22 elements detected in an urban atomosphere

in England and includes a bibliography. Kneip, et al. (126)

report on airborne metals in New York City, and attempt to

account for the sources. In Hamburg, Hettche (246) found

titanium, molybdenum and beryllium in addition to the more

common aerosol components. Aleksandrov, et al. (247) used

spark emission analyses to detect airborne metals in Russia

including chromium, beryllium, barium and strontium. Masek (248)

determined grain size, surface area, and chemical and x-ray

analyses of dusts collected in the industrial area of Ostrava

in Czechoslovakia. A significant arsenic content was measured.

Trace metals in suspended particulates were measured in

Osaka (249,250). Vanadium was abundant near oil combustion

areas and iron and manganese proliferated around cupola furnaces.

Most lead particulates were below 2 4 in size. The chemical

composition of suspended dusts in urban and industrial areas in

Japan have been reported by Kiyoura, et al. (251,25Z), Himi (253),

Iki (254,255), Oya (256), and Sato (257).

2.4.5 Organic and Biological Components

As noted previously, Smith, et al. (77) were able to

condense gaseous surface-active materials in filtered air. The

condensed materials, probably organic, did not completely evapor-

ate when the humidity was lowered, and served as condensation

nuclei for subsequent cycles. Went (258) estimates that 109 tons
-i

year of volatile organic substances are released by vegetation

throughout the world. Many of these organics react in the
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atmosphere to form peroxides, ozonides, or free radicals that

lead to submicron particles. Anthropogenic combustion processes

and forest or brush fires lead to a wide variety of organic

effluents including potentially carcinogenic polycyclic aromatic

hydrocarbons (PAH) (259). Particulate matter from air filtra-

tion plants has been analyzed for PAH and the yearly average

expressed as a percentage of the total air solids were 0.012 for

the seven PAH compounds, while the soluble organic matter
amounted to 4.5% (260). Other investigators who have examined

PAH in air include Sawicki (161,262,263), Saringer (264),
Cle-mo (265), Fujie (266), Barrett (267), Gilbert and Lindsey (268),

and Bosco and Grella (269).

Semenov, et al. found free amino acids, urea, reducing
sugars, polysaccharides, aldehydes, and acetic acid, as well as

butyric, valeric, and caproic acids in rain and snow samples

throughout the USSR (270). Rain scavenged as much as 24 mg

liter-1 and snow to 7.2 mg liter- of organic carbon. Fujie (271)
determined sugars and glycolic derivatives in airborne particles

in Osaka, Japan. Atmospheric levels of pesticides have been

reported by Tabor (272), and Stanley, et al. (273). The latter

investigators detected DDT at all localities sampled in the U.S.,
but urban levels were much lower. The mass spectra of fatty

acids from airborne particles in an urban atmosphere show 16 to
21 carbon atoms with palmitic and stearic acids dominating (274).

These are the most common fatty acids in animal and vegetable
fats. Tabor and Fair (275) examined the NASN data on the frac-

tion of benzene soluble organic matter and found no significant

difference in the mean values between coastal and inland stations,

suggesting nonurban organic matter may be highly diluted urban

pollution.

Keng (276) has shown that some organic gaseous pollutants,

such as methyl amine, increase the dewpoint temperature and

promote condensation on hygroscopic particles. Nix (277)

postulated that an organic film which hindered water droplet
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evaporation could explain the odd behavior of city air in a

novel condensation chamber. Levy (278) has predicted large

formaldehyde concentrations due to oxidation of methane in the

atmosphere.

Peroxyacetyl nitrates (PAN) form in the atmosphere in the

presence of light, oxygen, nitric oxide, and hydrocarbon, lead-

ing to oxidation of nitric oxide to nitrogen dioxide with con-

comitant consumption of hydrocarbons (279,280). Even though

the most reactive hydrocarbons are olefins, some aromatic

hydrocarbons are more reactive than some olefins, and some
paraffins are more reactive than some aromatics (281). Stephens

and Price (282) have examined the infrared spectra of photo-

chemical smog aerosol and workers at the National Bureau of

Standards (283) examined the photochemical changes of aromatic

air pollutants adsorbed on soil particulates.

Went (284,285) discusses photochemical aerosol formation

derived from plant generated hydrocarbons and estimates a world

production of 5 x 108 tons year- of submicroscopic particulate

organic matter, more than the total steel or cement production.

Fish (286) has postulated that microscopic elongated wax fingers

observed on pine needles is due to an electrical brush discharge

which melts and aerosolizes some of the wax, perhaps augmenting

or supplanting the photochemical route postulated by Went.

It is acknowledged that organic compounds containing

unsaturated bonds exhibit a general tendency to polymerize to

linear thermoplastics by addition in the presence of heat,

light, or catalyst (287). Peroxides and other highly oxygen-

ated compounds catalyze polymerization because they readily

form free radicals. Olefinic oxides in the presence of water

can also polymerize by ring scission. Many of these species

are present in the atmosphere, often adsorbed at particle-to-

particle contacts where catalytic polymerization is certainly

a possibility, and Cukor (288) has found that much of the 66%

of the organic particulate matter present in the oxygenated
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fractions of atmospheric particulates contain polymerized
oxidized hydrocarbon ketones, aldehydes, acids and esters.

Molecular weights observed ranged from 110 to 2,300 with an
average of 310 to 350, and two to three double bonds per mole-
cule based on the normalized empirical compound C3 2 H6 1 were
found. Reactions between SO 2 and olefins were studied by Hunt
and Marvel (289), and Staudinger (290) who noted that the pro-

pylene derivative is insoluble in organic solvents but soluble
in aqueous alkalies. Staudinger (290) also noted that the
comparable high polymer butadiene sulfones, which developed
rapidly, were also insoluble in organic solvents but were
soluble in concentrated sulfuric acid. Jellinek (291) reported
on cross linking of polymers by small concentrations of S02 and
NO2 in illuminated air. The presence of formaldehyde (180,220,
292) and amines, including urea (270), in the atmosphere also
opens the possibility of amine-aldehyde condensation polymers

forming at agglomerate particle contacts, perhaps enhancing

agglomerate binding forces.

Uncontaminated arctic air in Alaska has been found to
contain methane, butane, acetone and n-butanol (293). Sheesley,
et al. (294) found a total atmospheric hydrocarbon content of
3 ppm in remote forests of Brazil and noted high concentrations
of isobutane and methanol at the river sites. Garrett (295,296)
and Blanchard (297) found ocean derived organic matter including
fatty acids to be an important constituent of marine aerosols.

Junge (298) discusses the tropospheric distribution of
microorganisms which are typically larger than 1 4, soil
derived, and usually attached to other inorganic particles.

Ackermann (299) reviews 95 articles dealing with air fungi and
notes a vegetation origin for fungi rather than soil since
concentrations are low during the cold season. Helmut (300)

surveys biological aerosols in the atmosphere and concludes

that at least 50% of the natural aerosol is of biological
origin. Pollen and fungus spores in the air throughout the
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year show well marked seasonal and diurnal changes (301,302).

Russian investigators have identified 784 strains of airborne
intestinal bacteria (303), and Seisaburo, et al. (304) noted a
correlation of airborne bacterial counts in Toyonaka, Japan,
with human activity in the area. Shlichting (305) sampled
airborne algae and protozoa in Texas (0-8 cells ft-3 ) and

-3Michigan (0-1.8 cells ft-). Wright, et al. (306) noted that
regardless of altitude (to 500 ft), molds constituted approxi-
mately 70% of the total viable population, bacteria between
19 and 26%, and yeasts and actinomycetes the remainder in the
air of the industrial area of the Twin Cities, Minnesota,

between May and November 1967. Mean viable counts were 58 ft- 3

at grade level to 22 ft3 at 500 ft. The viable population was
associated principally with particles in the 3-5 p range regard-
less of month, altitude, or meteorological factors. Microbial
clouds were sampled over the North Sea from aircraft by Gregory
(307) who observed discrete spore clouds.

Laseter (308) solvent extracted airborne urediospores
(produced by a common rust fungus) and found free fatty acids
(C1 4 to C2 4 ), alkanes (C1 8 to C3 5 ), high molecular weight
ketones, esters, and a variety of aromatic compounds. The
presence of an 18 carbon epoxy acid was confirmed. Since a
significant amount of the atmospheric particulate matter con-
tains fungal spores, a portion of the organic film on agglomer-
ates may be derived from such spores.

2.4.6 Radioactive Aerosols in the Atmosphere

Junge (309) has written a book on air chemistry and radio-
activity, and Stewart (310) more recently has reviewed atmos-
pheric radioactive contaminants and their characteristics.
McEachern, et al. (311) noted that average uranium concentra-
tions in surface air within New York State ranged from 0.10 to
1.47 ng/m 3, with each area indicating that a significant cor-
relation exists between the uranium concentration and the den-
sity of total suspended particulates. Present levels of uranium
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in the air are attributed primarily to naturally occurring

uranium sources and nonnuclear industrial activity. In the

immediate vicinity of a nuclear fuel processing plant, a slight

excess uranium has been detected by observing the degree of

U235 enrichment. Breslin and Glauberman (312) measured radio-

active dust dispersed by the wind from exposed U-tailing piles.

Jones and Pond (313) determined resuspension factors for plu-

tonium-239 deposited in the form of powdered plutonium oxide

and plutonium nitrate on different types of floor surfaces.

Madelaine (314) demonstrated the atmospheric existence of

neutral particles of thorium B which have dimensions comparable

to those of small ions. Kozlova, et al. (315) sampled air in

Moscow in 1965 and measured long duration beta activity in the
dust. Volchok (316) and Chen and Kuroda (317) have recently

reported on the spatial and temporal distribution of fallout

particles and aerosols from nuclear explosions. Machta, et al.

(318) suggest the use of naturally occurring cosmogenic radio-

nuclides such as beryllium-7 and argon-37 to provide data on

large scale precipitation scavenging in the atmosphere.

2.5 Nature of Aerosols in the Upper Atmosphere

An international symposium on atmospheric trace constitu-

ents and atmospheric circulation covered upper atmosphere con-

stituents and chemical composition of aerosol air (319,320).

Cadle has written a book on atmospheric particles with emphasis

on meteorological aspects of aerosols (321). Cole has written

a chapter on precipitation, clouds and aerosols (322). Biblio-

graphies on cloud nuclei are given in Meteorological Abstracts,

and they date back to 1955 (323,324,325). Rosinski and associ-

ates (326) report that hailstones collected in Colorado can

contain as high as 106 particle ml-I of vegetative debris and

soil particles lifted by the wind. Severe convective storms

have ingested as much as 1.5 grams of soil meter"3 in the

Colorado-Nebraska region (327). Hidy, et al. (328) noted that

relatively heavy pollution from great distances could persist
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at higher altitudes as indicated in samples of aged aerosols

that originated far from Colorado. The nature and composition

of cloud and Aitken condensation nuclei have been reported by

Went (329), Bricard, et al. (330) and Radke and Hobbs (331).

Cadle, et al. (332) report on trace constituents near jet streams

and Ludwig and Robinson (333) observed aerosols in California

stratus clouds. Jiusto (334) reports on aerosol and cloud

measurements over Hawaii.

Cowan, et al. (335) used aircraft sampling to track and
characterize 12 different types of isolated aerosol sources.

Some 30 elements were detected by neutron activation analysis

to fingerprint elemental composition even when mixed with other

aerosols. SEM examination is being developed to further identify

these particles by their morphological characteristics, size

distributions, and chemistry.

Kishko (336) quantitatively sampled viable bacterial

microorganisms in the air and found the greatest number in the

first 500 meters of altitude. The concentration dropped to

12" at 3,000 meters and to 17, at 7,000 meters. Clouds included

large quantities of microorganisms.

Vertical distributions and concentrations of dust have

been determined using optical techniques (337,338,339,340).

Measurements confirmed the existence of a stratopheric dust

layer at around 20 KM.

Blifford and Ringer (341) and Potzl (342) have reported
on the elemental composition and chemical analysis of aerosols

in the troposphere. Other investigations of tropospheric

aerosols include those of Rosen (343), Kelley (344), and

Blifford (345). Gillette and Blifford (346) used x-ray tech-

niques to analyze aerosol samples collected with a three-stagc

impactor at altitudes to 10 KM in the western hemisphere and

the central Pacific Ocean. The soil component of the aerosol

believed to be indicated by uniform mass ratios of Ti/Si, K/Si,

and Ca/Si was quite constant with respect to altitude and
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location, Most average mass concentrations of the elements

Cl, S, K, Ca, and Ti decreased rapidly from the ground to about
half or less the ground concentration at I KM and then main-

tained more or less constant values up to 10 KM. Low Cl con-

centrations compared to the ocean surface suggest a small sea

salt contribution at the higher altitudes, Mass median diameters

smaller than 0.3 4 were typical for most of the determined

elements at the altitudes samples.

The literature contains several reports on stratospheric
aerosols: volcanic dust (347,348), radioactive aerosols (349),

meteoric dust (350), eptical properties (351), chemical com-

position (352), and general observations (353-363).

Bigg, et al. (364) impacted particles on EM grids at
altitudes between 20 and 37 KM. They consisted of sulfuric
acid with varying degrees of ammoniation (less at the lower

levels), Many particles at the higher levels had liquid or
semi-liquid coatings, with probably micrometeoric inclusions.

Equivalent sphere diameters were estimated at 0.1 to 0.4 4 at

concentrations of 2 to 8 particles cm"3 (corrected to sea level

air density and temperature). In the region between 6.2 miles

and 15o5 miles, the particulates have been found to be com-
posed almost exclusively of sulfuric acid (365).

2.6 Size and Shape of Atmospheric Particulates

C. E. Junge, a pioneer in the evaluation of atmosphEric
siz- distributions, has shown that the continental and maritimE

components of N- 4 , Na, Cl, SO4 , and NO3 can be separated for
two different size ranges, large particles (0.16 to l.b j diame-

ter) and giant particles (1,6 4 to 16 k diameter) 03 6 6 ). A
pronounced difference between the two aerosols was noted, and
the continental influence on aerosols extends far into the

ocean. While theory predicts an upper size limit of about

30 4 for atmospheric aerosols, actual meaburements showed no
upper limit to 150 g and no dependence on locality, altitude,
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or elevation (to 3570 meters in the Alps) (367). The distribu-

tion of the larger particles is a smooth continuation of the

distribution of the sizes between 0.1 and 10 A. Not only are

aerosol size distributions typically log-normal, but concen-

trations about a point source are usually nearly log-normally

distributed (368). Twomey, et al. (369) reports on the aerosol

sizes below 0.1 A which typically outnumber (370) larger parti-

cles. Many investigators have explored the theory and utility

of a self-preserving size distribution for the dynamic atmos-

pheric aerosol which is continually reinforced with particles

even as it ages and particles are removed by natural pro-

cesses (371-379).

The size and number distributions of natural and anthro-

pogenic aerosols has also received much attention (380-392) and

Noll (393) recently reviewed the state of the art which indi-

cates two mass peaks: one in the 0.1 to i 4 region and the

other is the 10 to 100 4 region, with a count distribution

peak in the 0,01 to 0.1 1 size. Ocean air has a larger peak

size since coagulation controls, but continental air bas many

fresh sources. Sholtes (394) indicates an increase in size
in locally polluted air, however. The size distribution of

giant atmospheric particles is reported by Noll (395). The

charge equilibrium on submicron atmospheric particles in the

,tmosphere was investigated by Sekikawa (396). Size data

obtained on the NASN cascade impactor network show particles

in urban air are predominantly submicron, and curves for indi-

vidual and composite samples were approximately log-normal (397).

Whitby and Liu (398) summarize urban aerosol size ddta
obtained with the Minnesota aerosol analyzing system (MAAS).

Waller, et al. (399) observed aerosol aggregates and lung

tissue particulates in the electron microcope. When removed

from lung tissue, these aggregates were found to be extremely

stable, unaffected by the severe chemical treatment needed to

isolate them from human tissue. Airborne aggregates, however,
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were generally fragile and were either lost or disturbed in the
EM. Shalmon (400) discusses the sizing of atmospheric aerosols
by light and electron microscopy. Byers, et al. (401) used a
computerized SEM to characterize atmospheric aerosols. They
measured number mean diameters in urban areas from 0.008 to
0.015 4. Noll (402) used a simple technique with one instrument
to get the complete size distribution of atmospheric aerosols.
He noted a larger-size secondary peak concentration when mari-
time air was advected into the area. Rain and showers had
little effect on 0.01 to 2.0 g particles, Horvath (403) used
a Goetz spectrometer to sample air in town and in the mountains
and found the size frequency curves for the two types of aero-
sols had the same general shape.

The effect of humidity on the size distribution of atmos-
pheric aerosols (404,405) has been examined. Investigations of
the optical properties of atmospheric aerosols show that size
information including distributions can be inferred (406-410),

Gladney, et al, (411) collected aerosols in Massachusetts
with a six stage cascade impactor and analyzed the various size
fractions by neutron activation. Vanadium is concentrated on
che smallest particles as is Br, Zn, and Sb; Al, Fe and Sc 3n
the larger ones; and La and Co are rather uniformly distributed,
slightly favoring the small particles. Lundgren (412) found
high concentrations of 0.5-2 4 NH4 NO3 particles on days of high
smog levels in Los Angeles. Lee, et al. (413) and Nifong, et
al. (414,415,416) determined the size distribution of urban air
metal components in the Midwest and noted that lead was mostly
submicron. Nifong (415) noted that trace element aerosols
fall into distinct particle size distribution groups which to
some extent permitted industry source identification. Rahn,
et al. (417,418) has tabulated particle size distributions of
18 elements and notes diurnal variations in concentrations.
Friedlander (419) relates the size and chemical composition of
aerosols. The size distribution of aerosols in automobile (420)
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and jet engine (421) exhausts was investigated. Robinson and

Ludwig (422) made 59 lead aerosol size determinations for
localities across the U.S. and found an average mass median

equivalent diameter of 0.25 p. and lower and upper quartile

points of 0.16 A and 0.43 4, respectively. The size distribu-

tions of atmospheric sulfates (423), sulfur containing aero-
sols (424), nitrate and calcium particles (425), and phosphate,

nitrate, chloride, and ammonium particulate (426) have been

measured. Hoidale and Blanco (427) examined giant and large
particles using infrared spectroscopy to identify components.

The size distributions of aerosols in Russia (428),

Germany (429), Japan (430,431), Italy (432), Czeckoslovakia (433),
and Hungary (434,435) are given. Aerosols distant from pollu-

tion sources have been size characterized for a desert (436),

ocean air (437-439), and the polar region (440,441).

Rosen (442) notes that the relative humidity, dust con-

centration and size distribution appear to be correlated in the
first 10,000 ft of altitude over the Twin City area. Others

who have determined size distributions as a function of altitude

include Carnuth (443) and Ivlev (444). Junge, et al. (445)

reported on the interrelationship of aerosol size, composition,
and cloud nuclei properties. A listing of the publications of

various authors on the size of aerosols at various altitudes in
the troposphere and the stratosphere is included (446-463).

The size spectrum of natural radioactive dust particles
in Russia and elsewhere is reviewed (464). Radioactive fallout

in Vienna was sampled and P-activity was found to be mainly
attached to particles smaller than about 0.7 4 Stokes diameter
(465). Relatively little activity was attached to particles

of 0.7 to 1.0 p. Junge (466) determined the size distribution
of radioactive aerosols in the upper troposphere and noted that

except after fresh injections of nuclear debris in tie strato-

sphere, particles of global stratospheric radioactive fallout

reaching the tropopause and entering the troposphere have
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diameters between 0.1 and 0.6 A. As they descend through the

atmosphere they coagulate with natural aerosols and undergo

considerable changes in size distribution.

Vittori (467) and Nagamoto (468) determined the size

distribution of extraterrestrial magnetic spheroids in the

atmosphere and observed spherules as small as 0.1 4 (smooth)

and 0.5 4 (rough). It was concluded that the yearly flux of

magnetic particles to the earth's surface could not be estim-

ated from data obtained at one location over a short period of

time due to concentration variations in time and place. Con-
-3

centrations as high as 50,000 meter were noted at Boulder,

Colorado, on 5-23 January 1970 (468).

Corn analyzed suspended urban particulate matter for

particle shape, surface area and density, and chemical compo-
sition of size segregated aggregates (469,470,471,472). The

large variation in particle shape suggests that modeling of

the urban aerosol by using average particle shape, as is done

for certain quartz and coal dusts, is not feasible (469).
Pittsburgh air particulates had surface areas of 1.9 to 3.0

meter2 gram- and densities of 1.8 to 2.1 gram cm"3 (471)-

2.7 Summary

From the foregoing it is apparent that aerosols found in

the atmosphere are composed of a wide variety of coastituents

from many sources, both natural and anthropogenic. On d world-

wide production basis, it has been estimated that 1.6 billion

tons of particles below 5 4 in diameter are put into the atmos-

phere annually, one-thirJ of which are converted sulfates,
with lesser amounts of converted nitrates, hydrocarbons, and

sooty combustion products, and only a small proportion is man-
made. A large part comes from mineral and organic particles

raised by the wind, from ocean spray and wave crests, and from

photochemical and chemical reactions. Lesser amounts of natural
aerosols come from forest fires, volcanic dust, and meteoritic
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dust. Vegetation contributes considerable quantities of both

reactive gases and cellular particulates to the atmosphere.

in the northern hemisphere, industrial sources account

for about one-third of the aerosol components, and localized

urban pollution by man can inundate the natural background

aerosol, Despite the complex nature of atmospheric aerosols,

it has been noted that the chemical profile of a region is

highly individualistic, depending upon the input of all sources,

and several investigators have been able to relate trace element

composition to specific industries in the region, differenti-

ating between industrial and natural aerosols by elemental

ratios for different size fractions.

The modeling of atmospheric agglomerates appears to be a

formidable task in view of the somewhat catholic yet individu-

alistic nature of particulates and adsorbed gases present

throughout the world. Nonetheless, the good probability of

extracting useful information on trends and techniques in

submicron particle separation makes modeling a challenging and

pctentially fruitful technique,
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3. ADHESION OF ATMOSPHERIC PARTICLES

3.1 Types of Forces

There are many types of forces that act to bind solid

particles together. Some of them predominate under dry con-

ditions, some predominate under conditions of humidity, and

others predominate when the particles are suspended in a

liquid. The force of adhesion that either binds a particle

to a surface or to another particle, depends on both the ex-

perimental conditions under which the particles and surfaces

are studied, and the way in which the various forces interact.

The'force of adhesion /has been defined by Krupp (472) as1\that

force applied perpendicular to the center of gravity of the

particle necessary to remove the particle from the substrate

in a fixed period of time.

Considering the case of a single particle on a flat sub-

strate, the simplest

force that can be des-

cribed is the "force

of mechanical adhesion".

SIn Figure 3(a) a sphere

resting on a smooth
"// / l surface has negligible

(a) mechanical adhesion,

while a dendritic par-

ticle on a very rough

surface can have high

4L "It mechanical adhesion.

In Figure 3(b) the

same effect can apply

-17 to particles: This

(b) force is orientation
Figure 3dependent, and can

vary widely for the

FORCE OF MECHANICAL ADHESION same particle. Salomon
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and Houwink gave an example of rubber adhering to textile

fibers by mechanical adhesion (474). The second type of force
which is sometimes termed a physical force, a molecular force,or

a secondary force is more commonly termed the Van der Waals force
(473,747). This force comprises of three parts, each of
which subscribe a donation to the total force (475). These

parts are termed dispersion, induction and orientation forces
respectively. The induction force arises from the interac-

tion between a permanent dipole e.g. CH2 CI and an induced
dipole e.g. in C6 H5 -. It decreases with X-6 where X is the
distance between the particles. Orientation forces arise

from interaction between rigidly held dipoles on a surface.

Here the interaction decreases more slowly i.e. according to

"3. Dispersion forces are based on electric interactions:
they are due to the interaction of dipoles within the parti-

cles themselves, and these may be the permanent dipoles of
polar particles or the dipoles induced in the non-polar particles
which are polarizable. The interaction between dipoles is

electromagnetic in character and it can be readily shown that

this force is attractive and additive. A molecule (a) can
induce periodic dipoles in a neighboring molecule (b) and
the induced dipoles are then attracted to (a). In this way
the energy of attraction between the two bodies can be re-

garded as the sum of the energies of attraction between the
corresponding pairs of molecules forming the bodies in ques-
tion (475). Zimon (475) points out that the first two con-
tributors are negligible in contrast to the dispersion forces.
In consequence, this is often the only term used to describe

this force and it gives rise to the common term London-Van
der Waals forces of physical adhesion. These molecular forces

are long range, relatively weak and are considered non-direc-
tional. However, this molecular component of adhesive force

manifests itself before direct contact takes place between

the particles and the surface; it is due to the specific

properties of the bodies coming into contact and depends on
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the particle radius r and also on the true contact area. By
changing one of these factors (by modifying the surface,
changing the particle size, altering the surface roughness,
etc.) we may change the molecular forces and thus also the
forces of adhesion. A special type of dipole interaction due
to the sharing of a proton by two electronegative atoms,

ttI
mostly oxygen, is termed a hydrogen bond. The range of this
force is farther than that of Van der Waals and its strength
can be of the order of a weak chemical bond. When particles
come into contact with the surface and there is a contact po-
tential difference between them, "electrical forces /arise.

These forces are proportional to the area of contact,
2/3which in turn is proportional to r2. The presence of mois-

ture in the gap between the contiguous surfaces eliminates
the possibility of electrical forces appearing.

//%Coulomb forces (image interaction) appear when the par-
ticles are charged in advance by a high-voltage field. Cou-
lomb forces exceed molecular forces and the electrical forces
associated with contact potential differences in value, and
determine the adhesion of the particles. These forces cause
interaction between charged particles and a surface when there
is a definite gap between the contiguous bodies, and are in-
versely proportional to the square of the particle radius,
i.e., I/r 2 ; they appear at the first instant of contact be-
tween the particle and the surface. The conductivity of the
particle material and the contact zone, as well as moisture,
cause charge leakage and lead to a reduction in the Coulomb
forces, and hence the adhesion.

When two particles charge each other by electro transfer,
the interaction is sometimes called an electrostatic double
layer force (473-475).

In contrast to these Long range, non-directional physi-
cal forces, there exist short range directional chemical
forces that are very much stronger.

Sometimes these are termed primary or valence forces.
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Examples of these are homopolar or covalent bonds in which
there is an exchange of electrons between atoms. The inter-
action takes place between a very small number of atoms and

%k "othis makes the bond highly direction. The metallic bond is
partly covalent and shor range, but it differs from covalency
by the great mobility of the conducting electrons. Ionic or

electrostatic bonds are formed by interactions between ions
in a crystal, and are short range directional bonds.

In addition to these adhesional forces, some authors
reference additional categories such as deformational, diffu-
sional and magnetic forces. When solids deform, the adhesion
between their surfaces increases due to an increase in the

area of contact. Usually the force of adhesion is due to
Van der Waals or physical origin. Examples of deformational

systems include welding, brazing, soldering and gluing. How-

ever, when electrons diffuse across this contact surface and
non-physical bonds arise, the adhesion is sometimes termed
diffusional. Voyutsku (476) pointed out that this is very
rare and takes place only for a very narrow range of compounds.
Magnetic adhesion is a special case and occurs due to the
field forces of the solid and not to surface interactions.

When the particles and surface are exposed to humidity,

additional forces come into play. Adsorbed layers give rise
to their own forces, many of which are repulsive in nature.
For low viscosity liquids, Orr stated that as the liquid
phase increases around the particles, the condition shown in
Figure 4 (a) eventually occurs (477). Liquid bridges or pen-
dular bonds (479) are formed between the particles and in
these bridges a negative capillary pressure is created. This
pulls particles together by a capillary force. As the liquid
concentration rises a funicular state (b) is reached where
the liquid now forms a network which contains free air plugs.
When the liquid does not extend to the edges of the particles
and concave surfaces of liquid persist, (c), the condition is
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termed the capillary state. In cases (b) and (c), the capillary

force is still exerted. When the particles are surrounded by
liquid in a convex drop (d) or in a suspension, etc., interfa-
cial tension state persists and no capillary force is exerted.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4

EFFECT OF ADSORBED LIQUID ON ADHESION

Capillary forces arise in the presence of a liquid menis-
cus in the space between the particle and the surface and for
a relative air humidity exceeding 65%, Capillary forces (with
or without making allowance for the disjoining effect of the
liquid interlayer) depend on the particle dimensions.

Capillary forces may be reduced by hydrophobization of
the surface, thus reducing the adhesion of the particles. This
is discussed later. With high viscosity liquids, similar
bridging occurs, but here the liquid is termed a binder. The
properties of a good binder demand that the adhesional strength
of the binder to the solid has to greater than the cohesion of
the binder itself. Examples are sugars, glue, gelatin, dextrin,
gum, starch, molasses, shellac, wax and lacquer. These are
used in many industries particular for granulation and tablet-
ting processes. Solid bridging also occurs as a result of
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fusion at the points of contact. This occurs by the already

mentioned diffusion and chemical bonding. It occurs during

sintering, and when liquid bridges set or harden, e.g., silicates

and cement. It also occurs when pendular bonds of water evapor-

ate leaving crystal 1ridges of dissolved solids.

3.1.1 Summary

From this discussion, it is seen that many forces exist

and, in fact, in any one adhesional study many of them interact

so that the adhesional force is a complex resultant of them all.

The conditions of the experiment determine their contributors

to this resultant force, and so suitable conditions should be

chosen to minimize them. In air, with varying humidity, Van

der Waals, coulombic, and capillary forces can all exist, and

they all are attractive. In liquid the latter two are elimin-

ated (478), the Van der Waals forces between the adherents are

partly shielded so adhesion is reduced. If the liquid contains

an electrolyte, in particular a surfactant, electrolytic double

layers are built up adjacent to the contact area of the adher-

ents. These exert a repulsive force on the adherents and with

detergents in particular, strong specific adsorption and

entropy effects may contribute to the repulsive forces. By

these means, the forces of adhesion should be reduced and

separation facilitated. It now remains to investigate the

magnitude of the various adhesive forces and to reveal the

experimental advantages of attempting to separate collected

submicron particles in air or liquid medium.

3.2 Magnitude of Surface Forces in Air

When two 50 4 solid quartz particles, a and b, are brought

together under ambient conditions, by Newton's law of gravita-

tion, the force of gravitational attraction is 2 x 10-16 dynes.

If the pair are held vertically by the Lop particle (a) so that

they lie in the gravitational field of the earth, Figure 5,

the gravitational force on the lower particle (b) is 2 x 10-2

dynes. Usually, this particle would not fall from the firmly
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held one (a) due to force of

adhesion in excess of 2 x 10-2

dynes. If the force is actually

measured, it may be of the order
a of 0.5 dynes. If the two parti-

cles were bonded by chemical bonds

b through an area of I sqM, the

force required to overcome the

molecular attraction would be
Figure 5 10 dynes, which corresponds to

THE SPHERES UNDER the mechanical strength of the

GRAVITATIONAL FORCE material quartz itself (480).

The forces of adhesion between (a & b) then usually would fall

between these values for that contact area. If the contact

area increases, the force of adhesion would increase also. The

presence of an electrostatic charge or coulombic force can

drastically alter the strength of a bond, as shown by Oweberg

and Brunetz (481), Deryaguin and Zimon (482), Penney and

Klinger (483), Donald (484), and Kunkel (485,486). Forces of

adhesion can be increased by a factor of two when the net num-

ber of unit charges per 50 4 particle increases from 700 to

2500 (487). When the electrical force is due to fluctuations

within the particle structure only and not due to the presence

of surface electrostatic forces, Kunkel calculated that the

electronic force was 1000 times less taan Van der Waals.

Morgan (488) reported that Van der Waals was between 10 and

10-3 dynes for separation distances of 0.1-I 4 between cleaved

mica plates. To give some estimation of the differences be-

tween Van der Waals, electrostatic double layer, hydrogen bond,

covalent bond and ionic bond energies, Krupp (493) reported

that Van der Waals and electronic fluctuation forces had

energies of approximately 0.1 eV, hydrogen bond and double layer

forces had energies of 0.1-1 eV and covalent and ionic bond

forces had energies of 1-10 eV. Similar ratios of forces of

adhesion were reported by Houwink and Saloman (474) in which
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values of Van der Waals having energies of 2 Kcais/mole and

covalent bonds having energies of +100 Kcals/mole were reported.

Priesing (489) reported ionic bonds having energies from 50-
200 Kcals/mole; which was said could never be broken or made by

coagulation processes. When free moisture was present, Orr,

Burson and Linoya (487) reported that for a 200 it particle,

the capillary force was in the order of 20 dynes. Thus when

free liquid was present, the force of adhesion was almost all

controlled by the capillary forces. For a further indication

of the relative differences between the forces, the Figure 6

reported by Rumpf (490) is useful. Here the relation between

the tensile strengths of agglomerates is related to the parti-

cle diameter, and the magnitudes of the more important forces

listed.
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Several studies have been undertaken to investigate the

role of relative humidity in adhesion. The magnitude of some

of tnese forces is shown in Figure 7 by Rumpf (490). Very

low humidity air would be expected to produce relatively low

adhesion. Reduced hunidity, however, removes the adsorbed

vapor layer between the particle and substrate. This leads to

closer approach and hence the format:*n of stronger bonds be-

tween the two materials. Since the electrostatic charge on the

particle or substrate is less imobile or ic-• shielded at low

humidity, it may be a major reason for increased adhesion at

low relative humidities.

.i \ \\.: \~S\ \

\ \ . • x

(... 9 4 *;H ' ! ' I: '..'

0* 0

1 V.'':.l. i

Figure 7

EFFECT OF MOISTURE ON COHESION
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Effects of capillary condensation which depend upon

exposure time of the interface to the vapor, require about one
hour to approach the full effect. For particles 20-30 and
40-60 p the effect of relative humidity can be considered neg-

ligible under 65% relative humidity. Capillary condensation
and capillary forces act when the relative humidity > 65% (491,
492). Values for the adhesive force under different conditions

of relative humidity and determined by different methods are

shown in Table 5 (475), and Table 6 (492). Different values
for the adhesive force will therefore be found as the humidity

varies between 65 and 100% R.H. Similar results were reported
by Corn (493). In addition to this parameter, several others

influence the force of adhesion. Zimon (475) reports that the
elasticity of the particle and surface change the force of

adhesion, and gives values for adhesion to different surfaces.
Particle shape also affects the force of adhesion, the minimum
force occurring for particles of isometric shape, i.e., a

sphere or regular polygon.

Spherical particles have lower forces of adhesion than
plane particles, i.e., particles with their lengths and widths

much greater than their thickness, e.g., Kaolin bentonite mica

graphite gypsum (494).

Fibrous or accular particles, e.g., prisms needles which
have one dimension greatly exceeding all others have even higher

forces of adhesion. The effects of particle roughness were

studied by Reumuth (495), Meldau (494), and Nishivaki (496),
and surface roughness by Zimon and Volkova (497), Bohme, et

al. (498) and Corn (499,500).

When ideally smooth surfaces are encountered, adhesion
is a maximum (Figure 8a). When the heights of the projections
or asperities are an order of magnitude smaller than the parti-

cle diameter, the force of the adhesion falls (Figure 8b).
However, when the height of the asperities is greater or equal
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Table 5
(Ref. 475)

ADIIESIVE FORCE Ol" PAR!TICLES DETERNMINEDI BY VARIOUS
METIIOI)S FOR VAR1011S AIR HUM1)I'rlES

Part ic I c Fa, dyncs

Substrate material material 1) ,p m for air humidity
P 50- 60/. 900/.

Pyrex Detachmont of individual
part ie I es

Quartz (fused 25 0.28 0.37
ends of lila- 36 0.3 0.55

ments) 63 0.6 0.70
88 0.88 1.38

Glass Class 400 22

800 30

Centrifuging for yF= 2 7,

Glass Glass 50 0.37 1 83
Sand 50 0.76 0.06
Coal 50 0.55 0.94

Plexiglas Glass 50 1.44 1.97

Teflon Sand 50 0.65 1.28

Brass Coal 50 0.90 2.85

Centrifuging for 7F= 507

Starch Starch 7-9 0.2

13-15 0.2
18-21 0.2 -

Gold Gold 4 0.07 -

5-6 0.09 -

7 0.1 -

8 0.16 -

Vi1r at ion met h od for y 2F2

Steel Gl ass 40-60 1.64 -

Vibrat ion method for - :ý 507.

Steel Glass 5-10 F .3310 -2
10-20 6.12-10 3-3
20-30 2.15"10
40-00 2.13- 10
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Table 6
(Ref. 492)

FORCES TO REMOVE 98% of 50 1i DIAMETER PARTICLES

Force required to remove 9,81, of
Identification of materials particles at

90,% Relatixe 50', Relative 10,% Re!atise
humidity humidity humidity

Particle Solid surface (dynes) (dynes) (dynes)

Gla!,s* Aluminium 0.50 1.35 1i06
Glass* Brass 2-85 090 -

Glass* Brick 1-59 - -
Glass' Copper - 4"18 -

Glass* Lnamcl (paint brushed) 3-63 6,26 -
Glass* Enanc! (paint sprayed) - 2,23 2-80
Glass* C,?ass 1-83 0.37 0-15
Glass* Mic.rIta - 065 0-96
Glass* I'!cxitass 1-97 1 -44 -

Glass* Teflon - - 0-62t
Ghass* Tc f'n 1-28 0.65 4.15
Sand; Aluminium 6.60 - 1-37
Sand., Brass 045 -

Sand * Enamel (paint brushcd) 634 - -

Sand+ Glass 006 0.76 [-21
Sand+ Holly lcaf 5.67 - -

Sand+ Nlicarta 7-77 3.29
Sand + P]k\ i.,la ss 2-78 - --

Sand Wood 12-56 - -

Charcoals Aluminium 097 - -

Chaicoals l1a1ts 032 - -

(Charcoals l:ii'- (p;,aint bru.!hcd) 230 - -

Charcoals Glass 0-94 0.55 1.19
C!-.:-::!- P'0, (0 70 -- -

Charcoals I cfOn 034 - -

Rubbei GIlai's 081 - -

Rubbcj' PNexialass 1"93 - -
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to the particle diameter, the adhesion rises again (Figure 8c).

This is always the case for s•,bmicron particles. Zimon had

grave doubts about the validity of the previously published

studies on the effect of surface roughness, because in most

cases the surfaces were not characterized well enough.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 8

EFFECT OF SURFACE ROUGHNESS ON ADHESION

The cleanliness of the surface was also shown to be im-

portant by Akhnatov (501,502), Fuks (503), Deryagin (504),

Stone (505), McFarland and Tabor (506), Bradley (507,508), and

Howe, et al. (509). The method of cleaning the surface affected

the adhesion, and the way the particles were deposited did like-

wise. The effect of particle size was studied by Malkina (510),

Bradley (507,508), Corn (499-500), Deryagin and Zimon (504),

Kordecki and Orr (492), Morgan (488) and B8hme (498). Gener-

ally, for macroscopic bodies, size has little effect. In some

cases for smaller particles the forces of adhesion were found

to be inversely proportional to the size of the particle but

in some cases size again had no effect at all. No work was

reported on submicron particles. To summarize the effect of

size, Zimon (475) reported that, quote: "Each of the components

of the adhesive forces depends on the particle size in the

following way:

Component of adhesive force...

Coulomb Electric Molecular Capillary

Dependence on dust- 2 2/3 X-1
particle radius ...... 1/r r r r(l-I -l)
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The adhesion is only proportional to the particle dimen-

sions when the molecular forces prevail. If electrical, capil-

lary, and Coulomb forces have to be overcome in addition to

these in order to effect detachment, the total adhesive force

may then not be proportional to particle size.

The thermodynamic Deryagin theory of adhesion considers

adhesion as an equilibrium and reversible process and the adhe-

sive force as a function of the gap separating the contiguous

surfaces. When this gap equals zero, the adhesive force is

proportional to the dimensions of the bodies in contact.

However, the adhesion process is not in fact reversible,

since before the particle comes into contact with the surface

some forces (Coulomb and partly molecular) are acting, while

after contact others (molecular, electric, capillary, and

Coulomb) have to be overcome in order to achieve detachment.

The interaction of the particles with the surface resulting

from forces other than molecular means that the process disobeys

the conditions for which the Deryagin theory is valid. The

adhesive force -- particle size relationship may thus well
differ from direct proportionality.

We see from the results presented that adhesion varies

with particle size in different ways. It may be directly pro-

portional, or even inversely proportional, to the particle

diameter, or alternatively, it may be independent of particle

size.

The particle material also has an effect on the adhesive
force. Thus, for particles 50 4 in diameter made of different

materials (glass, sand, coal) the adhesive force relative to a

glass surface fluctuates from 0.06 to 1.83 dyn.

Results obtained by different methods of adhesion measure-

ment (with the same materials and under the same conditions)

are similar. Thus, the adhesive forces for glass particles

sticking to a metnl surface (brass and steel) are approximately
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the same, despite differences in the method of detachment

(vibration and centrifuging); the adhesive forces measured with

a relative air humidity of 5'-60%, using the centrifuge method

to remove the glass particles, are the same as those obtained

by the method of detaching individual particles." (Zimon, 475)

3.3 Magnitude of Forces in Liquid

When the particles on surfaces are immersed in liquid,

Zimon (475) reported that the force of adhesion is at least one-

half that in air, and the energy expended to detach particles

from surfaces in water is 1/10th of that in air. Zimon and

Petunin (511) and Zimon and Deryagin (512) reported that for

5-10 4 particles, the forces required to separate glass from

steel was 10-2 dynes in air and 10-6 dynes in water. However,

Fuks, et al. (513) and Fuks (514) pointed out that this was

dependent on the wettability of the surface. When the wetta-

bility of one component, e.g., the surfaceswas different to

that of the other, e.g., particles, adhesion between them was

usually at a minimum. When the liquid around the particle was

an electrolyte, different results were obtained. Buzagh (515-

526), Fuks (513,514,527) and Zimon (512-528) showed that the

adhesion was related to the elecrolyte concentration and to the

valency of the cation. For the same values of zeta potential,
univalent cations created higher values of adhesion than di-

valent cations which in turn gave higher values than tertiary

or quadrivalent cations. Generally, at the maximuto zeta poten-

tial the adhesion force was a minimum. The pH was also found

to be effective. In alkaline media the particles ha6 still

lower adhesive forces than in neutral or acid solutions. With

surfactants, Buzagh (515), Fuks (529), and Zimon (528) reported

that there was an optimum concentration of surface active sub-

stance for which there was a maximum reduction on the adhesive

force. Taylor and Wood (530) showed that polyphosphates col-

lected at a surface and reduced adhesion. This was, however,

time dependent, as time had Lo be allowed for the buildup of
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the double layer. Smith (621) reported theoretical and experi-

mental work which investigateJ the spontaneous removal of carbon

black particles from glass surfaces by varying the concentration

of two surfactants sodium dodecyl sulphate and undecane 3-

sulphate. He found that optimum conditions of both surfactant

and electrolytic concentration existed at which the removal

efficiencies were very high and at this point no mechanical

action was required in the dispersion. His results are shown

in Figure 9 for carbon black adhering to glass particles in a
packed bed. It is seen that the removal efficiency was depend-
ent o7 the surfactant, and he suggested the reason for this was
differences in molecular concentration of the adsorbed surfact-

ant o- the surface. In contrast to the adhesion in air,

L~J

O

U 0

4• 2 4 6 6 to

S~SURFACTANT CONCE..NTRATtON • mM)

Figure 9

REMOVAL RESULTS, GLASS POWDER BED EXPERIMENTS
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particle roughness and surface roughness were found to be less

important in liquid media than in air (497). With increase in

temperature, adhesion in liquids and electrolytes increased (510,

530). This was also true in air (510,530). The reason for

this was that temperature increased the molecular activity of
a solid increasing the Van der Waals forces. Therefore, in air,

liquid and electrolyte separation was facilitated at 0-20°C. The

converse was true for surfactant solutions where adhesion was
at a minimum at 60 0 C. A most useful example of these effects

was given by Krupp (478) who measured the forces of adhesion
of gold spheres, 3 L diameter on cellulose and polyester.

Krupp stated that quote:

"The experimental results are summarized in Figures 10

and 11. The percentage of adhering particles is plotted against
the force (centrifugal acceleration times particle mass) applied.
For comparison, data obtained in earlier experiments on the

adhesion in the dry state have been entered into Figures 10

and 11.

A significant width of distribution of the adhesion forces
is observed in the ensemble of particles used. A measure of

this distribution is the deviation of the curves of Figures 10

and 11 from a step function.

Immersion in water and in the above solutions signifi-
cantly reduced aihesion compared with that in the dry state.

In the immersed state the adhesion to the polyester substrate
is larger by a factor of about 2 than to the cellulose.

With the dodecyl sulfate solution the adhesive force is

reduced by about 7 millidynes to about half that when immersed

in water. The alkaline salts cause an analogous shift of the

adhesion curves to the left. As the adhesive forces on poly-

ester are higher, the relative decrease in adhesive force is
less in the system polyester-gold than in the system cellulose-

gold.
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The action of the surfactant may be explained on the

basis of formation of electrolytic double layer and in terms

of entropy effects.

Double-layer repulsion will be the only active mechanism

in the case of the alkaline salts. Adsorption of the polyvalent

anions in addition to the OH--ions from the triphosphate solu-

tion seems to be the reason for the slightly stronger repulsive

action of the triphosphate solution.

The difference between the strength of adhesion of gold
to cellulose on the one hand and to polyester on the other

cannot yet be explained on the grounds of the present adhesion

theory."

3.4 Mechanisms and Methods of Measuring Adhesion
and Separation Forces

Krupp (473) suggested that the mechanism of particle

adhesion proceeded as follows:

i. At first, particle and substrate come into contact

at one point by a contact area of atomic dimensions.

2. By long range attractive forces between the two,

the particle is subject to a moment of force so

that several contacts are made between non-

perfectly smooth adherents.

3. By interaction forces the area at these contacts

increases until the attractive forces and the forces

resisting further deformation at the interface are

in equilibrium. An adhesive area of finite size

is formed between the adherents.

4. The effectiveness of contact depends on the magni-

tude of force acting on the particle at the instant
of contact, i.e., kinetic energy given up by the

particle through its stopping distance or by pres-

sure on given force applied by particle to the

substrate.
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From this, substrate separation then takes place as follows:

I. The external forces of separation excited on the

particle cause a partial and complete recovery of

the deformation at the interface.

2. Generally, the center of attack of the separating

force will not be symmetrical to the location and

strength of the individual contact sites so that

a particle is subject to a moment of force, and

individual contacts may become broken separately.

Finally, the last contacts are separated, the

particle is set free.

The adhesive area is the area of one common

interface between the adherent collection during

the last step.

Several methods have been employed to separate particles from

substrates, some of which have been applied to measure the

force of adhesion.

In air the following experimental methods have been used

to measure the adhesion force of single particles on surfaces.

a) Varying the slope of a surface

b) Microbalance technique

c) Pendulum method

d) Centrifuge method

e) Aerodynamic method

f) Vibration method

The following discussions relate the adhesive forces determined

by each of the several methods. A modification of the micro-

balance technique was used by Beischer (545) who allowed co-

agulating threads of individual Fe 2 0 3 particles of 0.5 .m

diameter to break under their own weight. The force required

was estimated from the size of the separated fragment. His

work indicated that for submicron particles the adhesive force

was of the order of 0.5 x 10-4 dynes. Before each method is

discussed, of particular importance in this section, is the
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realization that the removal of identical particles from a

surface is based on probability.

If several identical particles are dispersed separately

upon a substrate, the force required to remove each one will

not be the same. Application of a fixed force will remove but

a fracrion of the particles. Complete separation of all parti-

cles may require a significant increase in the force field.

The probabilistic nature of this phenomenon is presented in

Figure 12 in which the relative number of particles adhering

is plotted against the adherence force. It is very common,

then, to relate adhesion to the rates of the number of parti-

cles detached under the influence of a specific force to the

initial number on a substrate. A value termed the adhesion

number is expressed as the ratio of the number of particles

remaining on a surface to number initially here after the

application of force. The adhesion number is usually related

to the forces holding particles to the dust surface by integral

curves as shown in Figure 12. In some cases, however, detach-

ment occurs in layers of particles and this is discussed in

detail by Zimon (475). Sometimes adhesion is expressed in the

form of the number of rotations of a centrifuge, the frequency

of oscillation of a vibrating plate or the angle of rotation

of a dusty plate. In estimating the force, we realize the

existence of a minimum force under which the first few particles

are removed and a maximum force under which the majority are

removed. Orr and Kordecki (492) and Zimon (475) show that it

is better to estimate the force as being that value at which

507 by number are removed under the specific conditions and

measuring method used in the experiment. This is now accepted

as being the better method of relating adhesion measurements

but it is not without error (475).
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Several methods that have been used to measure particles i-

were devised purely for macroscopic particles. Zimon (475)

and Corn (493) reviewed these very well. The first methods

given are those used mainly in air.

3.4.1 Microbalance Methods

Separation in Air

Corn reported that, quote: "Microbalances are usually

based on the use of quartz fibres which can take the form of

a cantilever, helical spring, or torsion balance, depending on

the manner in which the applied force acts on the quartz fibre,

spring, or beam (532). Electromicrobalances sensitive to

0.1 4g are commercially available (533). Microbalance tech-

niques were used by Hamaker (534), Stone (536), Tomlinson (537,

538), Howe, et al. (509), Bradley (535), and Overbeek and

Sparnaay (539) to study the force of adhesion in air or vacuum

between quartz fibres or spheres, and to relate these measure-

ments to the Van der Waals force. More recently, electronic

microbalances with precise feedback control have been used to

determine the Van der Waals force (540,541,542). The adhesion

between 5-90 A glass particles and solid surfaces was measured

by Corn (543) using a microbalance of the cantilever type.

Further work was reported by McFarlane and Tabor (544) and

Beischer (545).

Microbalance techniques require th-it a single particle,

preferably less than 50 4 in size, be attached to the balance

spring or beam. This is a very difficult operation. Because

the adhesion of particles is dependent on the microscopic

particle and substrate contacts, a range of forces can be

measured for repeated contacts of the same particle and sub-

strate. The determination of the range of adhesive forces

possible with particles of different sizes becomes a very

time-consuming and tedious task.
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An interesting variation of these techniques is that

reported by Beischer (545). The weight of a chain of charged

or magnetized particles attracted to a charged or polarized

microbalance caused rupture of the chain after the field was

turned off. The adhesive force could be estimated from the

diameter and length of the chain at breakage.

3.4.2 Pendulum Method

In this method, the gravitational force acting on the

particle causes disruption of the adhesive bond between parti-

cle and substrate. Initially, the particle is suspended on a

vertical fibre in contact with the substrate. The substrate

is then raised and the angle between fibre and the vertical

plane is recorded at the moment of breakage of the particle-

surface bond. The method vas used by McFarlane and Tabor (544)

and Howe, et al. (509), and is applicable to relatively large

particles having sufficient weight to overcome the force of

adhesion."

For smaller particles, other types of approaches have

been made.

3.4.3 Varying the Slope of Surfaces

Zimon (475) reviewed this method and pointed out that it

was first used by Buzagh (515) who dusted particles on a surface

at the bottom of a vessel and rotated the surface through a

specific angle. Fuks (513,529) modified this technique by

constructing a special cuvette mounted on a microscope. This

was used extensively to measure the adhesion of particle layers

by Cremer (547), Bakel (548), Patat and Schmid (549) Pecht (551),

and Zimon (550). For particles less than 20 4 this was of no

value. The method c:in be used to measure the force between

particles - the tensile strength by mounting the powder in a

vessel as shown in Figure 13. The vessel is tilted in the

horizontal position with powder under known compression and
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atmospheric conditions. The

table is then tilted and tne

angle at which the bed separates

is mieasured. The effect of ad-

r sorbed layers and capillary

forces were measured on a similar

device by Schubert and Wibowo (546).

Figure 13

SLOPING TABLE MEASURE
OF ADHESION

3.4.4 Vibration Methods

Zimon (475) stated that, quote: "The vibration method

was first used for determining the adhesion of films (552).

Later, Larsen (553) determined the adhesive forces of spherical

particles to fibers vibrating at a frequency of the order of

tens of cycles. Thi.; method was improved and extended (482) by

using sonic and ultrasonic vibrations.

The vibration gzcthod is only used for determining the

adhesive force of dust in air. For this purpose either low-

frequency (20-30 cps) or high-frequency (hundreds or thousands

of cps) vibrations are used.

With the high-frequency system, the sound vibrations,

previously amplified, set in motion a dynamic diffuser to which

the dust-laden plate is attached. The frequency of the oscil-

lations is usually no greater than 2 kcs and the value of the

detaching force reaches 2500 g.

By varying the freque cy of the vibrations, one may vary

the detaching force over a wide range. In order to increase

the range of detaching forces, one may use an ultrasonic system

generating oscillations at a frequency of 10-20 kcs (482).

Here the value of the detaching force will be (10-24).104 g.
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For relatively small forces of detachment, a greater

number of particles are detached in the vibrational than in the

centrifugal method. The difference becomes less marked as the

applied detaching force becomdes greater. The detachment of

firmly held particles takes place more intensively in the cen-

trifugal than in the vibration method.

The vibration method may be accomplished by simultaneous

measurement of the electric charges arising from the detachment

of the particles, these being required in order to calculate

the electric component of the adhesive forces. For this purpose

one may use an apparatus (553) differing from those employed

earlier (of the electrometer type (482,554) ), using electronic

and loop oscillographs. This obviates the dependence on visual

measurements and photographically records the electrical pro-

cesses taking place.

A variation on the vibration method is the pulse method,

which is used to determine adhesion in vacuum and in the vapor

of various liquids.

The dust-laden test surface was placed under a vacuum

bell-jar and the required vapor concentration was created by

evaporating the liquid released by a dropping funnel in the

jar. The space under the jar could be filled with any gas.

Detachment of the particles was effected by means of a blow

from an arm on the dust-laden surface. The elasticity of

the substrate and the force of the blow from the impinging

arm were the same in all the experiments; this ensured a

constant value of the detaching force and made it possible to

compare experimental re Its.

One varianL of the impulse method was proposed by Deryagin

and co-workers (555). The detachment of the dust particles was

effected by shooting pellets at the dust-laden surface from an

air gun.
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In order to detach dust particles in liquid media, the

loading method may be employed (528). The dust-laden surface

is immersed in the test solution for a specified time interval.

The conditions of immersion and extraction of the samples frci

the solutions should be exactly the same.

For removing particles from a dust-laden surface, the

latter may be subjected to an air blast (487). Here, even for

particles of a single size, the value of the detaching force is

not susceptible to exact calculation, while for powder of many

particle sizes the calculation is still more difficult. In

order to create identical conditions for detaching the particles,

the rate of air flow and the direction of the flow relative to

the dust-laden surface must be exactly the same."

The discussion of the use of ultrasonics is given in the

section dealing with liquids.

3.4.5 The Centrifugal Method

Kordecki, et al. (556,492) used a centrifuge in studies

of the adhesion of particles to a flat surface. Determinations

were made of the size distribution of the particles initially

sprinkled on a slide and of the size distributions of those

remaining after subjection in discrete steps to successively

higher fields of force. The maximum acceleration applied was

in excess of 8 g. At maximum acceleration, nearly all of the

largest particles and a significant fraction of the smallest

particles were removed.

Bohme, Krupp, et al. (478,557-563) also have used the

ultracentrifuge, one of them capable of producing forces in

excess of 106 >. Because they used a very narrow size range

of particles, they plotted their results differently. They

compared the per cent of particles adhering versus the applied

force (dynes) and found that the variation of force with parti-
cle size was small. Apparently the lnrger acceleration re-

quired for small particles is a consequence of their small
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mass. Also, these authors have gathered some data on the

influence of surface composition and texture on the adhesion

of particles to the surface.

Deryagin, et al. (564) have used centrifugal fields pro-

viding up to 300,000 g. They did not succeed in removing all

5 4 diameter glass particles from a polished steel rotor.

On comparing the various possible errors, Zimon (475)

concluded that, quote: "the main error in the centrifugal

method is due to the different sizes of the particles in a

specified fraction.

In order to avoid errors associated with the rate of

rotation, one must increase (or reduce) the revolutions of the

centrifuge smoothly in order to eliminate the effects of iner-

tial forces, holding the specified number of revolutions for
several seconds. Further increasing the time of centrifuging

has no effect on the detachment of dust particles in air. In

centrifuging it is important to take proper precautions against

vibrations of the body and heating of the centrifuge axis,

since these effects may distort the results of measurements

made on the force of detachment.

In the practical use of this method for liquid media a

number of special features have to be taken into consideration.

The whole space in the cylinder (or cuvette) must be filled

with liquid in order to prevent the latter from moving in the

course of centrifuging and thus eliminate the influence of side

effects. Owing to the difficulty of hermetizing the cylinder

(or cuvette) the number of revolutions of the centrifuge in

the methods employed is no greater than 3000 and the detaching

force no greater than 102-103 g. The time of centrifuging

should be about 1 min, so that hydrodynamic factors associated

with the way in which the dust-laden surface is situated in

the liquid medium may be fully taken into account.
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The centrifugal method of measuring the value of the

detaching force is the principal method used in determining

forces of adhesion. The advantages of this method lie in its

simplicity and accessibility, and also in the reliability of

the results and the rapidity of the measurements. In addition

to thi•, a variety of conditions may be created in the centri-

fuge test tubes (humidity, temperature, pressure, etc.), which

widens the -xperimental potentialities of the method. However,

in order to obtain the integral adhesion curve several measure-

ments must be made with different numbers of revolutions.

It is possible to use the centrifugal method for deter-

mining the adhesion of a layer of particles. In this case,

when calculating the detaching force, the quantity m = Vpl

must be understood to mean the mass of the particles adhering

to unit area cf the substrate. Small particles (of under 10 4

diameter) stick so firmly to surfaces that forces corresponding

to accelerations of the order of (103-104) g are incapable of

overcoming the adhesive forces (482). This explained the tend-

ency to use ultracentrifuges for detaching small particles.

However, an attempt at using an ultracentrifuge of the UTs-2-A

type (produced by Mikrotechna of Prague) was unsuccessful. On

rotating a sphere in the magnetic field of this centrifuge in

vacuum, the sphere with the particles attached to it became
heated. The heat melted particles consisting of fusible
materials (for example, polymers) (564), and this distorted

the results of the measurement."

3.4.6 Aerodynamic Method

The limitation of this method resides in the difficulty

of defining aerodynamic conditions in the vicinity of adhering

particles. In the absence of a well-defined velocity field

results must be expressed as efficiency of particle removal

versus an air velocity characteristic of the particular system

used. With a well-defined velocity field it i, possible to

calculate, approximately, the air drag on particles at the time
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of their dislodgment. The separation of particles from walls,

conduits and plane su•rfaces has been studied by Syrkin, Rumpf,

Averbukh and Shabelin, Sokolov, Bagnold, Chepi, and a good

review of their work is given by Fuks (565). Bagnold (566-

568) studied the separation of large sand particles lying on

a sand bed, Chepie studied the erosion of soils of particle

size less than 25 4 and found them uninfluenced by air streams

due to their small size. Jordon (570) deposited quartz and

glass dust of size 0.1-12 A on glass slides and measured the

efficiencies of removal by high velocity air jets as did
Davis (569). Larson (573) studied a similar problem that of

removing spheres from fibres, and recent work along these

lines has been done by Lgeffler (742,743,744). Orr and

Dallavalle (574) studied the removal of particles from a

needle tip. Gutterman and Ranz (576), and Zenz (577) studied

removal from a bed and Corn, Silverman and Becker (575) studied

blow-off from filter surfaces. Corn (571) and Corn and Stein

(572) studied reentrainment from plane surfaces. Similar work

was reported by Walker and Fish (578) who studied the adhesion

of radioactive particles to glass slides. Masironi and Fish
(570) and Fish (580) conducted observations on reentrainment

of dust particles in a room. A field study of redispersion

of dust in the submicron range was conducted by Stewart (:.81).

His conclusions were the mechanisms by which dust is made air-
borne are impact processes extending from vehicle and pedes-

trian movement to the creep and saltation of the coarser soil
particles and by the action of eddies on surfaces which pro-

trude through the turbulent boundary layer.

From the experimental results obtained in the field it
appeared that weathering processes continuously introduced

changes in the surface layer so that a simple relationship

between the amount of contaminant resuspended and the wind

speed only applied in some situations. It was suggested

that the contaminant needed to be very finely divided, micron
order or less, insoluble in water and the surface to be in
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equilibrium with only a minor degree of soil movement occurring

for the degree of resuspension to vary with the wind speed as
2 3

U or u

As a result of weathering processes a contaminant tends

to become fixed at the site of deposition and to be dispersed

in a surface layer of the order of a centimeter deep. It may

be shown by simple eddy diffusion theory that only the very

fine particles would be readily removed by the wind after

resuspension. Some of the most pertinent work to micronized

particles was reported by Corn and Stein (582) who compared air

stream dispersers with centrifugal systems. The results given

in Tables 7 and 3 show that 1 1, particles of atmospheric dust

could be only 20%O removed. As a conclusion to this method,

Fuks (583) considered that for particles below 0.5".- complete

dispersion has never been achieved by air jet methods, and

could not see that they would ever be of real value for this

size range. Air blast studies were performed by Billings (584),

and Livenbaum (585), and shock wave studies by Gerrard (586),

but these had limited application.

Table 7

ACCELERATIONS REQUIRED TO DISLODGE ADHERING PARTICLES
OF ATMOSPHERIC DUST, FLY ASH AND GLASS BEADS

(RELATIVE HUMIDTY, 35 PER CENT, AND 20-C)
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Table 8

BULK AIR VELOCITY REQUIRED
TO DISLODGE ADHERING PARTICLES

OF ATMOSPHERIC DUST, FLY ASH, AND GLASS BEADS
(RELATIVE HUMIDITY, 35 PER CENT, AND 30°C)

Bulk a', Size*
G.octy () ri'),-týnry nf vrr,rx•v.al (r,.r k •,t)

(•F.lc) :,h m,.-.dhu, ric dh

30 1-3 on 0 .4
90 1-3 60 25

1350 1"3 21.3 4-9
30 38 0 0 -0
00 38 20"1 48

150 3 "8 574 79
30 6 "4 4-0 59
90 6 -4 r,. 0 13-7

1M0 6 -4 1000 31 "4
30 89 30 $ 6 -7
90 89 769 200

130 89 1000 40Z
30 11 '5 0 0 0.0
90 11.5 83.3 5.-0

1510 0.5 1000 30O-)
30 5-3 0
90 5-3 0
30 i5-9 0
o0 15 "9 0

117 11-9 32
* rr,•~Jte4 ar'a di.r.ctcr.

Separation in Liquids

There have been very few publications on the measurement

of adhesion in liquids. Some already mentioned were the slop-

ing surface method used by Buzagh (515) and the centrifugal

methods reported by Krupp (478). In spite of this, many methods

have been used to separate particles in liquids, particularly

in industrial processes, and these are now reviewed.

3.4.7 Vibration Methods

The most common vibration methods for separating parti-

cles in liquids have involved ultrasonics. Egorov (587) pointed

out that ultrasonic waves have both dispersing and coagulating

effects upon suspensions. Cavitation is usually held to be the

cause of the dispersing action. Scveral hypotheses were put

forward to explain coagulation. Recent work on this subject

was by Bergmann (588), Sollner (589), Kruyt (590), Tojoshina

(59l), Sasaki (592,593), Soboleva (594), and Deryagin (595,596,

597). The effect of ultrasonics was found to cause variations

in the electrokinetic and total potential at the interface,
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and thus affected the electrical double layer. The ultrasound

caused a desorption of potential determining ions, and coagula-

tion occurred. Reports on its use for dispersion were given

by Agabalyants, et al. (598) who studied the dispersion of

clay. It was found that the ultrasound again changed the

structure of the suspension during the dispersion. The release

of ion complexes from surfaces by ultrasound was reported by

Lowe and Parasher (599) who studied the dispersion of soils.
In contrast, Pupynin, et al. (600) coated'particles with nickel

during ultrasonic dispersion to produce low dispersed aluminum

and cerium powders. Other pertinent studies were by Piotrowski

A (601), Allegra (602,603), Rozanski (604) and Kruglitskii (605).

Other studies on coagulation were by Kul'skii, et al. (606),

who was concerned with the clarification of kaolin suspensions

and Joung (607) who studied the clarification of mineral sus-

pensions.

From these comments, it is clear that ultrasound has to

be used with caution in dispersion studies due to the possi-

bility of it causing coagulation. Surface modification of

particles h3s also been shown to be possible, which makes

subsequent electrokinetic studies somewhat difficult.

3.4.8 Turbulence and Shear

In industrial practice dispersion is achieved by mixing

and blencing powders in vehicles using various types of mixing

machinery. These w ere classified by Sheppard in Parfitt's

book (608) as follows:

I. Low Shear Rate Equipment - These operate at slow

mixing speeds at high viscosity or high particle concentration

using impellers which pass near to the walls of the mixing

container to impart high shear at this point.

2. High Shear Rate Equipment - These operate by impellers

which move at high peripheral speeds. The impellers generate

variable high shear rates depending on the suspension rheology

and the impeller design.
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3. Ball Mills - These are well known to most processes
and consist of free moving balls inside a sealed container. A

variation of this design is the sand mill or sand grind in
which the effective balls are sand grains.

4. Roll Mills - These operate by carrying the suspension
between one, two or three rollers and a blade, in a closely

controlled gap under pressure.

Considering first the high speed impeller mixing of parti-
cles in liquids, Patterson (609) conducted experiments with a
flat paddle-type laboratory mixer and found that -

a. reducing the vehicle viscosity by solvent dilution

decreased the degree of separation,

b. increasing the impeller speed increased the rate

of separation,

c. cooling the mixture during mixing increased the

rate of separation, and

d. increasing the number of blades on the paddle

increased the degree of separation for any one

mixing time.

Cozzens (610) studied the high speed mixing of various
powders and liquids in a planetary-type laboratory mixer fitted
with an open planar blade. He found that the rate and degrex±

of separation were increased by increasing the vehicle vis-
cosity, particle concentration and mixing speed, and thaE
changes in the particle and vehicle nature drastically changed

the rate and degree of separation. Other related work on high
speed dispersion was reported by Guggenheim (611) and Schliesser,
et al. (615). These latter authors confirmed some of the find-
ings of the previous authors, when working with a flat paddle
mixer with a four-blade impeller. They showed that better
dispersions were always obtained at higher pigment concentra-

tions, while the rate of separation only depended on the energy
input and indirectly on the mixer speed. Both Wade and Taylor
(612) and Ensminger (613) reported that with very high speed
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impellers, a low viscosity vehicle was important. In spite of

these series of experiments and reported mixing conditions,

Dowling (614) reported that under optimum conditions formulation

and geometry, high speed mixers were not necessary, and in fact

the use of lower shear rate equipment could produce similar

degrees of separation more economically. In support, a most

recent paper by Armstrong (616) emphasized the usefulness of

low peripheral speed impellers, in the paint industry, and

using a rotary saw-tooth variety he was able to show that high

particle concentration and low liquid viscosity gave higher
pigment yields/batch at a lower operating temperature than high

viscosity vehicles. This supported an earlier paper by Weisberg
(617) who had Studied the influence of shear stress-shear rate
profiles of a system on the rate and degree of dispersion of

medium chrome yellow pigment. He used a smooth cylindrical
impeller at slow speeds and showed that the rate of separation

increased with the torque until turbulence set in. In a system
of proper rheology, i.e., at a controlled Reynolds number with

no turbulence, Weisberg reported that a cylindrical impeller

provided a more efficient mode of power input than high speed
processes. Recent studies were performed by Daniel (618) who

used them for soft textured pigments.

The use of ball mills to disperse powders in liquids was
reported by Daniels (61.9) and Shurts (620). Fisher (621) pointed

our that the efficiency of ball milling was increased as the

size of the ball was reduced, hence the sand mill or sand grind

was introduced in which the effective ball size was one sand
grain. The operation of the sand mill was discussed by Bosse

(622) and by Brownlie (623) who studied TiO2 pigments. Recent

work on the efficiency of ball milling was repnrted by Vavra

(625).

Notable conparisons of the techniq,:es of sand milling,

ball milling and impeller dispersion were reported by Ensminger

(613) and Garret and Hess (624). These latter authors compared

the three techniques with a fourth one - roller milling for
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TiO2 and Fe 2 0 3 pigments. They found that the ball mill, sand

mill, high speed impeller and triple roll mill all gave good

degrees of separation, and with TiO2 the degrees of separation

were similar. The significant differences were shown in the

rates of separation which varied widely. The triple roll mill

was superior to all the other three methods, and it dispersed

the particles in one pass. The sand and ball mills were sig-

nificantly slower and the high speed impeller was the slowest

of all.

With red iron oxide, differences in the degree of sepa-

ration were also found. The high speed impeller never achieved

the same degree of separation as the other three methods which

once again were quite similar. As before the rates of separa-

tion were widely different, the triple roll mill being the

fastest in achieving the best degree of separation.

From this literature search which quite surprisingly

contains few references, it seems clear that several overriding

factors emerge. For submicron powders high shear in a triple

roll mill is desirable, and in addition high pigment concen-

trations in the suspension would be an advantage. In compari-

son with these requirements the usual laboratory separation

practices of spatula shearing, milling, blending, appear to

have no correlation, and one can expect inferior dispersions

in the laboratory as a result. Armstrong (616) realized this

when he emphasized the need to simulate industrial mixing and

separating equipment in the laboratory, if quality control is

to be meaningful.

3.5 Methods of Modifying Forces of Adhesion

It has been stated that the adhesive forces are largely

dependent on the surface properties of the particles on surface,

and hence the forces can be changed - ideally reduced - by

surface modification. Lygin (627), Kiselev (628), and Babkin

(629) report that surface modification by means of alkyl-

chlorosilanes is used widely for varying the adsorption of
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gases and vapors in gas chromatography. Vinogradova (630)

discusses the same application to reduce the adsorption of films,

Korolev (631,632,633) describes their use for reducing adhesive

power of solid surfaces, Baibakov (634), Andnanov (636) and

Jordon (635) for the reduction of the adhesion of ice. Zimon

(475), Voronkov (638), Talaev (637) and Krotova (639) describe

the use of 1rl benzene solution of an alkylchlorosilane which

neutralizes the hydroxyl groups on a surface replacing them by

hydrophobic methyl groups. In particular they describe the use

of dimethyldichlorosilane for this purpose. According to

De Bruynes rule, the greater the difference in the wetting

capacity of the two surfaces in contact, the smaller is the

adhesion. Hence it would appear that to facilitate particle

separation from a surface, one should attempt to make the

surface hydrophobic and the particle surface hydrophilic. As

most particles collected from the atmosphere have free water

on their surfaces, agents capable of bonding to these surfaces

which modify the electrical double layer to increase repulsion

would be ideal. This is easier to achieve in liquid media,

and much work has been done to study bonding at the hydrophilic

surface in liquids.

Campbell, et al. (640) described the types of bonding

that could take place between liquids and solid hydrophilic

surfaces. They defined these as physical or Van der Waals,

polar or principally hydrogen bonding and ion exchange. In all

aqueous dispersions, there was a tendency to form hydrogen

bonds between ions and the solid surface, but the main diffi-

culties in investigating the presence of such bonds were due

to a lack of knowledge of the reactivity of potentially hydrogen

bonding groups. Most of the detection methods were applied to

non-aqueous systems, e.g., radiation methods, solubility, etc.,

but Campbell, et al. was able to study the effects of various

groups of solutes and correlate their hydrogen bonding tenden-

cies in water using refractometry. Dye complexes were used

specifically and they studied the role of a hydrogen attached
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to an oxygen, a nitrogen and a carbon atom with regard to its
hydrogen bonding character. They showed that hydrogens attached
to oxygen and nitrogen were particularly prone to hydrogen
bonding, even if the compounds were sulphonated. Sulphonation
of a molecule with a consequent high degree of solvation in

water did not impair its ability to form hydrogen bonds in
aqueous solution. A hydrogen attached to a carbon formed
hydrogen bonds much less readily but it could be made to do so
if activated by strongly electronegative groups and such bonding,

e.g., by a hydrogen in chloroform, was well known.

Similarly a carbonyl oxygen could activate a hydrogen

attached to a carbon atom and it had been suggested that by

these means the aldehyde group and certain ester groups could
act in water as proton donors towards nitrogen atoms in a

second solute. Long, et al. (641) showed that the dimensions

of forces at solid interfaces, e.g., the forces of adhesion
were of the same magnitude of those associated with hydrogen

bonding. They studied the possibility of a monomolecular layer
of water remaining on solid surfaces after vigorous heating,

and showed some hydroxylation of steel surfaces still existed
after heating to 800'C. They concluded that hydrogen bonding

was a major component in the process of adhesion at solid sur-
faces. The role of a hydrogen attached to a nitrogen atoms was

discussed by Schwitzer (642) who described the method by which
a cationic agent attached itself to a surface. He identified

the presence of secondary chemical bonds between the amine
group and the surface, which became stronger when the compound

was a diamine. He explained that this was the most important
difference between cationic and anionic surfactants. The

former act by bonding while the latter act by preferentially

wetting the solid surface. The mechanism by which the anine
group attached itself to the surface was most probably hydrogen

bonding, and this mechanism was discussed at more length by

other authors.
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Although Long had proposed that hydrogen bonding was nf
major importanc:e in adhesion, Trudgian and Prihoda (643) sug-

gested that the physico-chemical affinities of materials were

responsible for many other properties of materials such as

miscibility, solubility, compatibility, dispersion and adhesion.

To investigate this further let us first consider the case of

two pure solvents. Burrell (644) developed an integrated

theory on miscibility, solubility and compatibility, of two or

more solvent6 based on two parameters, a parameter defined as

the solubility parameter and a parameter defined as the hydrogen

bonding value. He showed that two solvents were miscible when

their solubility parameters and hydrogen bonding values were

similar. For the case of a resin or a polymer dissolving in a

solvent, the same rule appeared to hold. Burrell then published

tables of solubility parameters and put forward hydrogen bonding

values for many solvents to aid in paint formulation. These

hydrogen bonding values were very crude, but were made more

useful by Lieberman (645). Lieberman assigned values of hydro-

gen bonding numbers to solvents which Burrell had placed in the

groups of poorly, moderately and strongly hydrogen bonding

solvents. These numbers were 0,3, 1.0 and 1.7, respectively.

If, in some cases a polymer did not dissolve in a sclvent of

value 1.0 or 1.7, i-wo solvents with these values could be mixed

to provide solvent with an equivalent value of 1.3, for example,

when the polymer dissolved readily.

Thus, Lieberman was able to estimate the values of several

other solvents by determining the solubility limits of selected

polymers in mixtures of unknown solvents with those to which

values had been assigned. In this way he was able to fit more

precise hydrogen bonding values to solvents, polymers and

resins, and produce complex tables to improve those of Burrell.

By plotting the square of these values against the solubility

parameter, he was able to form solubility maps which graphi-

cally showed the solubility characteristics of typical polymers.

Trudgian and Prohoda (643) then published a paper in which they
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discussed the application of hydrogen bonding parameters to

predict not only solvent miscibility, compatibility and solu-

bility, but resin solubility and particle dispersion. They

found that solvents such as ethyl alcohol, isopropyl alcohol,

ethylene glycol and n-butanol dispersed TiO2 pigments better

than any other solvents. After :uch searching to find the key

to explain these results, they found that the hydrogen bonding

values of all four solvents were identical. Extending this to

other pigments, they showed generally that hydrophilic inorganic

pigments dispersed well in strongly hydrogen bonding solvents,

e.g., alcohols, and examples of typical pigments were yellow

oxide of iron, medium chrome yellow, rurile titanium dioxide

and molybdate orange. Red iron oxide dispersed in moderately

hydrogen bonding solvents, e.g., ketones. Organic pigments

such as phthalocyanine blue and green and lampblackc, dispersed

best in moderate to weak hydrogen bonding solvents, e.g.,

esters, while dark bon-red pigment dispersed in weakly hydrogen

bonding n-nitropropane.

Hence, the hydrogen bonding value of solvents could be
used effectively to separate particles from surfaces in terms

of their hydrogen bonding tendencies. Strangely enough, no

immediate notice was taken of this paper for several years. but

in the polymer field the concept of the solubility parameter

was extended quite successfully.

Gardon (646) took the work of Lieberman further by inves-

tigating the correlation between solubility parameter, hydrogen

bonding value and dipole moment. Crowley, Teague and Lowe (647,

648) used these three parameters and resins, which predicted

accurately the solvent type or mixture to use for any polymer.

Similar work -..as done by Hansen (649) but in his second paper

(650) he extended this to pigments. He was able to show quite

clearly that pigment dispersion in pure solvents could be

predicted by the 3-D mapping system. Then 13 years after his

pioneering paper, Burrell summarized the progress i. the subject
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of solubility, and presented a review paper which is recommended

for reference (651). Since this time, Rheinbeck & Lin (652)

theoretically calculated solubility parameters for macromolecules

by calculating the chemical group effects in the molecule, and

Hoy (653) improved the solubility parameter tables, by preparing

complex computer programs to calculate solubility parameters

from vapor pressure data.

Lee (654) introduced a fourth parameter of interest to the

dispersion field, when he studied the correlations between the

three parameters above and surface tension. Finally, Eissler,

Zgol and Stolp (655) studied sedimentation volumes of settled

dispersions of zinc oxide and related them to the 3-D solu-

bility parameters of che solvents used.

For more information on the hydrogen bond see Pimental &

McClellan (656). It now remains to study the current literature

to investigate the type of bond structure that has been experi-

mentally found to exist between hydroxylated surfaces and

adsorbed molecules.

Every, et al. (657) studied the adsorption of methyl

alcohol and water on rutile from hexane and showed a high value

for the heat of immersion for both water and alcohol. Wade and

Hackerman (658) studied the heat of immersion (AH) of hexane on

rutile as well as water and methyl alcohol. They showed that

",'H increased slightly with increase in the degassing temperature,

but that aH was very much less than the 6H for alcohol and water.

They attributed the high AHs with alcohol and water to the for-

mation of hydrogen bonds between the surface hydroxyls and the

alcohol and water molecules. With hexane no hydrogen bonding

took place as the AH was small. This association of high heats

of immersion with hydrogen bonding was also reported by Wade &

Hackerman (659). Parfitt and Wiltshire (660) studied the ad-

sorption of alternate members of a homologous series of ali-

phatic straight chain primary alcohols on rutile. They studied

ethanol -- octadecanol from solution in p-xylene. A strong
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amount of each alcohol was adsorbed at relatively low concen-

trations which reached a minimum at hexanol and octanol indi-

cating the importance of water solvent interaction at the solid

liquid interface. Adsorbed water on rutile caused a significant

-eduction in adsorption. Day and Parfitt (661) studied the

thickness of the adsorbed layers of both alcohol and hydrocarbon

on rutile and showed a perpendicular orientation of alcohol on

the surface with a multilayer adsorption of hydrocarbon between

the alcohol chains. They related this to the dual nature of
the rutile surface which was heterogeneous with 58-607 of the

surface positively adsorbing alcohol to the exclusion of hydro-

carbon and the remainder preferentially adsorbing hydrocarbon.

Day and Parfitt (662) studied the adsorption of ethanol, n-

octanol and n-dodecanol on rutile from binary mixtures of p-

xylene and n-heptane. Again they discussed hydrogen bonding

and the interaction between the aromatic solvent and the hydroxyl

groups which leads tc competitive adsorption. The magnitude of

this was shown to depend on the fraction of the surface coverel
by molecular water. The aliphatic solvent competed for the

non-hydroxylated region which was again related to the water

coverage.

Smith (683) studied the IR spectra of n-octadecanoic acid

on rutile and found it to be conducted by two mechanisms. The

reaction with surface hydroxyls to form the octadecanoate ion,

or altervatively hydrogen bonding to the surface by a hydrogen

bonded carboxyl group. Sherwood and Rybicka (663) studied the

IR spectra of stearic acid and stearates on rutile. On simple
pigments hydrogen bonding was found to predominate. The pres-

sure of unsaturation in a molecule did not affect surface bonding,

but it did change the isotherm which showed that the unsaturation

was entering into the interaction resulting in an orientation

of the molecule on the surface.

Livanova, et al. (664) commented on the coagulation

strengths of rutile suspension structures in the presence of
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impurities when treated with orthophosphate and meta-silicate.

Both ions stabilized rutile but a pronounced effect was found

with a dialyzed rutile when surface impurities had been removed.

Masaji, et al. (665) and Krupskii, et al. (666) showed that

phosohate ions can undergo specific adsorption regardless of

the charge on the surface due to hydrogen bond formation.

Ermolaeva, et al. (667) showed that phosphoric acid could be

adsorbed on TiO2 to a degree that increased with the amount of

electrolyte added.

Dickman, et al. (668) and Kelley (669) commented that

metasilicate ions adsorbed similariv to phosphate and its

stabilizing action was enhanced by the adsorption of strongly

hydrated silicic acid from the hydrolysis of sodium metasilicate.

Some information on the mechanism of the phosphate hydrogen

bonding tendency was provided by Vissers (670) who studied the

sorption of orthophosphate on the hydrated oxides of zirconium,

hafnium, cerium and thorium. The sorption of the phosphate ion

was throught to be related in a stoichiometric manner to the

surface hydroxyls. Models of the sorption process were sug-

gested which assumed a tetrahedral phosphate molecule. From

this model :hey indicated that the P04 ion was adsorbed with a

Stoichiometry of either 2 or 3 hydroxyl groups per sorbed P04

molecule. Low and Ramamurthy (671) investigated the adiorption

of phosphoric acid on silica by IR spectroscopy, and commented

on the work of Bellamy (672) in which he showed that adsorption

of phosphorous compounds on Gxides occured by hydrogen bonding

between the >PO(OH) group and the surface hydroxyls. When this

group was present the hydrogen bonding effects were very much

greater than with carboxylic acids. Alternatively he showed

that the P(OH) group was not hydrogen bonded and the reaction

of water with surface 1'4010 molecules was represented by
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0 0Q
1 + H2 0 -- ) 2 jOH

The ability of the phosphate ion to satisfy the hydrogen bonding

tendency of a solid surface was demonstrated by Eissler, et
al. (655). They investigated two pigments - zinc oxide and
phosphate treated zinc oxide, and attempted to isolate the three
effects of Hansen's three dimensional solubility maps to study
the important contributors. They measured sedimentation volumes
as an indicator of dispersion on flocculation and found that

for the untreated zinc oxide almost all the effect on sedimen-
tation volume took place as the hydrogen bonding tendency of
the solvent was varied. With the treated pigment only, the
polar parameter affected the sedimentation volume while the
effect of the hydrogen bonding tendency of the solvent was nil.
Here the phosphate had clearly neutralized the hydrogen bonding
sites on the pigment surface.

In a similar way to Ti0 2 , Wade and Hackerman showed high
heats of immersion for A12 0 3, and explained them in terms of
hydrogen bonding (673). Every, et al. (657) showed that methyl
alcohol adsorbed very strongly on alumina, and this was con-
firmed by Greenler (674). Greenler showed the presence of
chemisorption of CH3 0H by IR spectroscopy and found the presence
of AIOCH3 on the surface.

Wade and Hackerman (658) studied the adsorption of hexane
on alumina and found the heat of immersion similar to that of
T1O2 . They showed a slight but real increase in LH with out-
gassing temperature but that LHs were smaller than for water
adsorption. This was explained as Van der Waals adsorption and
not hydrogen bonding. Further information of the adsorption of
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alcohols on alumina was provided by Ono and Keil (675) who used

E.P.R. techniques.

Hasagawa and Low (676) studied the adsorption of long

chain fatty acids on alumina by IR spectroscopy. In particular

they studied the adsorption of stearic acid, and showed that

the adsorption led to tla formation of aluminum stearate and

hydrogen bonded water on the surface. O'Connor, et al. (677)

investigated the reactions of corundum with various ions in

aqueous solution especially the effect of various mechanical

and chemical treatments upon the charge density in the diffuse

layer. They found that the surface layer consisted of hydroxyl

groups which may be covalent or partially ionized according to

the treatments. This gave rise to the structures

> Al+ + OH-/7

>AI - OH\1
Al 0 H

Hence, adsorption could take place by covalent bond formation

or ion exchange.

Giles, et al. (678) studied the adsorption of cationic

dyes on alumina and confirmed the work of O'Connor. They

showed that molecules were adsorbed by either ion exchange with

cations on the alumina surface, or by any hydrogen donor groups

by hydrogen bonding with surface oxygen atoms. With rhodamine

dyes which possessed both amine and carboxylic acid groups,

they suggested that edgewise adsorption took place due to forma-

tion of a monolayer of dye formed by partial hydrogen bonding

between the >NH group and the alumina surface. Somesunderan

and Fuerstenau (679) studied the adsorption of sodium dodecyl

sulphonate at the AI 2 0 3 water interface. Adsorption was ob-

served to proceed in three steps. At low concentration it took
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place by counter ion exchange, at intermediate concentrations

by two dimensional aggregates of surfactant ions and at high

concentrati'ns due to a net change of charge-zeta potential

by the surfactant ions. No hydrogen bonding took place with

this anionic agent.

The use of phosphates to disperse alumina was mentioned

by Bakker and Bartok (680) and one can expect the same type of

reaction between the phosphate ion and the surface hydroxyls as

demonstrated by TiO2 . Again, like TiO2 , the use of ions to

neutralize the hydrogen bonding tendency of the alumina surface

was discussed by Peri (681). He studied the effect of adsorbing

fluoride on surface sites on alumina, and showed that the effect

of surface hydroxylation could be neutralized by fluorine treat-

ment.

The adsorption of phosphate ions on red iron oxide was

demonstrated by Tokiwa and Imamura (682) and once again the

mechanism is one of hydrogen bonding. The tendency of the

ferric oxide to require moderately hydrogen bonding solvents

was mentioned by Trudgian and Prihoda (643). This is most

probably due to the electronic configuration of the ferric

oxide surface which is leqs electronegative than either the

alumina or the titanium dioxide.

Apart from this general approach to adhesion reduction,

many authors have studied the affect of specific compounds on

the degree of dispersion of particles. Buckley (719) discussed

the reduction in surface friction and surface adhesion of

tungsten metal by the adsorption of hydrogen, oxygen, carbon

dioxide, hydrogen sulphide hydrocarbons, ethylene and acetylene.

The longer the hydrocarbon chain length, the less the adhesinn,

and also with ethane, ethylene and acetylene. It decreased

with an increase in the number of carbon to carbon boids.

Parfitt and Ramsbottom (720), Saleeb (721) and

Hesselint (722) studied the effects of surfactant adsorption

in liquid. Similar studies were conducted by Watanabe and
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Aoki (723), McGown and Parfitt (724). Several authors patented

processes for this application. Maruta, et al. (725) patented

the use of anionic surfactants for urea, Linwood and Looby (726)

stabilized anatase, Dicher (727) stabilized latex, Augart (728),

pharmaceutical products, Yates (727), silica, Kinariwala (730),

organic pigments, Augustal (731), inorganic pigments. Martynov,

et al. (732), Miskarli, et al. (733), Takeshi (734), Greenwood,

et al. (735), Krasnokutskaya (736), Bibik (737), Glazman and

Kabysh (738), and Matijevic and Allen (739), all studied effects

of 3urfactant adsorption on particle adhesion behavior. Theo-

retical work on this subject was reported by Clayfield (?40) who

studied the configurational behavior of adsorbed macromolecules

on adhesion. Ivani and Callis (741) gave a table of useful

dispersing substances for some powders in liquid and these are

shown in Table 9.

The work reviewed in this section has indicated that

hydrogen bonding is the most important bonding mechanism between

solid particles and adsorbed ions in aqueous suspensions. These

bonds are strong and permanent, and hence any agent bound to

the surface in this way will not be removed without considerable

effort. Alcohols appear to adsorb end-on to form a vertical

chain from the surface (- at least in the monolayer), mono-

amines and carboxylic acids appear to do likewise. Diamines,

phosphates and silicates adsorb using 2-3 surface hydroxyls

per ion, and form stable surrace coatings on most oxides. The

oxides of silicon, titanium, aluminum, iron, hafnium, zirconium,

thorium, cerium and zirc have all been shown to adsorb phos-

phate ions in aqueous melia, and it appears to be a general

rule that all hydroxylated oxides in aqueous media may be

Jispersed by phosphate treatments.

The use of a hydrogen bonding solvent series to predict

the separation characteristics of particles appears to be most

encouraging, but this has to be pursued for many types of

powder before any firm conclusions can be reached.
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Table 9

LIQUIDS SUITABLE FOR THE DISPERSION OF SPECIFIC POWDERS
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!i
3.6 Indexes of Dispersion

This section is concerned with the techniques that are
available as indicators to inform the analyst of both the
degree of separation that has been attained by a specific sepa-
ration process, and the stability of the dispersion with

respect to time. Measurements of differences in stability have
been employed as a tuol to decide which specific substance or
solvent has created the best separation. For example, Trudgian
and Prihoda (643) used time-dependent turbidity and Eissler, et
al. (655) used changes in sedimentation volume with time to
both assess their dispersions, and to comment on the usefulness
of certain dispersing substances. The importance of suspension
stability, in our case, is recognized, when a suspension has to
be analyzed for the size distribution of the particulate phase,
and the analytical time is long. One has to be sure that the
degree of separation attained immediately after the separJtion
process is maintained throughout the analytical period.

In this survey, suspension stability is not discussed in
detail, as a comprehensive state of the art in the field has
been prepared and reported by Parfitt (608). Our interest is

only in the capability of being able tj monitor small changes
in the suspension stability as an indicator of the ability of
an adsorbed substance to adequately or inadequately disperse
a powder in aqueous media.

The three important stages of the dispersion process have
been put forward by Parfitt (608) as : I. wetting the powder;
2. breaking up agttomerates; 3. maintaining a stable dispersion.

Items 1 and 3 are now discussed in detail.

The act of wetting a powder is the replacement of the
solid/air interface by the solid/liquid interface. Psrfitt (608)
discusses this in some detail, and basically shows that wetta-
bility depends on the contact angle and surface tension of the
liquid media. Hence to achieve separation, substances are used
which either have small contact angles and surface tensions or
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they reduce the contact angle and surface tension of the sus-

pending medium. Examples of the former are alcohols, etc. and

examples of the latter are surfactants in aqueous media. The

determination of the surface tension of liquids is fairly easy

and classical methods are those of the de Nouy ring, the

Wilhelmy plate, the drop volume and the pendant drop. With

surfactant solutions this becomes more difficult, and several

useful comparisons of techniques for these solutions have been

prepared by Padday & Russell (684), Drost-Hansen (685) and

Boucher, et al. (686). By far the most difficult task is to

determiine the contact angles between a liquid and a powder.

Some techniqies that have been suggested for this are the con-

tact anglometer (687), the Washburn and Bartell methods, and

the one of Heertjes and Kossen. These latter three methods are

discussed in references 688 and 689. Because of these diffi-

culties, it is often impossible to theoretically predict values

for the wettability of a powder, and one usually reverts to a

simple empirical method. Some of these are discussed by

Parfitt (608) and Mitsui and Takada (690). The effect of dif-

ferences in the abilities of liquids to wet powders have been

shown in previous sections of this report. Trudgian and

Prihoda (643) commented that rutile TiO2 required strongly

hydrogen bonding solvents to facilitate separation. They men-

tioned ethyl alcohol, isopropyl alcohol, etc. as being very

suitable, but found that strongly hydrogen bonding water was

unsatisfactory. In this case, the inability of the water to

wet the powder overrode its strong tendency for hydrogen bonding

and separation. Although these factors are important, a second

property of a solvent or an adsorbed substance has to be taken

into account. In the maintenance of a stable suspension, these

substances have to effect the electrical double layer around

the particle. Ideally, nit only do they wet the powder, but

they adsorb and increase the zeta potential or the charge den-

sity around each particle inducing mutual repulsion of those

adjacent to it. It has been shown that substances which
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hydrogen bond onto titania, alumina, and ferric oxide may form

stable ion structures around the particle. If these adsorbed

ions cause an increase in the zeta potential, then dispersion

and stability are improved. Amines, carboxylic acids, phosphates

and silicates have been shown to do this, and hence are good

dispersing and stabilizing agents for metal oxides. Obviously,

the concentration of these substances can be critical, and the

surface active agent demand or optimum surface active agent

concentration has to be experimentally measured.

The most common methods of assessing the degree of sepa-

ration and the suspension stability are measurements of turbid-

ity, size distribution and sedimentation volume with respect to

time. For highly concentrated suspensions, rheological proper-

ties such as the viscosity, shear strength, etc. are employed.

In this program, the first two indicators are the most

important, and only if higher particle concentrations are studied

will other factors be considered. In addition to these measure-

ments, it has been shown that a change in zeta potential, pH,

electrical conductivity and surface active agent concentration

can induce instability in stable suspensions. Hence, meabure-

ments of these parameters have to be simultaneously recorded in

any study to enable changes in a suspension to be explained and

understood.

Hence, measurements that have to be made on each dispersion

are ideally:

1. Suspension Turbidity and Mean Particle Size
2. Sedimentation Volume

3. Change in Mean Size and Size Distribution
with Time

4. Zeta Potential

5. pH

6. Electrical Conductivity

7. Surface Active Agent Nature, Purity
and Critical Concentration
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The methods that are available for these determinations are now

discussed in detail.

3,6.1 Suspension Turbidity and Mean Particle Size

The use of light scattering to measure the turbidity and
size characteristics of suspensions has formed the subject of
much literature over the last twenty-five years.

Selected literature on the use of light scattering tech-
niques to measure physical properties of suspensions have been

published and reference to the bibliographies by the Phoenix

Precision Company are listed here (691,692). These bibliogra-
phies alone contain approximately 1000 references up to the

year 1965. More recently, publications by Hepplestone and
Lewis (693), Vavra (694), Wallace and Kratohvil (695), Maxim (696),

Liversey (697), Mullaney and Dean (698), Harris (699), Perelman

and Shifrin (700), and Kratohvil and Wallace (701) have added

to the literature pertaining to particulate measurement using
light scattering techniques.

The measurement of turbidity, dissymmetry, particle size,

angular scattering and depolarization measurements can be made
using a photometer of the type Brice-Phoenix Model 950. Details

of the techniques necessary to make these measurements are given

in the operating manual (702). Details of the methods required

to measure the average partirle sizes of suspensions by turbid-
ity are given in papers by Loebel (703) and Bailey (704).

Recent usage of turbidity to follow the degree of disper-
sion of pigments was reported by Koglin (705) who measured the

optimum concentration of pyrophosphate required to disperse zinc

suspensions. Work on thoria salts was reported by Rartogil (706)

and a new device was developed in Holland by an unknown author

(607). Another device was developed in Russia by Novikov, et

al. (708) for studying coagulation in colloidal systems.
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3.6.2 Sedimentation Volume

The use of sedimentation volume to assess the state of
dispersion of pigments has been widespread. Examples of the

method have been given by Weisberg (709), Princen (710), Tokiwa
and Imamura (682), and Eissler, et al. (655). The method merely

consists of shaking a known volume of powder with either a
solvent or a surface active agent solution in a tube such as the

one shown in Figure 14, and then letting the suspension stand
for a period of time. Frequent

examination of the sediment in

the tube enables the sediment

volume to be measured and a plot

made of sediment volume versus

time. At any one time, stable
suspensions will show a negligible

sedimentation volume, while un-

stable suspensions will show a

large sedimentation volume.

Weisberg (709) cautioned the

analyst about placing too much

value on this test to measure the
Figure 14 degree of flocculation. This was

KIMAX TUBE in direct conflict with the work
FOR SEDIMENTATION of Dintenfass (711) who explained
VOLUME MEASUREMENT

that the degree of flocculation
could be estimated from the sedimentation volume. Weisberg's

caution was based on the effect of dielectric constant on

flocculation, and he advised persons using the method to check

each sediment microscopically and not to place complete confi-

dence on the sediment volume measurement. Similar work was

reported by Yashiro (712). However, in most cases, Dintenfass'
theory holds, and the method is considered -a most convenient

one for long-term studies.
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3.6.3 Change in Mean Size and Size Distribution

with Time

Ir the introduction to this report, a powder was defined

as a statistical group of discrete particles, agglomerates and

aggregates, and the difference between agglomerates and aggre-

gates was defined in terms of the bonding strengths. An agglom-

erate was defined as a statistical group of discrete particles

bound together by weak physical bonds while an aggregate was

defined as a statistical group of discrete particles bound

together by strong chemical bonds. Dispersion techniques then
broke agglomerates down into discrete particles leaving aggre-

gates intact.

Hence, any improvement in a dispersion would always lead
to the formation of a finer size distribution and any coagula-

tion or flocculation of the suspension would produce a coarser

size distribution. Thus size analysis can be a useful tool to

follow dispersion and flocculation phenomena of suspensions.
The determination of only the mean size of a suspension of

particles is also useful as this will change with dispersion
or flocculation, but the full size distribution is better as

it demonstrates the overall agglomerate sizes that are present
at various times. The advantage of the former is speed of

analysis, and that of the latter is more information.

Examples of the use of size analysis are given by

Parfitt (608), Matthews and Rhodes (713). For submicron powders,

the methods to be used are discussed in Section (5), and these

will be employed in this study to provide the overall size
distribution changes as a function of time.

3.6.4 Zeta Potential

The measurement of the mass transport, charge and zeta

potential of particles in suspension has been used by many

authors to correlate suspension stability. Many of these are

recorded by Parfitt (608) and no further references are neces-

sary. There are several types of apparatus that are available
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to measure zeta-potential and these were reviewed in a paper by

Sennett and Olivier (714). One of these units was later de-

veloped by these authors at the Freeport Kaolin Co., and the

unit was licensed to the Micromeritics Instrument Co. for manu-

facture. This unit has the advantage of being used over a con-

centration range of 1.5%-70% by weight.

3.6.5 pH and Electrical Conductivity

There is no need to dwell on the types of measuring tech-

niques for the determination of the pH and conductivity of

suspensions. These are well known in all branches of physical

chemistry. In this study, a Beckman Zeromatic pH meter can be

used with a standard calomel and glass electrode system for pH,

and a Fisher conductivity cell and meter will be used for the

electrical conductivity. The effects of these two parameters

on suspension stability have been recorded by several authors.

Examples of these are Parfitt (608), McAtee (715), Petrova, et

al. (716), Livanova, et al. (664), Rechman (718), and Thomas

and Cremers (717).

3.6.6 Surface Active Agent Nature, Purity
and Critical Concentration

The nature and purity of each surface active material can

be obtained from the manufacturer, and where this is insuffi-

ciently pure for our needs, the material can be purified.

Each substance will be diluted to known active strengths

in aqueous media and stored as stock solutions.

The critical concentration of each substance on the submicron
po,.ders under study can be determined by plotting the adsorptLon

isotherms in aqueous media. For surfactants at low concentra-

tions, this can be achieved by surface tension measurements or

by the determination of conductivity. Surface tension apparatus

available is the de NoUy ring and Wilhelmy plate apparatus. For

phosphates and silicates, colorometric analysis can be tried,

but here again, useful information may be found from conductivity

measurements.
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At the same time, particle size analysis can be performed

by Brice-Phoenix or Disc Centrifuge and the optimum concentra-

tion of agent will be that concentration at which the mean

particle siac is at a minimum. This can then be correlated to

the isotherm data to investigate whether this optimum occurs

at a monolayer capacity or at the critical micille concentra-

tion. lo do this a knowledge of the total and external surface

area of the powders will be required. This data can be meas-

ured usi.1 g gas adsorption and permeability, respectively.

3.1 Summary

The types of forces and bonds that are known to cause

adhesion or separation of particles to surfaces, or to each

other, are mechanical, Van der Waals, electrical, electrostatic,

capillary, electrical double layer, covalent, ionic, metallic,

and hydrogen.

In air, the force of adhesion depends on the interaction

of these forces which in turn depends on the prevailing experi-

mental conditions. In dry air, mechanical molecular, electrical

and electrostatic forces are important, but in moist air wich

humidity >654, the capillary forces at the liquid far outweigh

any other. Such factors as surface hardness, surface roughness,

particle shape, particle size and temperature affect the magni-

tude of the force. When suspended in liquids, many of these

forces disappear or are reduced, and in fact forces of repul-

sion can be induced to facilitate separation. Adsorption of

specific surfactants onto the particle and substrate surfaces

at temperatures of 60'C cause particle separation with a mini-

mum of energy, and the additional factors that affected the

magnitude of the force in air are minimized in the liquid

medium. for the most effective separation, it is important

that liquids and surfactant be chosen which cause the great(s.t

difference in wettability between surfaces and particles.

Ideally, a surface should be made hydrophobic and a particle

hydrophilic for good separation. In aqueous suspensions, this
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can be done by selective phosphate and silicate treatments,

while in non-aqueous liquids it can be done by varying the

hydrogen bonding demand at the solvent. Particle adhesion

forces can then be measured by several techniques, but for

submicron particles, a centrifugal system appears to be the

best approach. However, vibrational methods including ultra-

sonics, and methods of high shear in specially made roller

mills should also be tried. Preliminary analysis of the degree

of separations can be made using turbidity, and particle size

analysis, but this is discussed in detail in Section 5.
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4. MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF ADIUESION AND AGGLOi¶I-?ATION

The current theory for the stability of hydrophobic col-

loids and the adhesion of particles is now presented. The

basic concepts of the former is the attraction of particles

due to London-Van der Waals forces and the repulsion due to

the interaction of electrical double layers. The mathemati-

cal theory for London-Van der Waals forces is discussed first

followed by the double layer theory. Together these two

theories give the interaction potential curve which is used

to explain the stability of colloids. The next part consid-

ers how long a system is stable by considering the rate of

collisions of colloidal particles. After this, the signifi-

cance of the zeta potential is investigated. Finally, the

adhesion forces in powders and between particle is considered.

4.i London-Van der Waals Force of Attraction

In 1930 London (756,757,758,764) satisfactorily explained

on the basis of quantum mechanics 'he attraction between twn

non-polar molecules. Since at a given moment there may be

more electrons on one side of an atom than on the other, the

center of the negative charge of the electrons is slightly

displaced from the positively charged nucleus. This momentary

asymmetry results in an instantaneous dipole moment whose

field induces dipoles in neighbnring molecules so that the

two dipoles attract each other.

From classical physics (774) the electric field of a

dipole is proportional to i/r3 where r is the distance from

the dipole and induces in a neighboring atom of polarizability

ao a dipole moment proportional to ao /r . Since the potential

energy of a dipole of strength 4 in an electric field E is
-Eki, the potential energy of two molecules is proportional

to o0 /r 6. From quantum mechanics London evaluated the cons-

tant of proportionality and found the energy of interaction
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of two molecules to be:

London Tr

where:

B = 3 hv o 2

h is the Planck constant and v the characteristic frequency

of the substance. The extra factor of mo accounts for the

fact that the two atoms mutually induce dipoles in each other.

Other methods of evaluating B are also available (761).

Slater and Kirkwood (770) give:

B - 11.25 x 10- 2 4Z1/ 2co 3/2 (2)

where Z is the number of electrons in the outer shell of the
atom. Moelwyn-Hughes (750) modified this equation to read:

B = 3 Zl/ 2 hv M 2 (3)

v0o may be calculated from optical data by means of dispersion

formulas of the form (763,765):

CV 2v
2 0~o

n =I + 2(4)

0

where n is the refractive index at frequency v and C a cons-
tant. ao is calculated from (763,765):

= 3M n2_ v0 2 -v2ro, n2 +2 V
0

wherep is the density of material of molecular weight M and

No Avogadro's number.

Another expression may be obtained from a paper by
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Neugebauer (762):

B = -1.62 x 10-6 ox (6)

where X is the diamagnetic susceptibility of the atom.

As a comparison of these predictive methods, for water
London's equation (hvo = 13 eV) gives B = 32 x 10-60 erg-cm6

the Slater-Kirkwood equation ( Z = 8, ao= 1.43 x 10-24) gives

B = 54 x 10-60; the Neugebauer equation (x = 2.2 x 10-29)

gives B = 51 x 10-6o.

Fowkes (749) has •roposed a method of estimating the
Hamaker Constant A = n q B where q is the number of atoms per

cm3 based on interfacial tension data. He gives:

A = 6rrr2 1 v (7)

where v dis surface free energy. Experimental values of v

for various materials are given in Table 10, and for water
and elements such as oxides, metals and -CH2 or -CH groups the
approximation 6rr112 = 1.44 x 10"14 may be used. As a compari-

son with the previous for methods, Fowkes' method gives for
-12 -606water A - .37 x 10- erg or B = 33 x 10- erg-cm

In 1954 Lifshitz (755,748) presented a completely dif-
ferent approach to calculating the attractive force between
bodies which treats the solid as a continuum. The basis of

the method is that there is a fluctuating electric field pres-
ent in all materials which although it originates in the chang-

ing charge distribution in the atomis, can be investigated by
means of macroscopio rroperties such as the complex dielec-

tric constant. The expression for the Hamaker constant de-
rivable from this theory is:

3h de (-l82
8 rA =Y(T(i) d• (8)

0

where the dielectric constant c taken along the imaginary
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Table 10

d AND A IN WATER FOR VARIOUS SUBSTANCES AT 200 C

(No. 2Vd (Exptl.),
Substanc(. 2) Ergs/Sq. Cm. A Calcd. Ergs

Polyhexafluoropropylene 18 2 x 10-15

Polytetrafluoroethylene 19.5 8 x 10"16

Paraffin Wax 25.5 2 x 10"15

Polymoizochlorotrifluoroethylene 30.8 1 x lo-14

Polyethylene 35 2 x 10-14

Polystyrene 44 5 x 10"14

Copper 60 1.4 x 10"13

Silver 76 2.5 x 10-13

Anatase (TiO2 ) 91 3.5 x 10-13

Iron 98 4 x 10-13

Lead 99 4 x 10-13

Tin 101 4 x 10"13

Ferric Oxide 107 4.5 x 10-13

Graphite 110 5 x 10-13

Stannic Oxide 118 5.5 x 10-13

Silica 123 6 x 10-13

Rutile (TiO2 ) 143 8 x 10-13

Mercury 200 1.3 x 10-12
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frequency axis (iý) is given by the Kronig-Dramers relation

(752):

-1 A+ j e W dcu(9-- 10L 2 + Zd2 (9)

where 2 Trhw is the photon energy. The spectra £"(w) is deter-

mined experimentally and is presently available for only a

few materials. Other papers following this approach are

references 753, 754, 766 and 768.

When the interacting particles are not in a vacuum but

are separated by a medium such as water, the attractive force

is diminished due to the interaction between the mol.cules of

the medium themselves and between the particles. The appro-

priate value of A is obtained as follows (750,751). Consider

the change in energy that results when two particles initially

far apart are brought close together as shown in Figure 15.

(P Initial State

(DP (DM Final State

Figure 15

PARTICLES P IN MEDIUM M

The energy of the initial state is 2 EPM where the sub-

scripts denote the mutual interactions of particle and medium

atoms. The energy of the final state is Epp + EMM where the

subscripts denote interactions of particle atoms with each

other and medium atoms with each other. Thus, the energy

change is Epp + EMM - 2 EPM. Since the energy is proportional
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to the flamaker constant, the appropriate A ij:

A = APP + AMM -2ApM (10)

If it is assumed that APM = -FApp A, then:

A = App + AMM - 2 VApp

A-- (-FA pp -/ AM ) 2 (1i)

Some values of A calculated in this way are given in

Table 11.

4.2 Retardation of London-Van der Wsals Forces

For distances bet-ween atoms greater than the character-

istic wavelength X of the absorption spectrum of the material,
London's equation must be modified. London assumed that each

atom responded instantaneously to the fluctuating electric

field of the other. However, dcue to the finite speed of light
the electric field of one atom requires a certain time to
reach the other Eo that the charge distribution in the first

atom may have changed. Since the frequency with which elec-

trons travel about the nucleus is related to the frequency
of radiation emitted or absorbed by the atom, in the time it

takes information concerning the charge to travel a distance

X, the charge distribution will have completely changed.
Casimir and Polder (745) using quantum electrodynamics solved

this problem, and their results can be Dresented by means of

a correction function shown in Figure 16 and given analyti-

cally (751) by:

VRetarded = VLondon f(p) (12)

where

2nr c

f(p) = 1.01 - .1 4 p , C < p < 3
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0 1 r 2--- t-. r

Figure 16

CORRECTION FACTOR DUE TO RETARDATION FOR THE
CONTf%'IBUTION OF ONE EXCITED STATE TO THE

USUAL LONDON ENERGY. (I) FOR THlE
INTERACTION BETWEEN A NEUTRAL ATOM AND A
METALLIC WALL. r IS MEASURED IN UNITS

1/2 X (2) FOR THE INTERACTION BETWEEN
TWO NEUTRAL ATOMS. r IS MEASURED

IN UNITS ),.
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= 2.45 2.04

p

and c is the speed of light.

4.3 Attraction Between Macroscopic Bodies

An important result of the quantum mechanics treatment
is that to a good approximation London-Van der Waals forces

between atoms are additive so that in an asf'embly of atoms
each atom attracts all the others independent of the surround-

ing atoms.

Only in the case of a high density of atoms are the at-

tractive forces slightly weakened by the dielectricunm through which

they are transmitted. This additive property allows one to
find the London energy for macroscopic bodies by simple sum-

mation or integration over all pairs of atoms. Thus, the

attractive energy between two particles contining q atoms/cm3

without retardation is:

VA - dVI dV' q2 BV 2A• (13)j r
V1  V2

I I

where dV1 , dV2 , V1 and V2 denote differential volume ele-

ments and total volumes of particles 1 and 2 respectively
I I

and r is the distance between dV1 and dV2 .

4.4 Two Spherical Particles (750,746)

Consider the system shown in Figure 17. The surface

SABC is given by:

SABC - 2 r2 Sinedq (14)
-J

0
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0 p
SoP =d

Figure 17

COORDINATE SYSTEM BETWEEN A SPHERE AND A POINT
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where

a 1
2 . d2 + r 2 -2rd Cos e0

Thus, integrating:

SABC = r [a1 2- (d - )2J (15)

Since dVI = SABCdr, the energy between an atom at P and a
sphere at 0 is:

Vp fd+al B•r [a 1 2 _ (d - r)2 dr (16)

- aI

Then, the energy between two spheres as shown in Figure 18 is:

VA = +a2 Vpqi [a• - (R- d)2] dd (17)

R - a 2

Carrying out the integration yields:

2 [ 2ala2  2a1la 2
A [R2 _ (aI + a 2 ) 2  + R2 - (a -a 2) +

R2 _ (a, + a 2 ) 2 ]

R2 - (a, - a 2 )]2

For spheres of equal size a, = a 2 - a:
V A - R2a2 42 + •2a 2 +I(I 4a2) (19

VA = -i (19)

This equation is shown graphically in Figure 19.

For very small distances of separation so that R ; 2a

A a (20)
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Figure 18

COORDINATE SYSTEM BETWEEN TWO SPHERES
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Figure 19

ATTRACTION POTENTIAL AT VARYING DISTANCES OF SEPARATION
BETWEEN THE PARTICLE SURFACE,, USING THE HAMAIER

EQUATION FOR PARTICLES OF 0.04, 0.1, 0 2,19.4, 1.0
AND 2.0 MICRONS DIAMETER A I I. x 10- erg,

AM 5 x -10-13 er ef 4
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while for large distance R >> 2a:

6
16A a (21)

VA 9- _
S

where S is the shortest distance between the spheres (see

Figure 19).

These equations are valid only if retardation is neglec-
ted. In order to include retardation the corrected London
equation is used, and the same integration prooedure as pre-
viously given is followed. The results of Overbeek (751) are
presented in graphical form in Figure 20. Schenkel and
Kitchener (767,769) derived the corresponding analytical ex-
pressions for small distances S << a:

V Aa I ) 0 < p < 2Retarded -• l 1 + 1.77p0  0 (22)

VRetarded - SA 2.45 + 2.17 .59 .5 < p < 0L 0 180po2 420Po3

where

Po x i-

while Wiese and Healy (775) extended their treatment to

spheres of unequal radii giving:

V Aala 2  0I<____<_2Retarded 6S(a 1 + a2) ( + 1.77Po)' 0 <p 0 < 2
r- (23)

= 2Aa la2  
2 . 4 5  + 2. 17 (23)

Retarded S(aI + a2 ) L - +180po2"

.59 ,<
420Opo '

One difficulty of these equations is that when S = 0 an

infinitely large value for VA is obtained. This is due to

the face that Born-repulsion forces which prevent the inter-
penetration of matter were not taken into account. Thus,
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CorreC tion

5 .
lac Per ire

S 10 - distance

Figure 20

RETARDATION CORRECTION FACTOR TO THE LONDON ATTRACTION

BETWEEN TW4O EQUAL SPHERICAL PARTICLES. THE RADII OF

THE PARTICLES ARE RESP. 0.6, 3 AND 30 TIMES WHERE X

IS THE LONDON-WAVELENGTH. THE ABSCISSA IS THE

SHORTEST DISTANCE BETWEEN THE TWO SPHERES AGAIN

EXPRESSED IN MULTIPLES OF x
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these equations would not be expected to be valid for dis-

tances smaller than an atomic diameter or 31.

4.5 Flat Surface and a Spherical Particle

Letting X = S/2a and Y = a 2 /aI where a is the smaller of

a, and a 2 and taking the limit as Y --- o , one arrives at the

expression for the energy between a sphere and a flat surface:
SA 1+1 X

V A I + I + 21n X ) (24)

When X << I, one obtains the result for small distances:

A- a (25)

4.6 Other Configurations

The attractive energy for two plates of thickness 6 at a

distance 2d from each other is given by Verwey and Overbeek

(771) as:

d (d + 6) (d + 6/2)

with"the limiting cases:

2A

VA= -' d>> 6
VA

(27)

VA 48rrd z d << 6

Void (773) has presented expressions for the attraction

between anisometric particles such as rods, cylinders, and

plates.
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4.7 Effect of Adsorbed Layers

Void (772) investigated the relationship between the

thickness and nature of absorbed layers and the force of at-

traction between two spherical particles. As shown earlier,

the interaction energy is the sum of the interaction energy

of two solvated particles VS and that of two phantom parti-

cles with the composition of the medium Vp minus twice that

of a solvated particle and a phantom particle VD. The indivi-

dual terms are obtained as iollows. Let the thickness of the

adsorbed layer be 8. VD will be obtained first. According

to Hamaker's equation, the energy between a sphere of radius

R + 6 composed of the adsorbate (S) and a second sphere com-

posed of the medium (M) is:

VI f - T AMsH (2Z(aS+ 6) (28).

where

H(XY) Y + 2 Y +(,) X2 + XY + X + XY + X + Y

2n2x 2 + xY + x2ln

x + XY + x + Y

If a sphere of radius R is withdrawn from the sphere of

adsorbate and replaced with a particle, the energy is de-

creased by:

I (S+ , a+6) (29)
V2 H -- Ms a a (29
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and increased by:

Vf I ApMH (S + a +6) (30)v3 T" 1"2" -a-"'- a

Thus,

I

VD Vl - V2 + V3 f (AMHS AMShPS +

APMIi PS) (31)

where for convenience:

Hs = H (2(a+ 8) , +) (32)

(S +6 a + 6)
HPS = H -2i' a (33)

To obtain VS, consider a solvated particle and a sphere

of adsorbate whose energy by analogy with VD is-

V [A=HS - AsHps + ApsHp (34)

If a sphere of radius a is removed the sphere of adsorbate

and replaced by a particle, the energy is decreased by:

V -I AsHps - AsHp + ApsH (35)
5 17 P P1

and increased by:

V6 = - {T [ApSHpS - ApsHp + AppH (36)

where

- H (S + 2H a 1) (37)a
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Thus,

VS = V 4 - V5 + V6 (38)

Also,

Vp - AMHS (39)

Combining all these equations and using the relationships

S= V S and Ams = V s, the total interaction energy

is:

=_I [(AM"/' A1/) 2 +(A12_Ap1/2) 2H+
VA T- [ AS" 2 ) HS + (As/ 2 - p+

L

2(AM1 /2 - ASI/ 2 ) (As"/ 2 - ApI/ 2 ) HpSI (40)

This equation is shown graphically in Figures 21 and 22. As

can be seen, the presence of an adsorbed layer reduces the

magnitude of the attractive energy, and the effect increases

with increasing thickness of the adsorbed layer. For the

values of the Hamaker conctants used, increasing the thick-

ness of the adsorbed layer by 50. with particles below .2

has little effect while with particles about I g there is

little difference between adsorbed layers of 75 and IOO.

References 772, 759, and 747 present further examples.

4.8 Repulsion Forces Due to the Electrical Double Layer

When a solid particle is placed in a liquid solution,

the particle may acquire an electrical charge in the follow-

ing ways: (1) ionogenic groups such as -COOH present in the
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Figure 21

ATTRACTION POTENTIAL BETWEEN PARTICLES OF 0.2 AND 1.0
MICRON'S DIAMETER USING TUE VOLD EQUATION, WITH

VARYING THICKNESSES OF' ADSORBED LAYER, (a) njý(b)
257. (c) 507, (d) 75.ý. (e) 10W~.1 A~ 1.1 x 10- erg,

A 5  xI erg
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010
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Figure 22

ATTRACTION POTENTIAL WITH ADSORBED LAYERS OF MEDILUM
50 ý.NGSTROMS THICK, AT VARYING DISTANCES OF

SEPARATION BETWEEN THE OUTER SURFACES OF THE
ADSORBED LAYERS, USING TItE VOLD EQUATION. FOR
PARTICLES OF 0.04. 0.1, 0.2, 0 .4, 1 AND 2.0

MICRONS DIAETFRxA ' x 10 - erg,
As = 7 x0o= l'erg
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particle surface dissociate; (2) the ions of which the parti-

cle is composed dissolve unequally; (3) the particle prefer-

entially adsorbs one of the types of ions in the solution;

(4) dipolar molecules are at the particle surface. In gen-

eral, dispersed particles are more often negatively charged

than positively because anions are usually less strongly hy-

drated, and thus more readily specifically adsorbed than ca-

tions. Due to this excess charge on the particle surface,

ions of the opposite sign are strongly attracted to it. Hiw-

ever, these ions are not all adsorbed on the surface because

their Brownian or thermal motion resists the electrical at-

traction. The result is that the particle is surrounded by

a layer of ions of the opposite charge.

This layer extends over a certain distance from the par-

ticle surface, and its charge diminishes gradually with in-

creasing distance. The term "double layer" refers to the

surface charge layer and this diffuse layer in the solution,

Although the total charge on the particle surface con-

sists of discrete charges, it is mathematically convenient

to treat it as homogeneous surface charge. Similarly, the

liquid layer is considered as a continuous space charge in-

stead of discrete ionic charges.

4.9 The Poisson-Boltzmann Equation (801 816,821,794,795)

The equation which relates the average electrical poten-

tial $ and average charge density in the electrical double

layer is the well known Poisson equation from electromagnetic

theory (for derivation see Appendix I, page 165):

2 4=_ (41)

where V 2 is the Laplace operator and : the dielectric cons-

tant of the medium.

The average concentration n. of ions of type i at a dis-

tance from the particle surface is given in terms of the
lIT RESEARCH INSTITUTE
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average electrical potential according to the Boltzmann dis-

tribution (for derivation see Appendix II, page 166).

ni - nio exp --FT- (42)

where nio is the concentration at zero potential in the bulk
ioiof the solution, z.i valency, e charge of the electron, k

Boltzmann constant and T absolute temperature. rhis equation

accounts for the fact that negative ions concentrate at posi-

tions of positive potential while positive ones are repelled

with the reverse being true for negative potentials.

The space charge density is given by the sum of the

ionic charges:

p = E zieni (43)

Combining equations 41, 42, and 43, one obtains a differ-

ential equation which gives the potential as a function of

position-

S2 - - 4@ Z z en1 o exp -z e ý44 )

This equation is known as the Poisson-Boltzman equation,

When the solution consists only of ions of the same

valency, equation 44 can be written as7

8 TTn ze7 72 0 Sinh ( zý-) *4 5')

4,10 Single Flat Double Layer

For a flat double layer, equation 45 becomes,

d 2 8TnnO ze (e
n Sinh eL') %'46)

dx 2 C7

where x is the distance from the surface and is subject to
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the boundary conditions:

*= at x = 0 (47a)

= 0 at x (47b)

Integrating equation 46 once and using equation 47b:

d 32TkTno Sinh zT (48)

From equation 48 the surface charge a may be obtained since

due to electroneutrality it must equal the total space charge.

Thus,

- pdx - -dx= - x

x =0
0 0

S=/2 kTn° z e~o

Sinh (49)

Integrating a second time and using equation 47a:

Kx= Ini tanh (Zet0o/4kT) (50)

tanh (ze$/4kT)

where

2 8Tn 0e z2 2

For small potentials equations 49 and 50 can be simpli-

fied to read:

E K (51)

t to e (52)

Equations 50 and 52 are illustrated in Figure 23.
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2

01 2 3

Figure 23

ELECTRIC POTENTIAL IN THE DOUBLE LAYER. THE CURVES MARKED

1, 2, 4, 8 ARE DRAWN AC2ORDING TO THE EXACT EQUATION

FOR z e o = 1, 2, 4 AND 8 RESP. THE DOTTED LINES
-k FOLLOW THE APPROXIMATE EQUATION.

REF. 801
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Guggenheim (792) has numeriLally solved the Poisson-

Boltzmann equation for unsymmetrical electrolytes.

4.11 Free Energy of the Double Layer (821,801,803,804)

An important thermodynamic quantity from which the energy

of repulsion between two surfaces due to the double layer is

the free energy. In order to derive an expression for it,

consider an imaginary charging process in which the charge of

all ions is gradually increased from zero to the actual value.

Let the degree of the charging process be indicated by a par-

ameter X which goes from zero to one, At state X all ionic

charges are increased by ziedX so that p and a increase by

pdX/X and adX/X, respectively, Also the chemical potential

of excess ions on the surface increases by - dX for all

ions per unit volume. The work done at this state is then-

dG= p * dV ý+ ufce iOdS AL +

Volume X Sudx ce( 3

-2 lu d• S (53)

Surface

Integrating equation 53 with respect to X, the free en-

ergy is:

G Go + T pidV + akodS +
-S

0o X V 0o )S 0

O dX a SdS (54)
Xe 6X

where GO is the free energy at X = 0 and A4 = Since the

double layer is solution in equilibrium Lp + Xe~o = 0.
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A convenient way to integrate equation 54 is under the

condition that *o is constant so that:

i

G = G0 + -I- p dV (55)

For a flat double layer Go = 0 and:

.1 .1

dx r - dd
-J pdV = - 7- "-Adx

fdA, x
0 0 0

1 = 0

ý-T dT ld(~a) (56)

Substituting equation 48 for d into 56 with e replaced by Xe'

G2cnkT •I 'o c cosh zk e dXd)

SJo o (R)

8nokT [ zero 1]

K [cosh -2"k- - II57)

4.12 Single Spherical Double Layer i"821_•82)_

In spherical coordinates equation 45 becomes:

I d 2 d 8rin 0 ze
r1 d (2I _ = o Sinh (58)

rrk

subject to the boundary conditions,

$ = at r =a

Tr= Ir = 0 at r --- > c

where r is the distance from the center of the particle and

a the radius of the particle, In order to obtain an analytial
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solution, the hyperbolic term is linearized giving!

I d (r2d\ (59)
r

The solution to equation 59 is!

a e(a - r)*0 F o• e ý60a')

a ae(l + Ka) *0 (60b)

A comparison of the approximate solution given by equa-
11

tion 60aand the numerical solution of equation 58 by Muller

(811) is given in Table II1

Table 11

ILLUSTRATING THE DIFFERENCE BETrWEEN :LiE
APPROXIMATION AND THE -'EORY OF
MuLLER FOR SPHERI'A1 PARL',ES

Kr K (r - a) k

Muller Approximate

0.2 0.0 2,83 2,78

0.5 0.3 0o82 0,82

1.0 0M8 0.2.5 0 23

Ref. 821

rhe free energy is obtain by substituting equation 59

and 6 0a into 55 and noting that dV = 4rr 2 dr and u10 = 1/2 aýa0o2

G = - (I + Ka) to 0 61)

4.13 Two Flat Double Layers (821,8_01

When two parallel surfaces bearing double lavers approacri
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each other, the two diffuse layers will eventually overlap

such that neither one can develop completely (see Figure 24).

When the surface potentials are of the same sign, a repulsive

force will act between the surfaces while if they are opposite

the force will be attractive. Since the free energy, not the

total energy, is a measure of the work that haF to be per-

formed against the forces resulting from the interaction of

the double layers, the repulsive energy based on the free

energy change is the proper potential to use in combination

with the London-Van der Waals Pttractive potential.

vy(X)

0 '. 2d -'

Figure 24

SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF THE ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
BET•EEN 'iTWO PLATES, IN COMPARISON WITH THAT FOR A

SINGLE DOUBLE LAYER

The governing equation is equation 46:

d 2 ,"r 8n 0 ze Sinh (46)

dx C kT

subject to the boundary conditions:

at x 0 (6 2 a)

=,o at x = 2d (62b)

However, the integration is more conveniently carried out by
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replacing the second boundary condition with:

*d and Ox = 0 at x = d

Integrating once and using the second boundary condition-,

= - W-kT 2 cosh - 2 cosh (ze %d (63)

Making the change of variables:

ze Zeto ze *d
Y= , z =- T, U =-Zel-

and

= Kx

simplifies equation 63 to:

dY -•2 cosh Y -2 cosh U

which when integrated between 0 = 0 and K = zd gives-

ZU dY

42 (cosh Y - cosh U)

Equation 64 can be reduced an elliptical integral to

give the relation between $ and (d (801)"

Kd = 2 exp (-U/2) JF(e"1 rr/2)

I I

- F [e- , Sin 1 (e )( 1 )2j (6))

where F is an elliptical integral of the first kind defined

as:

F(k, fc) =da

-, - k 2 Sin 2a
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Verwey and Overbeek (821) have tabulated equation 65, and

their results are shown graphically in Figure 25.

In -

Z.10

.6
4

2.4

Figure 25

POTENTIAL (,,',d) HALF-W4AY BETWEEN THE PLATES AS A

FUNCTION OF THE PLATE DISTANCE (2d) FOR
DIFFERENT VALUES OF THE SURFACE POTENTIAL

0(0o). IN THE FIGURE THE VALUES OF

ze d zedo
"U = T Z = kT AND Kd ARE GIVEN

If the interaction is small so that <d >> 1, equation 65

can be approximated by:

8kTv exp (-Kd) (65a)*d =ze

where

e Z/2-I
V = Z 7

e +1

Proceeding as for the single flat double layer, it can

be shown rather laborously that the free energy of each plate
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is (821):

2n kT { (3eU - 2 eU)+

+ 2 /2 cosh Z -2 coshU -

4eU/2 E(e-U rr/2) - E(e-'U Sin- (e-

where E is an elliptical integral defined as:

E(k, CO) = - k2Sin cdc

Since the change in free energy is equal to the work per-
formed when the two surfaces are brought together from an
infinite distance of separation, the potential energy of re-
pulsion per unit area of the plates is:

VR = 2(G - G ) (66)

where

2n kT

G = limG = on' (4 cosh Z- 4)00 K
d --o

When equation 66 is evaluated in conjuction with equation 65
for ýd, the repulsive potential as a function of separation

can be found and is shown in Figure 26.

Alternate approaches to calculating the repulsive

potential between two flat double layers have been given by
Langmuir (802), Derjaquin (786), and Bergmann, Low-Beer, and
Zocher (777). If two large plates with liquid between them
but confined on the outside by a neutral material in contact
with a liquid reservoir at pressure p. and zero potential are
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Figure 26

REPULSIVE POTENTIAL AS A FUNCTION OF Kd,
FOR STRONG INTERACTION (SMALL Kd)

Ref. 801
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considered, a force balance on an element of liquid volume

gives:

dP + p =0 (67)

where P is the hydrostatic pressure.

Substituting for p:

dP - d 2  d

2p ' C = 0

Integrating:

€2
P - d = const

Since 0= for P = Pd' the constant equals Pd' The differ-
ence Pd -P is the force driving the plates apart so that

integrating equation 67 between Pd and P. or vd and 0- = 0

r'ýd d 'It

P PdP - pd= 2en° Sinh( ,) do
0o 0 0+

[c ze 'ýd
= 2nkT [cosh ze )d I (68)

'The repulsive potential is then given by-

d

V= - 2 f pd(d) (69)

Since the expression for ý"d is rather complex, it is not pos-
sible to integrate equation 69 analytically. However, for

small interaction, the linearized form of equation 68 may be
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used.

P = nokT [zed1 (70)

with equation 65a for ýd to give-
d .d

VR = - 2 pd(d) = 64n kTv 2 fd e-2Kdd(2d)

64n0 kT 2-2Kd'

Another useful expression for VR for small potentials

can be obtained by solving the linearized Poisson-Boltzmann

equation (796)

4 K2 t (72)

dx

subject to,

=01 at x = 0

4 O02 at x = 2d

The solution is:

c+'02 - 1'o0 cosh 2Kd 1
= ,01 cosh X + -Sinh x (73)L

Since the free energy can be expressed asý

GC = - zdý

The simple relation'

G = - 1

is obtained for small surface potentials since a and .o are
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proportional in this case.

The surface charge density has been shown to be:

so that:

ai = - - [102 cosech 2cd - *01 coth 2Kd] (74a)

02 - $ [02 coth 2Kd - *01 cosech 2Kd (74b)

Thus, the free energy is:

G (a [2 csc K
G = " • (0¢1101 + a2102 = Ter 201102 cosech 2Kd -

-(01 2+ 102 2) coth 2d (75)

Since

GC= (-2+ 2 (76)

the repulsive potential is:

VR = (* [(012 + '022) (I - coth 2Kd) +

+ 20102 cosech 2Kd (77)

In Table 12 equation 77 is compared with the exact re-

sults computed numerically by Devereux and deBruyn (787).

In general, there is good agreement.

4.14 Two Spherical Double Layers

Derjaquin( 7 8 6 ) has presented a method of calculating

approximately the repulsive potential between two similar

spherical double layers from the potential between two flat

double layers which has been extended by Hogg et al (796) to

6iasimilar layers. On the assumption that the thickness of

the double layers is small relative to the particle size, the
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Table 12

COMPARISON OF LINEAR APPROXIMATION WITH THE
TABULATED FUNCTION OF DEVEREUX

AND DE BRUYN

*o0(snV) ,2sd 4* V'Ili, (eqn. i. 4x1'l,1x (I)c¢,fcu, and ti Bru)n)

25-6 -25.6 0.01 - 199000 - 198.5000
0.10 -190170 - 18.9600
1.00 1.1[40 -1-1510

76.8 -76,8 001 - 1798-0000 -1681.6500
0.10 - 171.3600 - 169.3050
1.00 -10'4850 -94.M0

1000 -0.0009 -- 0006
25.6 0.00 0.01 -49.5000 -49-4510

0.10 -4.5170 -4.5070
1[00 -01570 -015341

76-8 0.00 0.01 -445'5000 -431.2600
0.10 -40.6530 -39-8100
1.00 -1-4085 -1.1602

20.48 10.24 001 -7.5940 -7.5970
0.10 -0.4178 -04140
1.00 +0-1468 +0.1466
5-M + 0 0044 +0.0042

1i5360 76"8 0.01 -273'3840 -287.9400
0.10 -15"0410 -9'3080
1"00 +5"2480 +5-9800
5.00 -f 0. 1584 +0.1203
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interaction between double layers on spherical particles can

be considered to consist of the sum of interactions due to

differential parallel rings on the surface of the spheres

whose potential is given as that for flat double layers. Thus,

the potential between two spherical double layers can be writ-

ten as:

VR = c 2 nhVR, platedh (78)

0

where VR, plate is given by equation 77 and h is the radius

of the ring as shown in Figure 27.

H

Figure 27

GEOMETRICAL CONSTRUCTION USED IN THE CALCULATION OF THE
INTERACTION BETWEEN TWO DISSIMILAR SPHERICAL PARTICLES,

RADII a AND a, FROM THE INTERACTION OF TWO
INFINITE FLAT PLATES

It can be seen from Figure 27 that:

H-H° = a1 + a 2 -ja2 2 - h 2  a 2 -0 h2
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so that:

1 1

a1 - - h/a 1  a 2  - h2/a22

For h <<< a 1 and a 2 :

ala

hdh = (al-+ a2) dH (79)

Thus, equation 78 becomes:

VR 2rra a 2  (H)dH
R a + a 2  VR, plate

1-2 2 * -KHo

-£ala2 (i*r0 1
2 + *022) F 2i 0 1 , 0 2  l (1 + e

4(al + a 2 ) 2 -KH +

e 2KHo)
ln(l - e' 0) (80)

Equation 80 is a good approximation for *, < 60 mV and Ka > 5.

Verwey and Overbeek (821) similarly calculated the po-

tential using the complete solution to the Poisson-Boltzmann

equation by graphical integration, Their results for two

equal-sized spheres along with that given by equation 80 are

shown in Figure 28.

4.15 Total Potential Energy

The total interaction energy between two particle is

given by the sum of the London-Van der Waals attraction po-

tential and the double layer repulsion potential since they

operate independently of each other,V - VA + VR. The general

type of potential curve is shown in Figure 29. It is seen

that attraction predominates at very small and very large

separation distances while at intermediate distance repulsion
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Figure 28

THE REPULSIVE POTENTIAL VR BE'WEEN TlWO SPHERICAL PARTICLES,
WHEN THE EXACT EXPRESSION FOR HIGH POTENTIALS IS APPLIED.

DOTTED LINES = REPULSIVE POTENTIAL ACCORDING TO THE
APPROXIMATED EQUATION

Ref. 821
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Figure 29

TOTAL POTENTIAL ENE"RGY (VTj) DIAGRATM FOR TWO
COLLOIDAL PARTICLES
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may predominate depending on the numerical values of the par-

ameters. The important characteristics of this curve are the

primary and secondary minimums and the maximum. The energy

barrier due to the maximum in the curve must be overcome by

particles in order for them to make lasting contact in the

primary minimum. If the thermal energy kT of the particles

is much smaller than the maximum, there will be few contacts.

However, if the secondary minimum is much greater than kT,

the particles can flocculate with a liquid film between them.

Systems which have flocculated into the secondary minimum are

readily dispersed while this is not true for the primary mini-

mum. Sparnaay (818) has presented an extensive study of the

secondary minimum. The effect of electrolyte concentration

is shown in Figure 30 and that of surface potential in Figure

31.

4.16 Corrections to the Poisson-Boltzmann Equation

4.16.1 Stern's Correction (819,821)

In the double layer theory presented, no account was

taken that the ions have finite size. As a result, unrea-

sonably high values of the surface charge and the concentra-

tion near the surface can be calculated. In order to over-

come this difficulty, Stern (819) proposed that t vary lin-

early from the surface to a certain distance 6 and that the

potential at this point be used in place of the surface po-

tential in the solutions of Poisson-Boltzmann equation (see

Figure 32). The ions in this Stern layer are considered to

consist of ions held rather rigidly in place and not subject

to thermal motion. If the number of ions adsorbed per unit

surface is nl, then the number of available adsorption sites

is N1 - nI where NI is the total number of absorption sites

per unit area. The number of available positions in the

solutionA may be taken to be approximately N/M where N is

Avagadro's number and M the molecular weight of the solvent.

Neglecting the effect of ions with the same charge as the
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Figure 3 0

SHOWING THE INFLUENCE OF THE CONCENTRATION OF ELECTROLYTE
(K) ON THE TOTAL POTENTIAL ENERGY OF INTERACTION OF

TWO SPHERICAL PARTICLES

a = 10-5 cm; A = 10- 1 2 ergs; kT 25.6 mV

Ref. 801
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Figure 32

SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF THE DOUBLE LAYER
ACCORDING TO THE THEORY OF STERN
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surface, Boltzman's equation gives:

nI (N1 - n1) ze*, + C

no

where *, is the potential at the Stern plane and p the speci-

fic chemical adsorption potential of the counter ion adsorbed
to the surface. Davies and Rideal (824) have tabulated val-
ues of c for various systems.

The charge at the Stern plane is thus given by:

aI= n 1ze N NI e z 6kT + C
0 +N-n- exp -

This equation in conjunction with the following ones:

a ( o - *6) = CStern 0o

where cStern is the experimentally determined capacity of the

Stern layer which is on the order of 107 cm,
,VlTno z eq

k2n0  Sinh
02 = 2 kTr

as given by the Poisson-Boltzmann equation, and:

expressing conservation of charge allows the values of a,

01, 02 and ý, to be calculated given *o"

4.17 Ionic Volume Correction

As indicated before, the Poisson-Boltzmann equation can
predict impossibly high concentrations due to the assumption

of point charges instead of ions of finite volume. For ex-
ample, for a IN solution and a surface potential of I volt,
a concentration of 2 x 1017 N is obtained at the surface. In
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order to account the finite ionic volume, the Boltzmann dis-

tribution can be modified to reflect this space restriction.

Bikerman (778) argued that the concentrations used in the

Boltzmann distribution are based on the unit volume available

to the ions. Thus if vi is the volume of an individual ion

of the ith type, the Boltzmann distribution should be rewrit-

ten as:

/ze)kT -v vn. 1
n= nioe I [ v~nj (81)

This equation has also been derived statistically by Schlogl

(815) and by Falkenhagen and Kelbg (788) and thermodynamically

by Wicke and Eigen (822), Freise (790) and Ohlenbusch (812).

Since:

n. _ n._ -(zie ei - z e.j)/kT

n. njo

equation 81 can be written as:

-z ie i /kT
n. 0 e 1I

ni + -zjet ir/kT I - Ev.n (82)
i + Ev.n. e j J jo

j J Jo

Therefore, the Poisson-Boltzmann equation is modified to read:

(-ze/kZz. nj e
2 4Tne i Jo

I -z.e,/kT
+ - Evn = Iv.n. e I

j J Jo

(83)1 - E~vn.n

3 J Jo
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For a symmetrical binary electrolyte, equation 83 becomes:

2 81rezn + Sinh (ze,:/kT)

=+ 2vn cosh (ze.'./kT) - i (84)

A comparison of the charge as given with the corrected

Boltzmann distribution and the uncorrected one is presented

in Figure 33a and 33b for 2vn = .1 and I, respectively.

:L JKL /t I . J Ji., - «

a 2n v . b 2n v =1

Figure 33

CHARGE VS. POTENTIAL CURVE I ACCORDING TO BOLTZMANN
DISTRIBUTION; CURVE II ACCORDING TO IONIC VOLUME

CORRECTION.

Ref. 822

4.18 Dielectric Saturation

In the Poisson-Boltzmann equation, the dielectric cons-

tant of the medium in the double layer is treated as a cons-

tant equal to that in the bulk of the solution. This may not

be true because electric fields and high concentrations can

significantly affect the dielectric constant. Malsch (808)

experimentally found for field strengths in the order of

105 V/cm the relationship:

S= + CLE2
0

where E is the field strength, .'o the dielectric constant at0-6
zero field strength, and a a constant around - 3 x 10 for

E expressed in esu units. Grahame (791) argued that a more
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general empirical equation would be:

eO - €
0 W + E(85)

[1 + b E21m

where e. is the dielectric constant at infinite field strength

and b and m constants. Booth (781,782) theoretically drived

the equation:

2  aT-N 0 (n 2 + 2)4v 8V(n2T+ 2)E
L = n + L 0 (86)

where n is the optical refractive index, N0 the number of

molecules per unit volume, 4v the dipole moment of the water

molecule, L the Langevin functicn and a and a are constants

which have the values a = 4/3, 0 = 1/2 according to Onsager

(813) and a = 28/3[7, F = 73/6 according to Kirkwood (798).

Buckingham (785) has done further work to improve Booth's

equation.

Calculations based on equation 86 and the experimental

results of Grahame (791) indicate that the surface charge and

,-cntial are not very sensitive to the dielectric constant.

Thus, it is not expected that dielectric saturation due to

high field strengths is not an important correction of the

Poisson-Boltzmann equation.

Hasted et al (793) examined the dependence of the di-

electric constant on electrolyte concentration and found for

concentrations greater than 2M the relation:

E = Eo + 6+c+ + Fc_ (87)

where c+(_) is the ion concentration in mole/liter, and 6+

and 6_ constants whose values for Na+ and C1- are -8 + I and
-3 + 1, respectively. Thus, the accumulation of ions in the

double layer can have a significant effect on the dielectric

cons tant.
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4.19 Ion Polarization

When an ion moves in an aqueous solution, it exchanges
places with water dipoles so that in an inhomogeneous electric

field work must be done to displace the dipoles. This polar-

ization contributes an extra energy term E to the BoltzmannP
equation which is rewritten as:

n = no exp [- IT (etr + Ep+)] (88)

Following Bottcher (783), Bolt (780) by considering an ion as

a spherical cavity of radius a and dielectric constant ec
derived:

3 (e - 6o)E2
a+ 76- c o (89)

Levine (805) has pointed out that the denominator of equation

89 should be (2c 0 + e ). Sparnaay (817) used the expression

as found by Prigogine (814):

E E2 (21) (90)

+tv,n,E

to obtain:

E2E p+ -T 6- 6+

by using equation 87.

4.20 The Self-Atmosphere Effect of the Ions

Due to the interaction between neighboring ions, work

must be done against an ion's own atmosphere in bringing it
from infinity to its final position. Loeb (807) and Williams
(823) have both considered this correction to the Poisson-

Boltzmann equation. Following the approach of the latter,

Bolt (780) gives as the energy E. resulting from coulombic
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interaction between ions:

z2 J I e- e2Kx
zs -- -7 (91)

where

K /8,-z 2 e2 n/2

- kT

and x is the distance of an ion to the particle surface,

The first term of the right-hand side of equation 91 is

the energy of interaction proper while the second term is due
to image effects caused by a discontinuity in the dielectric

represented by the colloidal surface. Except for very small
distances on the order of Angstroms, the image term can be

neglected so that equation 91 becomes!

E - 2eK (92)

This energy7 term is used in the Boltzmann distribution as in

the previous section.

The self-atmosphere effect reduces the potential and

the correction amounts to not more than 10%./o

4.21 The Combined Effect of the Corrections

Brodowsky and Strehlow (784) considered the combined

corrections for ionic volume and dielectric saturation. They
found that the ionic volume and dielectric saturation correc-

tions work in the same direction to give higher surface po-

tentials for given charge densities. The increase in the po-

tential due to the correction can be greater than 30Z for

surface charges of 16 4 coulomb/cm2,

Sparnaay (817) considered the ionic volume, dielectric

saturation, and polarization corrections. He found the net
correction of the potential to be on the order of a few per
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cent, 2-3%.

Bolt (780) considered all four of the corrections except

that he omitted the effect of the electrolyte on the dielec-

tric constant. He found that the dielectric saturation and

polarization corrections almost exactly offset each other and

that the self-atmosphere and ionic volume effects tend to can-

cel each other.

Haydon (794) has conveniently summarized the results of

these investigations.

Below 10- M electrolyte and $0 1 100 mV, the net correc-
tion to the value of *0 is likely to be , 0 to + 2-3%, and

will be sensitive to the ionic volume of the counter ion,

For < 10-2 M electrolyte and •o > 100 mV, we may expect that

deviations will still be very small (, 2%) since the correc-

tions for the self-atmosphere and ionic volume effects tend

to increase, but balance each other.

For > 10-2 M and *o- 100 mV, the self-atmosphere effect

becomes less, and the ionic volume more important., Dielectric

saturation and polarization will remain relatively small,

and the correction to o will be positive and sensitive to

the ionic volume; probably > + 3%, For > 10-2 M and ýo > 100 mV,
there seems little doubt that the ionic volume correction will
ultimately become much larger than all the others, although

dielectric saturation may also become rapidly larger, Both
these corrections work in the same direction and correction

to *o will be positive and perhaps very large (up to 30-40'7),

4.22 The Statistical Mechanics Approach to the
Electrical Double Layer

The treatment of the electrical double layer using the

Poisson-Boltzmann equation has been criticized on grounds that

it is a short cut to avoid applying the principles of statis-

tical mechanics. Although the statistical mechanics approach
has not been developed as far as the Poisson-Boltzmanrz equation
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method, it does present a rigorous formulation of the problem

which introduces in a natural way all the corrections previ-

ously discussed.

The starting point is the canonical distribution (779):

DN = QN" exp I-cPN/e] (93)

where DN is the probability distribution for the positions of

all N molecules, e = kT, c0N the potential energy of the system

and QN the partition function:

QN = I 1., . exp I-•N/edqldq2"..dqN-

v v

where qi(qi I, qi 2 qi 3) denotes the position of the ith mole-

cule.

If equation 93 is logarithmically differentiated:

bDN I1 •

a + I DN + O, N = 1, 2, 3
bql aqlIa

When this equation is multiplied by Vs and integrated

over qs + 1, .... qN' it can be shown that in the limit

N -3- - one obtains the Bogolyubov equation which gives the

concentration, Ga (z a), of particles of type a at a distance

za from the surface of a solution (779,809).

3Ga(z) Ga(Za) 6ta(Za)

a + a +

a&a b (raz r b)

I -G -ab (ra' rb)• za drb 0 (94)b za

where v a is the number of particle of type a per unit volume
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of solution, Ua(za) is the energy of a type a particle in the
external field, b( ra, rab) is the energy of interaction of
particles of types a and b, ?a is the radius vector of the aa
particle, and Gab(ra, rb) is a binary function satisfying the
boundary conditions:

Gab-.. Ga(Za)Gb(Zb) when rab - ra - rb -

Gab--- f(rr--a, r)exp[-§i(b) (rab/]0
0ab a'ba b/10

f > O when r ab-0 (95)

(8b) being the energy of the Born repulsion forces which as-

sure particle rigidity.

It is convenient to write the expression for Gab as:

G exp [-%•(s).q(
Gab = exp - ab/(l + gab)

where

Ga r lim g r) = 0
rab ---- co

Substitution of this expression into 94 leads to:

aI n g a a +I + g
za e+ z z vbgb(l + gab)

Zb>O

e (a ab -"b O 1 (96)

The summation of 96 extends over all types of particles

present in the solution.

It is necessary to know the forms of Ua and aab in order
to specify the system. The general expression for the energy
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of an ion in the neighborhood of the interface between two
media is:

UH = a(coul) + •(im) + 1 (ad) (97)

Here a(coul) = ea[$o - ( 2 •/e)za] is the electrostatic energy

of a charge ea located at a distance za from a surface carry-

ing a charge r, c is the dielectric constant of the solvent

located in the semi-space z > 0,

2
,(im) ea e -e ' I

a a. 77e z
a

is the energy of interaction of an ion with its own image, as
determined by the difference in polarizabilities of the sol-
vent and the external medium (the dielectric constant of the

latter is e'), and T(ad) is the ion-external medium interac-a
tion energy, resulting from the presence of nonelectrical

forces. The ion-pair interaction energy is, on the other
hand, expressed by:

= J(coul) + J(im) + I(s)
•ab ab ab ab (98)

a(coul) = (eaebE)(1/rab) being the energy of coulombic in-
abab' a

teraction of two point-charges, and

a(im) eaeb - el 1
ab Ce rab

the energy of interaction of ion a with the image of ion b.

Martynov (809,810) has shown that under certain condi-

tions the Poisson-Boltzmann equation can be shown to be lim-

iting cases of the general theory. Fowler (789) using dif-
ferent manipulations of the canonical distribution also veri-

fied the Poisson-Boltzmann equation for dilute solutions and

obtained a first order correction due to fluctuations in the
potential. Similar work has been done by Kirkwood (799),
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Kirkwood and Poirier (800), Stillinger and Kirkwood (820),

and Levine and Bell (776,806). The statistical mechancis ap-

proach has not led to any really new, useful or practical ex-

pressions and has been restircted to treating only the single

flat double layer. However, one important result is that

it tends to suppor... the Stern layer concept.

4.23 APPENDIX I - Derivation of Poisson's Equation (797)

In electromagnetic theory, the displacement vector

Field D is defined as follows: the magnitude of the displace-

ment field D at a given poirit is measured by and is equal to

the surface charge density induced on a test plate inserted

at this point and oriented to acquire the greatest induced

charge. It is an experimental fact that a charge placed in-

side a conducting enclosure induces an equally large charge

of opposite sign on the inner surface of the enclosure. This

induced charge is given by the displacement integrated over

the surface of the enclosure:

qinduced { fDds

surface

The enclosed charge can be expressed in terms of a volume

density charge p integrated over the enclosed volume:

q enclosed pdV

volume

Since

q enclosed -q iqnduced

fr ds f pdV

s v
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f. DdV = pdV

V V

or

V. D = p (99)

The displacement is related to the electric field E

whose magnitude at a point is equal the force exerted on a

positive unit charge at that point by:

D 27 (100)

where e is the dielectric constant of the medium. The elec-

tric field is further related to the electrical potential

which represents the potential energy of a unit positive

charge in the electric field by:

E = - 74, (101)

Substituting equation 100 and 101 into 99 yields:

V•. (eV V) = - 4rrp (102)

For e constant, equation 102 becomes the Poisson equation:

2 4 (103)

4.24 APPENDIX II - Derivation of the Boltzmann
Distribution (816)

Ccnsider a system of N particles which consist of NI

particles each with energy el; N2 , each with energy E2; etc.

such that:

N = iZNi (104)

i

and the total energy E of the system is:

E = i.N Ei (105)
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The number of way in which the N particles can be arranged in
groups of Ni is:

G N N N! N (106)NI•' N2•1 N 3 . ... NI. ..

The problem is to determine the most likely values of each
Ni for given N and E. This corresponds to maximizing G sub-
ject to equations 104 and 105.

Taking the log of equation 106:

InG - inN! - ZlnNi! (107)
i

which using the Stirling approximation lný -In• -l for

large ý becomes:

InG = NInN - N - Z(NilnNi - Ni) (108)

Lagrange's method may now be applied to equation 108 subject
to the constraints given by equation 104 and 105:

6(inG) - a6N - 88E = 0

E(inNi + a. + sei) 6Ni = 0i

where 6 is the variation operator and a and 9 undetermined

multipliers. Since the undetermined 6Ni are arbitrary:

InN.i + a+s = 0

Ni = e'ae"i (109a)

Substituting equation 109ainto 104:

e-aEe N (109b)
i
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and then eliminating a from equation 109b:

Ni e (110)
3s.Ze
1j

By evaluating the average energy per particle and equating it

to that for a perfect gas which is known to be 2 kT, it can be shown
that: 1

where k is Boltzmann's constint and T temperature. Denoting

N as the number of particles for which the energy is zero

equation 110 can be written as:

ei

N.i = N e - (Ill)

4-25 Constant Surface Potential vs. Constant Surface
Charge

In most colloid systems, the electrical double layer

around a particle is due to an equilibrium distribution of
"potential determining" ions between the particle surface

and the medium. For example, in the AgI/H 2 0 system the double
layer potential is determined by the concentration of the
Ag+ or I- ions in solution (866). In an aqueous solution of

10-6 eg. Ag+ ions/liter and AgI particles are uncharged so
that the surface potential to is zero. Upon increasing the++
Ag concentration ten fold, there is a slight excess of Ag+

ions on the particle surface when equilibrium is established.
The result is that the particles are now positively charged.

Since the excess of Ag+ ions is extremely small and
that these excess ions are indistinguishable from the ori-

ginal Ag+ ions of the surface and bound there in the same
way, the chemical potential 4 may be considered a constant

independent of the double layer potential.
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Since the change in chemical potential 4j = kTlnC/C°
where C is the concentration at zero charge equals the elec-
trical work e~o, *o can be given by:

-0 kT In C(112)

The surface potential for 10-5 eq. Ag+ ions/liter is then
57 millivolts.

The important point of these remarks is that the equili-
brium of the potential determining ions determines the sur-
face potential independently of all other variables such as
other electrolytes.

The theory presented for the interaction of double layers
considered the surface potential to be constant with the sur-
face charge changing during the interaction. This means that
equilibrium is rapidly established and continuously maintain-
ed. However, it is conceivable that the implied transition
of charge carriers from one phase to another is much slower
than the time of a collision of two Brownian particles (867).
In this case, the surface charge, not the surface potential,
should be considered as constant.

A similar argument can be made when the dissociation of
certain groups fixed at the surface determine the surface
charge due to their slow desorption.

The experiments of Frens, Engel, and Overbeek (868) have
indicated that equilibirum for the AgI/H 2 0 system is estab-
lished very flowly. On the basis of this result, Frens (869)
replaced the condition of constant surface potential with
that of constant surface charge and investigated how this
would modify the double layer interaction. Jones and Levine
(870) carried out a similar analysis. The conclusions drawn
from these studies is that differences in the interaction due
to these two conditions become significant only at small sur-
face potentials. It was also found that for the condition of
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constant surface charge the surface potential tends to infinity

as the separation between the particles approaches zero.
This suggests that neither the constant surface potential nor

charge condition is completely correct, but that the true

situation lies somewhere between these two limiting conditions.

4.26 The Relationship Between the Surface Potential and
the Zeta Potential

The zeta potential C is a quantity which is indirectly

determined from electrokinetic experiments in which the rela-

tive movement between the liquid and solid allows according

to theoretical considerations the calculation of the poten-

tial at the shear plane which located is somewhere within the

double layer. For example, a common ttohnique is to measure

the velocity at which colloidal particles migrate in a known

external electric field. It has been long realized the zeta

and surface potentials are not identical, but it is believed

that the zeta potential should resemble the potential at the

Stern Plane. However, due to both experimental and theore-

tical difficulties, this cannot be proved so that it has been

generally accepted that the zeta and Stern potentials are

approximately equivalent.

An expression relating the zeta potential to the ob-

served mobility of a colloid particle can be obtained as fol-

lows. Consider a portion of the surface of a particle moving

in a liquid as shown in Figure 34. The forces acting on an

element of liquid in the vicinity of the particle's surface

are the viscous frictional force and the force exerted by

the electric field on the charge p in the double layer. Since

the net force on a liquid dement must equal zero:

pEAAx + TA = TAI
Ix + Lx ,x
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Six + Ax

N TAIA

xx

7 7/xA~

/ .,/,/ / / 7/ 1/ V // //

us .kolid

T, shear force
A, area
Us, velocity of solid

Figure 34

FORCES ACTING ON AN ELEMENT OF LIQUID
IN AN ELECTRICAL FIELD
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For a Newtonian fluid:

du
T= -

where 4 is the viscosity of the liquid and u its velocity so that:

-pEA = i- 4 du A + 4 •duA lAx
L x- x+ Ax Tx- I

Taking the limit as Lx - 0:

pE = d (4 du (113)

Using Poisson's equation to eliminate p:

i d dt
p = r -Cx (CdUx)

equation 113 becomes:
d(e i)= - rd c'(114)d ý,) 417 d CV,

•-j Cx r_ T_ T_)

Integrating equation 114 once:

di 47r duE =X r- a-- TX- + CI1 (115)

where the integration constant CI is zero becau!;e at far away
from the particle j1 = dufro te prtcl •- = 0. Integrating again with c and

• considered constant:

4T- " u + C (116)

Cc 2

At the shear plane, the liquid moves at the velocity of the

particle so that u = us and ' = c there, Thus,

C= - us (117)

and equation 116 becomes:

4.7 = - u+ us) (118)
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Further, since far away from the particle, u = 0 0, equation

118 gives the Smoluchowski equation:

4•s= 4ru (119)

Equation 119 although derived from a plane double layer is

applicable to all other particle shapes provided the thick-

ness of the double layer is small in comparison to the radius

of curvature of the particle.

For spherical particles, a similar expression can be

obtained. The viscous resistance is given by Stokes law:

F = 6rAaus

and the electrical force by:

F = QE

where

Q = ae(l + Ka)C

as obtained previously for a spherical double layer.

Equating these forces, the zeta potential for spherical

particles is obtained:

6•s(120)

Equation 119 and 120 do not take in account two effects;

(I) the retardation caused by the movement of counter ions in

the opposite direction to that of the particle under the in-

fluence of the applied field, and (2) the retardation result-

ing from the deformation of the otherwise symmetrical double

layer around a charged particle when it is moving in the ap-

plied field. The former is known as the electrophoretic ef-

fect and the latter as the relaxation effert. These effects

become important when the counter ions in solution have low

mobilities, tlhe zeta potential is high, and Ka is in the range

0.2 < Ka > 50.
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Henry (872) took into account the electrophoretic effect

and obtained for spherical particles:

u= E•L [I + Xf(Ka)] (121)Us T

where

(a7 -a0
= e CYs

e Gs

and
a n d ( K a 2 5 ( a K ) 4 ( a

f(a ' - - + -

_- _ 2 6 eKa Ka e___ dt

and a e and as are the electrical conductivities of the elec-

trolyte solution and particles, respectively. He showed that

equation 119 and 120 are limiting forms of equation 121 at

low and high values of Ka, respectively.

The correction factor for a non-conducting spherical

particle I + 1/2 f(Ka) is given in Table 13.

Table 13

VALUES FOR [1 + 1/2 f(Ka)] IN THE HENRY EQUATION FOR A
RANGE OF Ka VALUES

Ka 001 0.1 0.3 I 3 5 10 20 50 100 lOGO
11[I-I- (a)] 1.000 I-0I 1.004 1.027 1.(X) 10 160 1-239 1-340 1.424 1.453 1.495

Overbeek (875) considered both the clectrophoretic and

relaxation effects, and obtained a series solution for terms
3

up to 3 with the restriction eT/kT < 1:
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s EEc fl(a) - z (e) 2f 3f(a) -

_ kT eC 2

- 2e 6pT 2- f 4 (Ka) 1  (122)

For symmetrical electrolytes and:

Us Ee f (Ka) - (z - z) k (Ka)

e kT cee f4(Ka) (123)

(z+ + z_)e 4

for unsymmetrical electrolytes.

The functions fl(Ka), f 2 ((Ka), f 3 (Ka) and f 4 (Ka) are tabu-

lated in Table 14, and equations 122 and 123 are illustrated

in Figures 35 and 36 respectively. Booth (871) has obtained

similar results.

Table 14

VALUES OF CORRECTION TERMS IN EQUATIONS 122 AND 123

.4 f t,)y(,a) fa (- a) f(.0)

0.01 I .00(k,.)( 0.00 10 I 0M00M!, 0.006
(.1 1. W(005 '5 1. ()115 (I,(I .(O 0.0107
0.3 1. O0OS n.0279 0.0 11 0.021I
1 1.0267 1.oI1. 0.116 0. 03R7
3 1. 1066 0. 053 0,020 0. 001
11 1.16(1 0.057 0.02_ 0.154,

10 1.239 0.05. 0.021 0o05,
20 1.34 0.04 0. 01M.S. 0.(1
6,0 1.424 0.01914 (1 00796 0.0177
M,0 1.45S 0O.0102 0.00111 0. 0G.92

LXIM 1 .4ii5 0.0,11 0 0"'n15 W 011 I
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H -
•', ..r; , ,

0 ,

O.I 0 r• ,f- ,/ • I 0

Figure 35

ELECTROPHORETIC MOBILITY IN SYMMETRICAL ELECTROLYTES
(Eq. 122). VALUES OF ei/kT AND 1, 2, AND 4 OR e

ABOUT 25, 50, AND 100 mv., RESPECTIVELY. THE LINE
MARKED 0 FORMS THE LIMIT FOR VERY SMALL VALUES OF THE

ZETA POTENTIAL. FULL LINES FOR MONOVALENT AND
BROKEN LINES FOR BIVALENT ELECTROLYTES.

-IOU

C:0 .. I I') IO •J

Figure 36

ELECTROPIIORETIL. MOBILITY IN UNSYMMETRICAL ELECTROLYTES
(Eq. 123). FOR AL.L T111E CURVES e:/kT VALUES EQUAL

2 OR ý ABOUT 50 my.
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The equations of Overbeek have been superceded in range

of validity and convenience of use by the latter work of

Wiersema, Loeb, and Overbeek (876) who used a digital computer

to avoid making approximations. Table 15 shows a selection

of their results.

Table 15

PARTICLE MOBILITIES IN J/SEC PER VOLT/CM AS A FUNCTION OF
THE ZETA POTENTIAL AT VARIOUS VALUES OF Ka FOR PARTICLES

SUSPENDED IN AQUEOUS SOLUTION AT 25-C CONTAINING ONLY
1:1 ELECTROLYTE WITH IONIC MOBILITIES CORRESPONDING TO

A - 70 ohm- cm 2 eq-I

Ka
-• 0 0-05 01 0-5 1.0 2-0 5.0 10 20 50 100 200 500 ,

25-7 1 13 1-33 1-33 1-32 1-35 1-39 1-51 1-63 1.77 1.89 ;-93 1-96 1-99 2-00
51.4 2.67 2.05 2,63 2.56 2-55 2-S7 2-78 303 3.35 3-+4 3-83 3-91 3-96 4-00
77-1 ]400 3-95 3.87 3.62 3.50 3-47 3-66 408 4-57 5.23 5-60 5-79 5-94 6.00

102-8 5-34 5.20 5-04 4.-48 4.17 3-99 4-10 4.58 5-29 6.39 7-18 7-58 7.87 8(X)
128.5 6.67 6-40 6-12 5.07 4.58 4-27 4-23 4.63 5-47 700 8.30 918 9.7810-00
154-1 8-00 7-55 7.18 5-48 4-84 4.36 4-11 4-46 5.25 7.03 8.86 10.54 11-65 12-00

In all of the treatments discussed, it has been assumed

that c and / are constant. However, this may not be true

where the electric field strength is sufficiently high to

increase IL and decrease e significantly. Both these effects

would reduce the particle's mobility for a givwn zeta poten-

tial. Lyklema and Overbeek (874) investigated this problem

and concluded that the effect of field strength on c could

be neglected but w-rhaps not on i. The difficulty is that the

equation relating it to field strength:

S= + fo d
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where 4o is the viscosity at zero field strength, contains

the viscoelectric constant f which is not known with any

certainty.

However, Hunter (873) has recently concluded that the

two effects are of the same magnitude and are both of not

great significance,

4.27 The Rate of Agglomeration

The curves of the total potential energy of interaction

given previously can only provide a qualitative criterion for

the stability of colloids by saying that stability is expec-

ted if the maximum of the potential curve is greater than

kT which is the termal energy of the particles. This criter-

ion can be greatly improved by considering the rate at which

the particles collide so that one can determine how long a

system is stable. The controlling factors are the Brownian

motion of the particles and their interaction when they ap-

proach one another,

4.28 The Collision Rate (830)

The cause of Brownian motion of a particle is its colli-

sions with molecules of the surrounding medium. In a liquid,

a particle will undergo about 1021 collisions per second,

Since each collision produces a kink in the particle's path

one cannot follow its path on a fine scale,

The theory of- Brownian motion starts with Langevin's
equation-:

du K"m U-m - u+ A(t) + K(r, t) (124)

where u is the particle's velocity, t time, and T position.

This equation is simply a statement of Newr mn's 2nd law of

motion. The left-hand side is the product of the particle's

mass m and its acceleration; the first term on the right-hand

side is the fricticnal force exerted on the particle by the
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medium; the second term is the fluctuating force due to mole-

cular collisions; and the third term is the force on the par-

ticle due to a force field. According to Stokes' law for a

sphere:

5 = 6Tra4 (125)

where a is the radius of the particle and 4 the viscosity of

the medium. It is assumed that A(t) is independent of u and

varies very much faster than u. The latter assumption is to

assure that for time intervals of interest At, u(t), and

u(t + At) only differ slightly and that there no longer exist

any correlation between A(t) and A(t + At).

From these concepts, Chandrasekhar (830) showed that the

probability P chat a Brownian particle released at the point

r in a force field is at r some time later is governed by

the following equation for time intervals much greater than

aP(r, t-Il) t / ) KtVoVP(, ) P(r, r (126)

where the Brownian diffusivity gr = k kT the

acceleration per unit mass due to the force field.

For a system of particles, the probability Pi of find-

ing any particle of the ith type is obtained by integrating

equation 126 over all particles of the ith type or equivalently

over r.
10

•P. K.
_ oL Pi9) (127)at 5i

Since

N.
ei-

t

where N. is the particle number density of the ith type and1
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Nt the total density, equation 127 becomes:

•Ni K.

•-~- V. (kvNi -N ) (128)

According to equation 128, the stationary or time inde-th
pendent diffusional flux Ji of particles of the i type to a

point is given by:

K.
Ji = -i7Ni + 1 N. (129)

Since Ki can be expressed in terms of the interaction poten-

tial Vi so that:

K. = - ViV (130)

then equation 129 can be written as:

Ji = -. VNi - Si-INivVi (131)

Suppose that the origin of the coordinate system is at-

tached to a particle of type j also in Brownian motion. Then

must be replaced by kj= + This follows from the
fact that the average relative displacement of particles i

and j is:

( -AX) = Xi2 + A - 2 AXiX. (132)

Since the Brownian motion of a particle is independent of the

other particle, the correlation term AXiX. = 0. Using

Einstein's expression for the diffusivity t-- AX/26t, equa-

tion 132 becomes:

A- £Xj) = 2(,i + 6) •t = 2k.tAt (133)

Also, since ei-l I\V\i is the velocity of ith particle due to

the force field, it must be replaced by the relative velocity
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of particles i and j, where Vi. is the interac-

tion potential between particle i and j and Bij = si + 8 •

Thus, equation 131 is rewritten as:

J -ij Ni j-I1 NiVVi. (134)

Since the rate at which particles of the ith type reach

the surface of a particle of the j th type gives the desired
collision rate, equation 134 is to be solved in spherical co-

ordinates (832):

J. =4r 2  d ' + -1 d N (135a)

where r is the radial distance measured from the center of

the jth particle suject to the boundary conditions:

N. = 0 at r = ai + a. = aij (135b)

N. - Nio at r= (135c)

where Nio is the bulk density of particles of the ith type.

The first boundary condition states that due to the absorp-

tion of particles of the ith type by a particle of the j th

type, there can be no i particles in the close vicinity of

a j particle. The second condition accounts for the fact

that far away fror' the j particle, the density of i particles
equals their bulk density.

The general solution of a first order differential equa-

tion of the form:

dN.r•+ a (r) Ni y v(r) (156)
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with the condition that at r = ro, Ni i is well-known to

be:

Ni.=Niexp a(r')dr' +

r 1

+ exp IKa' tr) dr'j] y(X) exp~/ a(r')dr'IdX

Or 0 ro (137)

Comparing equations 135 and 136, it is seen that:

I(r) = dV i dVji4

v(r) = (4nr 2 j )" Ji

Letting r° = - and Ni = Nio and evaluating equation 137 at
r aj where Ni = 0 yields:

N.+ aij ji ex I dV" U r]
NioTT +42•ij e fx ij~ij d =0

N.e• V ij/ 1ij"Ij d
Ji I
a.4T 1 . X 18

Ni° V 7j /dr--Oj
f j

J1-) eijBi0 (138)

:i.j

Since Ji is the rate at which particles of the ith type ar-
rive at the surface of one particle of the jth type, the
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total number of collisions between i and j particles assum-

ing binary collisions only is:

4TTJ~ N. N.ij i°Nj° (139)Jij e V Vij/I8ij,"ljfaij7 dr

For collisions of particles of the same type, equation

139 should be multiplied by 1/2. Thus,

476& R .N. N.4 ij No 10o1 (140)Jij = 7e vi/ ij1Oi~j dr

aij

where

I for i 9 j

' [1/2 for i = j

The case for which there is no interaction between the par-
ticles known as rapid coagulation is obtained by setting
V.i = 0 in equation 140. The result as found first by
Smoluchowski (858) is:

ij = 46ijijaijNioNjo (141)

The stability ratio (862,852) Wij which is defined as the

multiplicative factor by which the number of collisions as

given for rapid coagulation is modified due to the presence

of an interaction potential:

" 
e~Vj/Bij 

ij

Wij - aij V dr (142)

aij
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allows equation 140 to be written as:

Jij = 46ijlijaijWij 1NoN (143)

Another simplification can be made by introducing the coagu-
lation constant Ko:

Ko(ai, a.) = 4TT6ijrijaijW.7 (144)

so that:
Jij = Ko(ai' aj)NioN. (145)

4.29 The Kinetic Equation (849,857,848)

The rate at which particles of mass m are formed is:

m

B = K K0 (m', m - m')No(m', t)

0

No(m - M', t)dm' (146)

The factor 1/2 is to avoid counting collisions twice. It
should be noted that mass has been used instead of the radius
of a particle because with agglomeration the mass is additive
but not the radius.

The rate at which par.1iles of mass In disappear is:

D=No(m, t)0 Ko(m, m')No(m', t) . dm' (147)

A material balance for particles of mass m states that the
rate of accumulation equals the net generation of these par-
ticles so that:

No (in, t)
-B -D
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aNo (m, t) I m

0 (, t) FI Ko(m', m - m')No(m', t)

Jo
0

N N0 (m - m', t)dm' -

-No(m, t) fo K0 (m, m')N0((m', t)dm' (148)

Equation 148 is an integro-differential equation and is

subject to the initial distribution N0((m, o). It can only be

solved analytically for the not very plausible case where K0
is a constant. Its solation was first given by Smoluchowski

(858).

Define the nth moment of the distribution N as:

00
Pn(t) = m m ~m(149)

Applying this definition to equation 148 gives:

4 n mn(B - D)dm 
(150)

The right hand side of equation 150 is evaluated as follows.
If a mean value for Ko is used so that it can be taken out-

side the integral sign:

f mnDdm f 0°(t) omnN0 (m, t) dnr

Yo 4o 4n(151)
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f mnBdrn m nindmn j N(mn Mn' t)N0 (in', t)din'

02 0

dm mnNo(m - m', t)No(m')dm' (152)

0 0

Equation 152 can be integrated by letting (849):

y = m - Mi', dy = dm

n n

mn (Y + m,)n = . (n) yn-,v mv

vJ=O

Thus,

SmnBdm dy . (n) yn-vmv"

0 0o

No0 (y, t)N (m', t)dm'

(n I-1

n

7 . () y n\N (yd

Therefore, equation 150 can be written aB:
d~n [ n (n)

-- 2' z v• A =o()•n-v "uov (153)
A0

-- c-E 0 7~ v 4v~~vn-v - 44
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or

d p lo I o , 2

d•1*
--CF = 0

d4 2  2

The solution to equation (154) subject to the initial condition:

An(O) = Xn

is

"2X 0  (155)2 + X0oKot

2-
42 X %2 + x1 K2 0 t

Thus, it is seen that po which gives the" total number of par-
ticles is inversely proportional to time for long times; the
total mass 4, remains constant; the sum of the squares of the
particle masses increases proportionately with time.

4.30 Methods of Solving the General Kinetic Equation

The most obvious way of solving the general kinetic equa-
tion for agglomeration as given by equation 148 is to replace
the integrals with summations by using quadrature formulas

(842,844,845). Equation 148 can then be written as:
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dN (mk, t) k
Sdt - [ Z Ko(m., mk - md)

* No(m), t)NO(mk - m,,, t) -

0m

- NO(mk, t) ; Ko(mk, my ) . No(me, t) (156)
L=l

for k = 1,2, ..... ,

subject to the initial distribution Nor(mk, o) where the values

of the mk are determined by the quadrature formula chosen and

need not be evenly spaced. Equation 156 defines a set of

simultaneous first order nonlinear ordinary differential equa-

tions which can be solved numerically by a digital computer.

However, in order to do this, an upper limit kmax must be

set on the value of k so that the system is finite. Thus,

equation 156 becomes:

dNO(mk, t) I k
t . : Ko(m., mk - mi).

L1I

No(m., t)No(mk -m , t) -

kma x
- No(mk, t) E Ko(mk, ml)NO(ml,t) (157)

),-I

k = 1,2 ..... , kmax

subject to the initial distribution NO(mk, o).

The value of kmax is selected such that the value of

mkmax is so large that No(mk max, t) is always negligibly

small for the times of interest.

The drawback of this approach is the excessive amount of

computation time required. This is due to the fact that in

order to obtain accurate numerical solutions the number of

equations or kmax must be very large while the integration
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step size At must be very small because N0 (ink, t) varies

strongly with time. Beeckmans (827) used 80 equations, Fair

and Gemnell (837) .00, anJ Hidy (843) 400 and 600.

In attempting to explain the similarity in shape of the

particle distribution of stratospheric aerosols, Swift and

Friedlander (861,838,839) presented a similarity argument.

It is assumed that No(m, t) can be expressed as:

N 0 t) = g(t)* (r,) (158)

where

m

m (t)

and m+ (t) is a scaling factor.

The functions g(t) and N+(-) can be found by evaluating
the zero and first moments of N0 (m, t) in terms of equation

158:

40(t) fo No(m, t) dm =g(t)mr+(t)M fo ()dri

- clg(t)m+ (t)

or

_ o.(t)
40(t) 

(159)
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f mN0(M9 t)d - in+(t)] 2 (t) f , (n)dq

0 0o

= c2  +(t) 2g(t) (t)(t)

or

c2 41 (t) (160)

Substituting equations 159 and 160 into 158:

N (m 40 2 W * [TC A o(t) M 11
N0 (m, t) = c2 4°2t) cI •°(t) (6

In order to determine *(m), equation 161 is substituted into

equation 148 which upon simplification results in an integro-

differential equation to be solved for *(m). Swift and

Friedlander (861) did this for the case of no interaction po-

tential and obtained:

[1 + f - 1 3 , 1 (/)d3 f 1/3, 1 (•)d 1 +dq] +

+ 1/2 f 1 -r•) 1 +

0+ (. )1/33 [7.+( ) /1

•(r) fo t 1(r) (In +

0

F 1 r - 0 (162)
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Unfortunately, this equation for *(m) is no more easily

solved than the original equation for F 0(m, t), and in fact

because it is much more non-linear, it may be more difficult

to solve.

A similar approach was taken by Martynov and Bakanov (854)

who used a series decomposition method to obtain a general but

nit very practical solution for the initial stages of agglo-

meration.

Another approach that has been used is the so-called
"approximation technique" (826). It consists of choosing a

specific distribution function for No(m, t) whose parameters

are taken as functions cf time. Cohen and Vaughan (833) used

a log-normal distribution and justified this on the grounds

that the experimental results of Lindauer and Castleman (853)

indizate such a distribution for short times.
2'

N0( t) 24T0(t) .1- lni() 13

where V(t) is the logarithmic variance and 1(t) the geometric

mean mass of a particle. The parameters go(c), a(t) and

7(t) are unknown functions to be determined.

This is accomplished by rewritting equation 148 in terms

of the moments, of No(m, t) as defined by equation 149:

--r M mnKo(m', m m')No(m', t)

N o(m - M', t)dm'dm -0

-f- F mnKo(m, m')No(m', t)No(m, t)dm'dm (164)
3o

n - 1,2 .....
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The moments An can be expressed in terms of the parameters

for a log-normal distribution as:

A~n(t) = 40,(t) Ei;(t)jn ex n . 15ep Vt (165)

so that:

) 1 (166a)

V(t) =fin -oP2.) (166b)

By substituting equations 165 and 166 into equation 164, a set

of three first order nonlinear ordinary differential equation

for 40 (t), 7(t) and V(t) results whose solution can be ob-

tained by numerical integration with a computer. The advan-

tage of this method is a considerable reduction in computa-

tion time. Unfortunately, the disadvantage of this method is

that the accuracy of the solution depends very heavily on

choosing the proper form of the distribution function for

N o(m, t) and that there is no way of checking the validity of

the solution other than comparing it with that given by direct-

ly solving the integro-differential equation 148.

Hulburt and Katz (849) have shown that a distribution

function f(r) can be expanded in series in terms of its mo-

ments, the chi-square distribution, and Laguerre polynomials.

f(r) k() L (%) ( (167)
kino
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where

w(h) 
x -I.(z ) - z k -l e - Z / ( X - 1)

(x n n!(n + X - Q zn-j
Ln( zZ) j.(n - j):(n + X - L -

j=o

The parameters are X, a, and the kn. The kn may be expressed

in terms of the moments of f(r) as:

kn = z (-W) j n +XD- )n /a). n-jj~o j'(n+ x - 1 ) )•-

This gives for the first three terms:

ko = 40

k, = (il/a) 40

ik .I 1k2 2 a 4
a

Thus, the two parameters, X and a can be chosen arbitrarily.

A trial form for No(m, t) is chosen by truncating the

series at the tch term and substituting this expression into
equation 148, which gives a set of 1 first order nonlinear

ordinary differenticl equations for the A.

In order to check the accuracy of the solution and thus
determine if I terms were sufficient, the system is solved

again for L + I terms. If the two results do not differ,
then no higher terms are needed, and convergence is obtained.
Since X and a are arbiiary, they can be selected such that

the number of terms L is a minimum and convergence is as rapid

as possible.

Of all the methods of solution, this technique is the

most desirable. However, it has not been extensively used,

and for those cases where it has, the problems were of a
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fairly simple nature (848).

4.31 Mean Free Path Effect

For very small particles such that the Knudsen number
Kn defined as the ratio of the mean free path of the medium

X and the diameter of the particle is greater than .1, the
increased mobility of the particles is accounted for by em-
pirically correcting the Brownian diffusion coefficient by
means of the Stokes-Cummingham factor (834,851,855).

S -•kT (I + AiKni) (168)

wher ,.

A. = 1.125 + .400 exp [-1.10 Kni-]

Kn _X.
Sai

This equation is valid up to Kn --I.

When Kn > 10, the continuum approach must be completely

abandoned in favor of the kinetic theory of gases. The rate
of collisions between particles of types i and j is then
given by the usual expression (846).

Jij - W W, aIj fi(vi, t)f(v, t)6.
f1I i i' ,.

0 0 0 0

gijbdbdedvidvj (169)

where fi and vi are the distribution function and velocity
of the ith type particle gij the absolute value of the rela-
tive velocity of the particles Ivi - vil , b impact para-
meter, and e an angle. The distribution f has the known form

(846).
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E ]3/2
fi (vi, t) N N0 (Mi 0t) ý7

exp - 7 ,* mijvi + (170)
J

where cp is an interaction potential.

If equation 170 with cp = 0 is substituted into equation

169 and the integration carried out, the result is (846):
2

Jij = 2N o(mi, t)N (min t)a ij

* 2rrkT(L' + L)(171)M. i .

This expression is to be used in place of the rate expres-

sion based on continuum theory.

Block and Hidy (829) have gone through this procedure

for a Sutherland potential with Debye-Huckel shielding.

For the transition region I < Kn < 10, only an approxi-

mate estimate of the collision rate can be made following the

approaches of Arendt and Kallaman (825), Fuchs (840), and
Zebel (864,865). The kinetic gas theory is applied up to a

distance of one mean free path of a particle 1 from the par-

ticle:s surface while diffusion theory is used from that
point on. The two theories are coupled together by requir-

ing that the concentrations and fluxes as given by them are

equal at a distance t.
Ji. = 4n(a.j + )•. i -i ..

1 diffusion 3 +ij ijWij 1

.[Nio - Nit] (172)

where Nit is the concentration at a distance tij - i + A '
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S2 M [ i +'
_\/ 2N.kT a.. (173)i kinetic = 2Nilaij mimm

theory

Equating equations 172 and 173, solving for Ni•, and substi-

tuting this expression into equation 172 yields:

Jij = 4irrij )a i. (aij + .ij)Wij- INio.N l +NI G) (174)

where

Gij = li" 11 11 mi 'm
(I + eij/a.j)

Thus, the effect of taking the particle'p mean free path

into account is to modify the coagulation constant to read:

K0 (ai , a) 4r ij iiaijWij-IFij (175)

where

I + Ji./a.i
Fij =-I + Gi

This is the result obtained by Zebel (864,865) in a more

general form. Unfortunately, equation 175 does not agree
with the limiting cases given by the continuum and kinetic

gas theories so that its validity is doubtful. However, in

a similar manner Fuks (840) found for equal sized particles

and no interaction potential:

F I [ + (176)

where 6 is the thickness of the region where kinetic theory

applies.

In order to agree with the limiting cases, he required
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that in the limits Kn --> 0 and Kn >> 1, =i and that:

8 8kT - 1/2

An alternate but much more complex approach has been

presented by Brock and Hidy (829) in which the kinetic gas

theory has been extended rather than the continuum theory.

4.32 Effect of Hydrodynamic Interaction

Perjaguin (835,836) observed that at small interparticle

distances colloidal particles do follow Stokes law:

F = 6iTau

where F is the force exerted on the particle and u its velo-

city. Stimson and Jeffery (860) showed that the proper equa-

tions are:

F. = _Ku i + Xiu.

(177)
F. = -Kjuj + Xjui

where the K K j xi, Xj are positive coefficients propor-

tional to the viscosity and related to the dimensions and

separation of the particles by complicated funcgions. Fol-
lowing this theory, Spielman (859) showed that the resistance

coefficient Bij is given by:

iK.K - XiX.
11 _ 11x (178)Oij != Ki + K j - ), - %j (1 8

This means that in order to incorporate the hydrodynamic
interaction effect into the theory presented so far one merely
uses a different but more complex function for $ij in place of

the simple expression:

ij 67kai + a. (179)
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An asymptotic equation for very small separations is given

by (831):

6 TTa i s_ << 1 (180)

i s (I + ai/aj) 2 ai
a i

A similar approach was taken for the case of spheres

with equal radii by Honig et al (847) who used an expression

for 9 given by Brenner (828). The results of both these

studies indicated that hydrodynamic interaction can signifi-

cantly reduce the rate of coagulation as computed without it

being accounted for.

4.33 Other Mechanisms of Agglomerat. on

Two other mechanisms which can contribute to the colli-

sion of colloidal particles are gravity and turbulence. Due

to gravity, particles will fall at velocities dependent on

their size according to Stokes' law so that large particles

will tend to sweep past small ones, thus, causing collisions.

Turbulence can cause collisions due to motion caused by en-

trainment of the particles by eddies. In order to account

for these mechanisms, the expression for the rate of colli-

sions is modified to read (841,863):
S2 a 2) 2

Jij = 0o(ai, a.) + K c(a. - a )(ai + aj) +

+ KT(ai + aj)3 N N Njo (181)

where

K 32Tnpg

KT 32 (diU

and T- is the mean rate of shear due to turbulence.
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4.34 Agglomeration of Charged Particles in a Non-Aqueous
Medium

For particles in a non-aqueous medium, the potential due

to the electrical double layer reduces to the coulomb poten-

tial which describes the force between two charges because

there are no ions in the medium:

v..(coul) (182)
Vi r

where qi is the charge of the i th particle and r the distance
between the centers of the particles. This potential is used

in place of the double layer potential VR so that the total

potential is:

VT = VA + V(coul) (183)

Therefore, the theory given so far remaine unaltered except

a minor modification of the kinetic equation due to the fact

that in this case a particle is cbaracterized by not only its

size or mass but also its charge.

Thus, the kinetic equation iE modified to read (864,865):

BN 0(i, qo t) 1 ik(m' m-re', q', q-q')N (i', q', t)bt J 10 0

SN i(m-m', q-q', t)ddm'dq' -

0W

- 0(m, q, t) K0 (m, m';q, q')

-~ C

* No (i', q', t)dm'dq' -

- 1 qN 0(mqt)f q'N 0 (m,q',t) • dmdq' (184)

_O0
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where N (m, q, t) is number density of particles with mass m
0and charge q. The first term of the right hand side of this

equation says that a particle with mass m and charge q is

formed if two particles with masses m' and m-m' and charges

q' and q-q' collide. The second term states chat a particle
of mass m and charge q disappears if it collides with any

other particles. The last term is due to the electric field

which is caused by an excess charge if the positive and nega-

tive charges do not balance. The derivation of this equation

is similar to that given earlier and is presented by Zebel

(864,865).

4.35 Agglomeration of Non-Spherical Particles

In order to determine the collisicn rate of non-spheri-

cal particles, one proceeds as for the spherical case and

considers this rate to be governed by the diffusion of the

surrounding particles i to the absorbing surface of the col-

lecting particle j. As shown before the diffusion equation:

V-• -. (eij17 Ni + 0ij-INi'V (185)

is to be solved subject to the boundary conditions:

Ni = 0 on the absorbing surface S

Ni = Nio at a very large distance from the
absorbing surface

and the initial condition:

Ni = Fio at t = O

From this solution the collision rate is obtained by

evaluating the flux of particles at the absorbing surface:

Ji = Ni dS' (186)

S S
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SNi

Since the stationary solution is required, t- 0 so

that the system to be solved becomes:

7 (BijNi + Oij'INiVij 0 (187a)

subject to:

N =0 on S (187b)

N = Nio at infinity (187c)

The only further treatment of this problem was given by

Miller (856,840) in 1928 for the cpse of ellipsoidal particles
with no interaction potential. For this case equation 187a

simplifies to:

2
SN- = 0 (188)

subject to:

N.i = 0 on S

N. = N. at infinity

If the change of variables:

= N. - Nio

is made, equation 188 becomes:

172t = 0 (189)

subject to:

•-- -Nio on S

,•- 0 at infinity

Equation 189 is of the same type of system used in electro-

static theory.

The concentration and its gradient are analogous to the

electrostatic potential and the field strength. It is well
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known from electrostatics that the field strength is large

at points of sharp curvature. Thus, since the flux is pro-

portional to the concentration gradient it is expected that

collisions between particles would occur mainly at their most

sharp points.

Taking advantage of this analogy, equation 186 may be

written as:

Ji = 4Trbi C N (190)

This follows from the fact that:

VNil -- 4•- a (191)

where a is the surface charge density so that substituting

equation 191 into 186:

Ji = 4TiF S adS' = 4TT 1ijq (192)

where q is the total surface charge. Introducing the capaci-

tance of the surface:

C. =S.0 - (193)
iJ i o!Id

into equation 192, equation 190 is obtained. The value of in-
troducing the capacitance is that equations are available for

it for various shapes from electrostatic theory. For example,
the capacitance for the case of spheres diffusing to an ellip-

soidal particle is (850):

C 2 D + VD - E(194)

ij -E/In

where

D d +a

E =e +a
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and d, e are the semi-axes of the ellipsoid and a the radius

of the spheres.

Another problem of non-spherical particles that has not

been treated is the rotation of the particles due to their

Brownian motion.

4.36 The Strength of Agglomerates

The main bonding mechanisms of fine particles are, (1)

solid bridges, (2) capillary pressure at freely moving liquid

surfaces, (3) adhesion and cohesion forces in agglutinate

bridges not in free motion, (4) from-closed bonding, and

(5) attraction forces between solid particles.

Solid bridges between particles can be formed by sin-

tering, chemical reactions, melting, hardening agglutinates,

and crystallization, and tend to occur at points of contact,

especially where there are sharp peaks or edges.

Moist particles adhere to each other due to capillary

pressure at freely moving liquid surfaces. As shown in

Figure 37, there are four ways in which the liquid may be

distributed between the particles. in type A, there is such

a small amount of liquid that the liquid forms bridges around

contact points. In type C, the void space is completely fil-

led with liquid while type B is an intermediate case between

types A and C. In type D the liquid completely envelops the

particles so that a droplet filled with particles is formed.

J-1

A BC D

Figure 37

POSSIBLE LIQUID DISTRIBUTIONS IN PARTICLE PILES
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Non-freely moving bridges are formed by thin layers of

viscous binders adhearing to the particles and also by thin

adsorption layers.

Form-closed bonds result from particles interlocking

with each other.

Attraction between particles can also be caused by mole-

cular or Van der Waals forces and electrostatic charges.

Rumpf (877) derived a basic equation for the tensile

strength of agglomerates held together by adhesion forces at

their contact point. He assumed the particles were monosized

spheres, and obtained for the tensile strength az:

0z = 91-kH (195)
Trd

where e is porosity, d particle diameter, k mean coordinate

number, and H the adhesion force at a contact point. Cheng
(881) has obtained a similar but not as useful result.

Rumpf (877,878) and also Pietsch (879,880) have evaluated

equation 195 for segeral of the bonding mechanisms by using

suitable theoretical and empirical expressionis for H. For

solid bridges:

oz = *Be aB (196)

where *B is the degree of filling of the agglutinant and aB

its tensile strength.

For liquid bridges of type A:

a 9 2.5 I -- (197)

where v is surface tension while for type C:

1z E: C" (198)

where a is a constant between 6 and 8.
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For molecular attraction:

9 1 e- A 1 (199)aZ C 24S-d(19

where A is t'-e Hamaker constant and S distance between par-

ticles.

For electrostatic attraction:

9 1 - E 3(2
z + S)(200)

where cp is the surface charge density.

These equations are summarized in Figure 38 where the
tensile strength of the agglomerate ,is plotted against par-
ticle size.

k\ \ I N0

Figure 38

THEORETICAL TENSILE STRENGTH! OF AGGLOMERATES: CURVE 1,
FLUID BRIDGES; CURVE 2, COMIPLETELY FILLED VOID VOLUME.

2a UNIFORMLY SIZE; 21) RRS DISTRIBUTION, n = 0.8;
2c RRS DISTRIBUTION, n = 1.4 (878).
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4.37 Adhesion of Small Particles to a Flat Plate

A consistent theory of adhesion of small particles to a

flat plate has been presented by Krupp and his assc.ciates

(888,889,890). The assumptions on which the model 'Ls based

are: (1) the system is a sphere adhering to a smooth flat

plate, (2) no external force is applied to press them toget-

her, (3) the force of adhesion is that force normal to the

plate required to tear the particle away, (4) the range of

temperature is around ambient, (5) the attractive force is

of the Van der Waals and electrostatic type, and (6) the en-

vironment is a vacuum or inert gas.

Consider the system shown in Figure 39.

F F ,

Figure 39

MODEL OF PARTICLE ADHESION

Equilibrium of the forces acting the particle yields:

S= p0  2H (201)

where F is the attractive force acting outside the contact
area, po0 the radius of the circular area of contact, and H

the Meyer hardness of the softer of the two adherents. Em-

pirically, it has been found from stress-strain diagrams that
H is a function of the duration t of stress application of

the form:

I 0  - (i - et/) + L (202)
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where H and H are the values of H at Z - 0 and t - T respec-0
tively and T and n constants.

Across the surface of contact there is an attractive

force per unit area denoted as P. Thus, the force F required
to remove the particle is:

F = F + po 2 P (203)

or using equation 201:

F = F°(l + P/H) (204)

The forces P and F can be evaluated as follows. The

an der Waals component Pvdw of P is given by the expression

for two flat plates:

Pvw A 3(205)

where S is the distance between adherents at the contact area

and A the Hamaker constant. S may be taken to be about 41.
Similarly, the Van der Waals component F0 vdw of F° is given

by the expression for a sphere and a flat plate:

Aa (206)Fvdw ='_

Thus, in the absence of additional electrostatic forces,

equations 202, 205, and 206 may be substituted into equation

204 to give:

Fl A [---/'+-- (l -et )+ (207)

6S 6T

Attractive forces can also originate from the electronic

energy levels of the adherents. From the equations for the

electrostatic force between two plates and a sphere and a

flat plates, the electrical components Pel and F el are
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given by:

Pel = 0 U2 /2S 2  (208)

and

u2

Fo (--) a (209)

where U is a potential difference and eo a constant equal to

8.86 x 10-4 A sec/V cm.

4.38 Adhesion Due to Capillary Condensation

Condensation of water vapor can take place in the gap

between bodies on contact due to air humidity as shown in

Figure 40. The meniscus formed draws the bodies together due

to surface tension and reduces the pressure of the liquid.

The two effects cause attractive forces (885):

FI = 2rrav (210)

and

F2 = val 2 (I __1 (211)
a2 1

respectively, where v is surface tension and a, and a 2 the

radii of curvature of the free liquid surface. The total

attractive force is then:

nalv(al + a 2 )
F = F + F =a 2  (212)

The radii of curvature can be expressed in terms the radius

a of the bodies in contact from simple geometry as (885):

a1 - a(l + tan a - sec a) (215)

a 2 - a(sec L - 1) (214)
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Yb)

Figure 40

CAPILLARY CONDENSATION ASSOCIATED WITH THE CONTACT OF TWO
PARTICLES (a) AND OF A PARTICLE WITH A SURFACE (b, c).

a, b) WITHOUT ANY INTERMEDIATE LAYER; c) WITH AN
INTER1,1EDIATE LAYER IN TILE CONTACT ZONE.

Substituting equations 215 and 214 into equation 212
gives:

F 2=rva (215)
(1 + tan T

For unwetted surface euqation 215 should be multiplied by
cos e where 9 is the wetting angle. Similar but more exact
and complicated models have ben proposed by Gillespie and
Settineri (882), Melrose (883), Radushkevich (884), Picknett
(887) and Princen (886).

4.39 Summary

The theory of the stability of colloidal systems has
been presented from a mathematical point of view. It was
shown that the force acting between colloidal particles con-
sists of an attractive part due to London-Van der Waals forces
and a repulsive part due to the interaction of the electrical
double layers of the particles. Equations were derived for
the purpose of determining these forces. This allowed the
stability of a colloidal system to be described by means of
a calculated potential energy of interaction curve. The result
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is that the stability of a system can be qualitatively as-

sessed by the magnitude of the curve's maximum value. The

larger this value is, the more stable is the system. The

theory is able to explain most of the experimentally observed

phenomena of colloidal systems. However, the one important

thing that it cannot do is to predict how long a system will

be stable. In order to accomplish this, the collision rate

of particles had to be investigated. The analysis yielded

an integro-differential equation to be solved. This equation

can only be solved analytically for situations that are not

likely to occur in prectice while in all other cases a compu-

ter must be used. Current numerical techniques demand the

simultaneous solution of hundreds of differential equations

which require excessive computer time. Also, in the cases

iavestigated in this way, only simple systems were considered

where there were no interaction forces between the particles.

However, in these cases the theory was in agreement with

data. It should be also noted that mainly spherical parti-

cles have been treated and to a very slight extent particles

of other shapes.

Equations were also presented for the tensile strength

of powders, the force between a particle in contact with

plate, and bodies bonded together by capillary forces. These

equations are in general agreement with data but it should be

kept in mind that their purpose is more to give an order of

magnitude rather than exact values.
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5. METHODS OF SAMPLING, COLLECTING AND ANALYZING
SUBMICRON PARTICLES

The three previous sections have described ways of re-
moving particles from surfaces, stabilizing them and dispersing

them into fluids, in this section, the methods available for

their sampling, collection and analysis are reviewed. It is

realized that for the requirements of this program, every parti-

cle dispersed has to be collected for analysis and jo sampling

may appear to be an unnecessary step. However, as particles

have to be drawn into the device in which they are to be col-

lected, many of the problems associated with sample line loss,

for example, are involved in the collecting device itse•If and

need to be defined. Although the method of collection in a

suitable form for analysis is by far the most important step,

an analytical method has to be employed, which is sensitive

enough to indicate how efficient the methods of separation and

collection have been. High efficiency can be defined as a

good state of separation of the particles on the collecting

substrate, with no loss of particles during the separating,
dispersing, sampling and collecting stages. Literatur,; is now

presented relating to all of these pertinent areas, and it has
been assembled so as to investigate sampling collection and

analysis of both particles in air and liquid.

5.1 Particles in Air

5.1.1 Sampling

The transport of airborne particles to and deposition on
surfaces is of considerable importance in industry, meteorology

and in life scie±ces. The case of general significance is the

deoosition of particles in systems designed to transport gases

containing particles to points of release to the atmosphere,

to storage zones, to a sample collector or analyzer. The

deposition and retention of particles in ducts, sampling lines

and collecting instruments may materially influence the assess-

ment, or the safety of the gaseous release.
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In most cases, the analytical device is invariably

separated from the sample probe by some distance. In trans-

porting the aerosol to the collecting or analytical device,

changes can occur in the nature of the aerosol. Agglomeration

can occur due to Brownian motion, eddy fluctuations, thermal

turbulence, and electrostatic effects. Losses to the walls of

the transportation system can occur by diffusive and gravita-

tional precipitation in laminar flow, or by turbulent diffusion

in turbulent flow. There could be deposition losses due to

acoustic resonance if sonic vibrations occur which are near to

the resonant frequency of the transported particles. Another,
often neglected, means of deposition of particulate matter is
due to particle space charge and induced electrostatic effects.

The various mechanisms of particle deposition in sampling lines
were recently discussed in detail by Davies (893).

An accurate determination of the significance of parti-

cle deposition in a given circumstance requires knowledge of

the many parameters which control the behavior of particles in
an bir stream. The important varishles are the velocity of the

carrying gas and its dynamic fluid properties, the friction of

the surfaces or walls in the case of closed conduit, the

charge on the particles, and finally the inertial properties
of the particles themselves. The effect of particle diameter

on deposition velocity is shown in Figure 41. From this

figure, it is seen that there is a size range at which minimum

deposition occurs. This is between 0.2 and 0.8 micron dependent
on the Reynolds number. To the right of this minimum, deposi-

tion increases due to inertial and gravitational mechanisms,
but to the left of the minimum, i.e., in the size range of

interest in this report, deposition increases due to the

diffusional and electrostatic mechanisms. Hence, for this

study, electrostatic charge will be of major importance and

will have to be eliminated for dispersions of aerosol in air.
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Figure 41

EFFECT OF PARTICLE DIAMETER ON DEPOSITION VELOCITY
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Various theories and empirical correlations have been

proposed to predict the turbulent deposition of particles in

vertical and horizontal tubes. Both phenomenonlogical and

stochastic approaches to this problem have been presented to
predict a particulate velocity of deposition, KL, in tubes.

K= -Number of particles deposited/cm 2 sec.
KL =Number of Particles/cm3

Recent reviews on this subject are readily available (891-899,

901-905). Most of these correlations or theoretical predic-
tions were valid for smoot" tubes and held for particle sizes

>1 micron when deposition due to Stokes'-Einstein diffusivity

was negligible. A unified approach was developed by Beal (891),

Sood, Lieberman, Wasan (900), Davies (893), and Sehmel (905),
which covered a particle size range from molecular size to the

order of tens of microns. The method of analysis employed by

Sood, et al. (900) was very similar to the method used by

Beal (891), except that a different and more realistic correla-

tion for eddy diffusivity, as proposed by Wasan was used. In

this study, experimental values of deposition were compared
with theoretically predicted values for different values of

Reynolds number of flow through the tube for neutral particles.

A good agreement between theory and experimental data was ob-

tained for the small particle sizes.

When the theoretical results were compared with experi-
mental data when the natural charge on aerosol particles was

not eliminated, much higher experimental values of deposition
for small particles were obtained; the theory, which did not

account for electrostatic chcrge on particles, did not ade-

quately describe the transport loss phenomena of charged
aerosol consisting of small particles (<I micron). This was

because electrostatic forces between charged aerosol particles

and the image charge on the conduit wall overshadowed the

forces due to gravity, eddy motion and inertia. Moreover, the
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presence of bipolar charged particles led to enhanced coagula-

tion resulting in larger particles which then deposited at a

higher rate.

Larger particles, > 3 ", however, deposited to a smaller

extent than expected from theory both for charged and uncharged

aerosols. This was because in the theoretical analysis the

pipe wall was assumed to be a perfect sink and no account was

taken of particle reentrainment. Reentrainment of 6 4 particles

began at Reynolds number of approximately 5000; that of 3 .

particles at Re = 8000, and that of 1.5 4 particles at Re =

16,000, both for charged and neutral particles. This agreed

with the observations of previous investigators (893,895,902).

Larger particles were more easily reentrained from the wall

since they projected further into the gas stream. To eliminate

sample line loss, it was considered conceivable that solid

particle deposition could be prevented by using a porous

sampling tube constructed out of a fine pore, sintered metal.

The tube could then be surrounded by an annular space con-

taining clear air at a higher pressure. The air would "trans-

pire" through the tube wall into the main stream, thus pro-

viding a sheath of air next to the wall and reducing the rate

at which the particles reached the tube wall.

This was implemented in a second study at lIT Research

Institute (906) in which a simplified theoretical analysis

based on the concept of the transverse flow through the porous

walls of the tube was presented. Equations were employed to

estimate the gas transpiration rate to minimize the solid

particle deposition losses while designing or evaluating aero-

sol instrumentation and pollution control devices.

The sampling collection and analysis of dusts and fumes

in mines, factories, and industrial plants was the subject of

other work in this field. A review of the practices in coal

mines was reported by the Aerosol Technology Committee of the

American Industrial Hygiene Association (907). This report
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was concerned with respirable mass sampling, and a listing of

all current instruments capable of performing this task was

included for reference. Background to this report was provided

by Lippman (908) who discussed the factors that affect the param-

eters that describe particle deposition and retention in the

human respiratory tract. A comprehensive review of the effect

of air pollutants on the human lung was presented in a series

of papers given at the Conference of Inhalation Carcinogenesis

sponsored by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. Individual

papers are not referenced here, but readers are directed to the

proceedings of this conference (909). In assessing the concen-

tration and size distribution of particles found in many aero-

sol systems, the representative sampling of the system is of

the utmost importance. Yanada and Charlson (910) gave an

account of a study performed to investigate the effect of dif-
ferently sized sample inlet lines in the continuous monitoring

of air pollution sources. Sehmel and Schwendiman (911) recorded

the amount of particle deposition that took place in a curved

sampling probe, and Kneen and Strauss (912) proposed a mathe-

matical expression for the deposition rate of particles from

turbulent gas streams. On the same subject, Wehner, at al. (913)

studied the effect of unipolar charge on aerosol particles,
and related it to their deposition in tubes and pipes.

From these references, it was found that particles are

lost from aerosol systems by many different mechanisms. For

submicron particles of particular importance are electrostatic

charge and diffusion. Charge can be reduced and eventually

removed by a source of bipolar ions, e.g., from a Whitby

ionizer (900). Total line loss can be eliminated by the use of

transverse flow of air around the aerosol stream. These experi-

mental findings should be implemented into a collecting device

if submicron particles are to be collected with high efficiency

from transported aerosols.
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5.1.2 Collection

There are several types of collection systems for particles

in air. These include:

Gravity Sedimentation

Centrifugal Sedimentation

Impaction

Centrifugal Impaction

Impingement

Thermal Precipitation

Electrostatic Precipitation

Filtration

For submicron particles, the most useful collecting

devices operate under centrifugal, thermal and electrostatic

fields. Other devices are of no value for this size range of

aerosol (914). The merits of each of these systems are now

reviewed with reference to recent literature.

5.1.3 Centrifugal Systems

These can be subdivided into three categories: (a)

cyclones, (b) classifiers, and (c) spectrometers.

Basically, cyclones separate all particles from the air

and collect them together; classifiers separate any two size

fractions and collect them separately; and spectrometers col-

lect the whole size distribution over a known area in bands of

particles with the same aerodynamic diameter.

5.1.4 Cyclones

In 1960, Hyatt, et al. (915) determined the particle size

collection efficiencies of several size-selective samplers

including cyclones. Similar work was reported by Lippman and

Harris (916), Wesley, Mayfield and McCaskill (917), Knuth (918),

Sutton (919), and Tomb and Raymond (920). The latter authors

used monodispersed aerosols to calibrate their instruments for

vse in respiratory studies.
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Experiments by these and various other authors indicated

that two-stage or size-selective cyclone samplers could be de-

signed to provide a more accurate estimate of the inhalation

hazard than was provided by the measurement of gross air con-

centrations. The lower size limit explored by many of these

authors was 0.5 k. Unfortunately, there was much disagreement

as to the proper flow rate for small cyclones which were ideally

suited for personal air sampling. This was partially .Aue to

the use of different definitions of particles size in initial

calibrations. It is accepted now that particle aerodynamic

diameter is the size parameter defining lung deposition, and

any sampler calibration has to be in terms of this size param-

eter. Several authors discussed this fact, amongst them were

Muschelkhautz and Krambroch (921), Ettinger and Royer (922),

and Steltzer, Lynch and Bernaski (923). The aerodynamic char-

acteristic of airborne particles is dependent to some degree

on the particle shape. Leroy, Balzer and Tebbins (924) conducted

experiments with a cyclone and a hexlet elutriator to investi-

gate their potential as collectors for fibrous aerosols, but

for this particular shape neither unit proved satisfactory. The

work of Lippman and Kydonius (925) involved the design of a

multistage cyclone collector incorporating six cyciones that

operated in parallel. Stelzer (923) evaluated the Dorr-Oliver

cyclone using radioactive aerosols and Errington and Powell (926)

designed a new cyclone for sampling particles in the field.

Watson (927), Mercer (928), Beeckmans (929), and Mukhapad

and Chowdhury (930) calculated the theoretical ratios of the

fraction passing cyclones to the fraction deposited in the lung.

Theoretical work along these lines was performed by Lynch (931)

and Thompson & Strauss (932). The latter authors applied

vortex theory to the design of cyclone systems. Shoub (933)

investigated the use of an MRC (Isleworth) sampler and a Dorr-

Oliver 10 mm nylon cyclone, and Knight and Lichti (934)

expanded this work on the latter by operating at four different

flow rates with overy thirty dusts.
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The effect of other parameters such as geometrical shape,

gas-dust loading, etc., were investigated by Gloger and Jugel

(935) who studied their effect upon the degree of separation

and pressure loss in cyclone separators. Most of this previ-

ous work involved particles >1 g, The only work specifically

involving the removal of submicron particles was reported by

Freudenthal (936) and Dennis, Coleman and First (937). They

reported that industrial cyclones presently in operation were

considered inefficient for particles less than I A. Examples

would be those manufactured by Dyna-Therm Corporation (938),

Bauer Brothers Corp. (939), Fisher-Klosterman, Inc. (940),

R. P. Adams (941), Dorr-Oliver, Inc. (942), Equipment

Engineering, Inc. (943), and Buell Engineering, Inc. (944).

Freudenthal (936) investigated the efficiency of the Aerotec-3

cyclone for submicron particles and found that particles having

an aerodynamic diameter of 0.6 p were removed by the cyclone

operating at 60 cu ft per minute with an efficiency of only

fifty percent. Hence, on these results, it appeared that no

current cyclone could remove particles of 0.01-1 4 with one

hundred percent efficiency as required in this program. On

this evidence cyclones have to be excluded from the list of

possible collection devices.

5.1.5 Classifiers

When a dust laden stream is fed into a centrifugal classi-

fier, the dust is subdivided into two parts which are collected

separately. Current instruments that can be commercially ob-

tained have long standing and have numerous publications on

their use. Examples are Alpine (945), Bauer (946), Dietert (947),

Donaldson (948), Geoscience (949), Micromeritics (950), Neu (951),

Vortec (952), and Waither (953). Of these, only the Donaldson

claims to be able to separate submicron particles. Recent work

that appeared on this subject was by Plitt (954), Leschonski

(955), Black and Williams (956), Jones (957), and Zverev and

Ushakov (958). In most circumstances, the application of
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classifiers to the problem of collecting submicron particles

from air was again of little value, and these deuices must also

be disregarded as potential submicron collecting devices.

5.1.6 Aerosol Spectrometers

Aerosol spectrometers were developed for the study of

aerocolloidal components of the atmosphere, in particular to

determine the size and mass distribution of the particulates

closely representative of those in the airborne state.

In 1957, Goetz (959) developed an instrument to quanti-

tatively separate and size classify airborne particles down to

0.2 4 in size. This instrument was applied to various studies

(960,961). An improved version of this device was reported in

1959 (962,963,964). Applications of this later device were

concentrated on studying the stability of submicron atmospheric

aerosols and, in general, their whole physical behavior (965,

969). In 1962, the modified spzcLrometer was the basis of a

paper presented to the Air Pollttion Control Association in

Chicago (970), where it was shown that it could sample and

collect particles of size 0.03-3 )u. In this device, particles

were separated from a steady laminar air flow inside a pair of

symmetrical channels represented by helical grooves on the

outer surface of a rapidly turning rotor. The outer wall of

these channels was formed by the inner surface of a tightly

fitting detachable cup lined with a removable foil upon which

the particles were deposited during high centrifugal accelera-

tion (30,000 g). Good size separation of the particles was

obtained on this foil, which could be easily removed for parti-

cle examination. This unit is now commercially available from

Zimney Corporation (971), Figure 42, and has been investigated

along with other commercial units in a recent study (914).
11

In 1967, Stober (972) designed and developed a similar

device in Vienna, for the collection and separation of airborne

submicron radioactive particles. Extremely good resolution of

the particles was found, and this was confirmed by Berner and
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Reichert (973). In the design of the latter authors, a rotat-

ing ring slit was used in a cylindrical instrument. This
allowed the complete inlet system to rotate with the spectrom-

eter avoiding the need for rotating seals. Upon rotation, a

pressure gradient was developed between the inlet and outlet
nozzles, and air flowed through the device. The rate of flow
was controlled by both the nozzle size and the speed of rota-
tion. Hochrainer and Brown (974) built two devices, one similar

to the one described above, and the other a conical design
somewhat similar to the Goetz. Their two spectrometers de-
posited aerosol particles on removable foils in centrifugal

fields up to 5000 g. Good size resolution was obtained for
aerosols of size 0.1-5 p. These devices are shown in Figures

43 and 44.

In 1969, Stober and Flachbart (975) at the University of

Rochester designed and built a modified conifuge collector,
Figure 46, which had an inlet in the form of a ring slit. The

conifuge was originally the design of Sawyer and Walton (976),
Figure 45. This ring slit was conceived to facilitate high

aerosol sampling rates with reasonable size resolutions in
terms of aerodynamic diameters. Particles of size 0.1-4 p
could be collected and resolved at a sampling rate of 1 liter/
min. For the size range 0.1-0.06 p the flow rate had to be
reduced to 0.1 liter/min to obtain good resolution. Once
again the aerosol was collected on a removable foil for the

purposes of analysis. Further work by these authors was given
in a later paper (977) in which they described che separation
of aerosol particles in a spinning spiral duct. Along similar
lines, Flesch (978) reported his studies on the calibration of
a centrifugal aerosol size classifier for submicron particles.

Hochrainer and Zebel in two papers (979,980) gave an account
of a new type of separator for the size classification of
aerosols. St8ber, Boose and Flachbart (981) in 1971, compared

aerosol collecting devices against the spiral centrifuge that
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Figure 43

HOCHRAINER AND BROWeN CYLINDRICAL CENTRIFUGE
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Figure 44

HOCHRAINER AND BROWN CONICAL CENTRIFUGE
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they had developed. Resolution in this instrument was found to

be better than many of the other types of systems.

One problem with sampling ve.y small aerosol particles

was the possibility of contamination of the deposit if the

carrier gas was not particle free and clean. This problem was

studied by Litvinov (982) who studied ways of effectively puri-

fying gas used as a carrier for any centrifugal device. Very

recently, Hochrainer (983,984) developed another centrifugal

collector. In design, this collector was perhaps the most

simple of the ones discussed so far. It required no special

cooling systems, rotating seals or auxiliary devices such as

pumps or filters, and was able to resolve the distribution of

particles in the range 0.2-I.1 A. This is shown in Figure 47.

From the literature found on the subject of aerosol spec-

trometers, there is no doubt that these instruments offer the

best solution so far to the problem of collecting dispersed

submicron particles from an air stream in such a manner that

they can be readily analyzed. Most of the authors cited in

this section commented on the high resolution and separation

of the particles sampled. Monodispersed aerosols appeared as

single bands on the metal foil collectors and multi-sized

aerosols were collected in a spectrum dependent on their aero-

dynamic diameter. Proper selection of instrument sampling

speed, particle dilution, etc., was shown to result in a well

separated and resolved deposit of aerosols of size 0.03-1 p,

the range required in this program.

5.1.7 Thermal Precipitation

The deposition of particles in a thermal precipitator is

accomplished by the radiometric force which an airborne parti-

cle experiences in a temperature gradient. The particle moves

from the vicinity of a hot source and is collected on a cold

surface. In the Casella and Willson thermal precipitator (985,

986) the dust laden air is drawn through a channel in a sampling

head in which there is stretched a hot nichrome wire. Particles
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are deflected from this source onto two microscope cover glasses

on each side of the channel. Measurements of the collection

efficiency shows that virtually all particles from 5 to 0.01

and smaller are collected, but significant penetration of the

sensing zone takes place with particles 10 4 and above (987,

988,989,990). This means that the upper limit of size that

should be collected is between 5 and 10 4. The original design

of a thermal precipitator w.s by Watson (991). This was later

modified by Donohue (992), Walkenhorst (993) and Burdekin and

Dawes (994). New designs were developed by Beadle and Kitto

(995) in which particles were deposited as 12 dust strips on

a standard microscope slide. An elutriator was employed to

remove coarse-particles, e.g., 5 p and above before entering

the thermal zone. These instruments had the disadvantage that

for good resolution, sample had to be taken over a very short

period of time, or the deposit became too concentrated and

particle overlapping occurred. For long period sampling and

to obtain a uniform deposit, several devilces were specially

designed.

Cember, et al. (996) developed one in which the sample

slide rotated continuously. Walton (997) devised one in which

the slide oscillated. Orr and Martin (998) replaced the

microscope slide by a transparent tape moving past the hot wire.

In the long period sampler developed by HamlIton (999,1000) the

dust laden air first entered through an inlet elutriator where

coarse particles were removed, it then passed through a gravity

spectrometer in which 3-1 4 particles settled out, and finally

the fumes and particles were deposited by a hot wire onto a

microscope slide. Large volume samplers such as the one de-

vised by Wright (1001, 1002) deposited amounts of dust large

enough to weight. At the present time, many of these instru-

ments can be commercially obtained. The "Thermopositor" (1003)

is made by Aminco and uses a small thermal gradient between two

metal discs. The Casella/Willson instrument (985,986) incor-

porates a hot wire between two cover glasses. A similar design
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to this is the unit made by Corner House Laboratories in South

Africa (1004). The Orr-Martin precipitator (999) is marketed

by Numinco (1005) and uses a hot wire to precipitate particles

onto a continuous tape.

Joseph Ficklen, Inc. (1006) manufactures several types of

precipitator including the Konisampler (1007), the continuous

(1008), oscillating (1009), gravitational (1010) and micro (1011)

units. The former incorporates a hot wire and is a portable

unit; the continuous model uses a hot wire and deposits parti-

cles on a slide which moves at I mm/hr; the oscillating unit

produces a similar deposit but the slide moves back and forth

across a wide area every 3 minutes; and in the "gravimetric"

unit the slide does not move but the dust is deposited over an

area 5 cm square by a heated plate.

The one major problem with thermal precipitators is that

very often the deposits are not uniform. Work by Hasenclever

(1012), Ashford (1013), Dawes and Maguire (1014) showed parti-

cle overlapping takes place. In some areas dense deposits were

found, in which particles were not separated at all. As a

general rule, oscillating and continuous samplers operating at

low dust concentration give the most uniform and separated

deposits. A good review of Lhe various instruments and the

problems encountered in thermal precipitation was giveo by

Hodkinson (1015) and several papers by the same author are

fundamental in this field (1016,1017 and 1018).

From the literature cited, the thermal precipitation

method is satisfactory for the collection of particles in this

program. The only problem in the use of this device is the

non-uniformity of the deposit and the possibility of overlapping.

If this can be eliminated, thermal precipitation would be highly

successful in the collection of the submicron particles from

air.
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5.1.8 Electrostatic Precipitation

The electrostatic precipitator relies on producing an

electric charge on the particle to be collected and then

directing the charged particle by electrostatic force to the

collecting electrodes. The electrostatic precipitator opera-

tion involves several basic steps:

1. Electrostatic charge is applied to each dust

particle.

2. The ionized particle with its negative charge

is attracted to the grounded electrode. This

precipitation force is the product of the field

strength between the electrodes and the acquired

charge on the particle.

3. The acquired charge is discharged to the collecting

electrode.

Most precipitators are presently designed to operate at

efficiencies approaching 100 percent. High efficiency is the

result of a careful balance between gas velocity and active

length of the unit. A large precipitator with low gas velocity

permits maximum efficiencies. Uniform gas velocity distribu-

tion is extremely important so that arrangement of inlet and

outlet ducts requires careful study.

The electrostatic precipitator collection efficiency is

related to the time of particle exposure to the electrostatic

field and the resistivity of the dust particle. The exposure

time can be increased either by increasing the cross section

area of the precipitator or its length in the direction of gas

flow.

Particulate matter, having moderate electric resistivity,

is easier to collect in an electrostatic precipitator than that

having higher or lower values (1019). Several recent studies

have been published on the properties of aerosols in electro-

static fields.
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Theoretical work on the electrical properties of aerosols

was done extensively at the University of Minnesota. Diffusion

and field charging studies of submicron aerosols were made. A

new diffusion charging theory was developed by Liu, et al. (1020),

and several collection and particle size analytical instruments

were devised (1020). A two-stage aerosol sampler was developed

in which size classification of the deposited aerosol was pre-

sented by a new pulsed precipitating field. Sampling efficien-

cies and uniformity of deposit was determined for fluorescent

aerosols over a size range 0.028-3.2 4. The sample was very

satisfactory for light and electron microscopical analysis (1021).

A continuous sampling-sizing system composed of a nuclei counter,

an electrical counter and an optical counter was developed (1022).

The electrical counter was the forerunner of the Whitby Aerosol

Analyzer now marketed by Thermo-Systems (1023). The effect of

corona charging of particles in an electrostatic precipitator

was the subject of much research at the Carnegie Institute of

Technology. Work on orientation, adhesion (1024), particle

trajectory (1025,1026), and other parameters during electro-

static precipitation was reported (1027-1030).

In order to record the behavior of particles during elec-

trostatic precipitation, photographs were taken using periodi-

cally interrupted light. This, both direction and velocity

could be determined at any point along the path of a particle.

A very intense light had to be used because the particle was

in one position for only a few microseconds. There had to be

almost no reflection of light from a stationary surface toward

the camera lens because the camera shutter had to be open for

a relatively long time.

In the usual theory of electrostatic precipitation, it

is assumed that particles are driven to the collecting surface

by electrostatic forces and that the particles are collected

when they touch the collecting surface. Photographic records

of the paths of 100 k particles bounced off from the surface
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without losing their electric charge. Thus the actual path more

nearly resembled a golf ball striking a paved road. When a

striking layer of previously deposited fine particles, the

larger particle not only bounced but knocked off some of the

previously deposited fine particles. When there was a deposit

of high resistivity dust on the collecting electrode, the paths

of particles were often very irregular, indicating local regions

having a high density of positive ions. According to the usual

theory, there should be only negative ions present.

The effect described above resulted in both a non-uniform

deposit on the collector surface, and a reduction in the parti-

cle collection efficiency.

Other operating parameters such as eddy turbulence effects

on particle motion in a precipitator were studied by Williams

and Jackson (1031), Cooperman (1032) and Robinson (1033,1034)

and a state of the art summary of the effects of this parameter

was published by Robinson (1035). These authors devised a

modified diffusion theory to account for wallward particle

migration under the action of electrostatic forces. The nature

of the turbulence generated in precipitators was from both

aerodynamic and corona discharge sources, the latter being

referred to as the electric wind. The magnitude of the two

sources was studied experimentally using helium tracer gas.

The results showed that under the normal operating conditions

of the corona discharge unit, the electric wind eddies were

predominant and thet previous attempts to describe precipitator

performance without allowances for this factor were seriously

in error. For a summary of the effects of most parameters on

electrostatic precipitators reference should be made to recent

publications (1036-1039), the latter being a manual on electro-

static precipitation generated for the National Air Pollution

Control Administration. From these summary reports, it was

found that near 100% collection efficiency can be expected for

submicron particles, but this is a function of gas velocity,
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dimensions of the instrument, design of the inlet and outlet

ducts, the time of particle exposure to the electrostatic field,

the resistivity of the particle, the particle size distribution

and the strength of the corona discharge.

Submicron particles suffer little effects of particle

bounce or reentrainment, and if they are non-metals they have

a very high collection efficiency in currently available com-

mercial precipitators. The major factor influencing the state

of the deposit is the design of the instrument and the collect-

ing surface.

Several designs of precipitators have been developed for

submicron particles or ions. The Wait ion counter, consisting

of two concentric cylindrical electrodes is widely used for

meteorological measurements (1040,1041). Daniel (1042)

described a unit with parallel plates with the collector elec-

trode enclosed in a guard ring to reduce stray leakage to the

ground. Better resolution was found by using two sets of

electrodes in series to produce a two-stage system. A device

was designed by Langer, Radnik and Templeton (1043) to collect

a submicron platinum aerosol of size range 0.06-0.1 4. The

aerosol was introduced as a stable filament into a parallel

plate collector system surrounded by an air sheath. The latter

used clean dry air to prevent any leakage problems with the

supporting insulators. The results showed the collection of

particles of minimum size 0.01-0.02 4 with a very high degree

of resolution. Other very recent designs of precipitator for

the monitoring of fission products were reported in Denmark and

Sweden by Teodosic (1044) and Strindehag (1045). Several com-

mercial units are available with widely different design

features. Bendix (1046) markets a unit with a cylindrical

collector plate on which can be placed rolled paper, metal foil,

metal sheet for eas5 removal and examination of the deposit.

Flow rates of 3-8 cu ft/min can be obtained and collection

efficiencies of 98% were reported for submicron lead and iron
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dust. Similar designs at precipitators are available from Del

Electric Corporation (1047) which operates at 96% efficiency at

27 cf/m and MSA (1048) which operates at about the same effi-

ciency but at lower flow rates. Environmental Research Corpora-

tion (1049) markets a precipitator termed a leap sampler. In

this device, air is drawn into the instrument through a cali-

brated nozzle and flows through the center of a high voltage

plate. The air then flows radially out between this plate and

a rotating grounded collection disc. A ring of needles located

on the high voltage plate and concentric with the air inlet

emit a continuous negative corona. The charged are then col-

lected on the collector plate, which is continuously washed by

a thin film of liquid under centrifuge force. This flows across

the plate carrying the collected particles into a collector

dish. For particles of size 0.1-I 4 less than 90% efficiency

is claimed at 500 liters/min flow rate. An almost identical

uni.t is available from Litton Systems, Inc. (1050). Collection

efficiencies of 98% at 1000 1/min are claimed, but this falls

to 88% for particles of size 0.1 4. A portable type of precipi-

tator is sold by Thermo-Systems (1051) and flow rates of 4-

10 1/rain are possible but no collection efficiency is given.

Two original types of precipitators are also available

from the same company (1052,1053) in which particles are pre-

cipitated onto a piezzo-electric crystal collector that records

the mass collected. Ncar 100,% ColICCLion erficiencies are

claimed for particles of size 0.01-10 4 at a flow rate of

1 1/min. A continuous particle size distribution measurement

on an aerosol of size 0.02-1 4 can be made by another unit

marketed by Thermo-Systems termed the Whitley Aerosol Analyzer

(1023). Although this operates by electrostatic precipitation

no collection of the total sample is available for examination.

From the survey of available instrumentation, it has been

found that for particles of size 0.01-1 A collection, efficien-

cies of between 88% and 98% can be expected. In some samplers,
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the final deposit is in a suitable form for examination, but

uniformity of the deposit will be variable depending on the

operating parameter. These devices, therefore, appear inferior

to centrifuges for the purpose of collecting submicron particles,

when 100% recovery is demanded.

5.1.9 Analysis

In the preceding two sections the problems of sampling and

collecting aerosols has tIeen discussed. Let us suppose that

the aerosol has been generated from the original matrix of sib-

micron particles, and after their separation, every particle

has been collected on a suitable collecting surface for examina-

tion and analysis. For the purposes of this program, this col-

lection of the separated particles would be the final stage, but

for the purposes of research into the efficiency of separation,

analysis has to be performed to determine this efficiency value.

In this present section, the analysis of a deposit by optical

microscope, electron microscope and scanning electron micro-

scope is not being discussed, as this applies equally well to

collected particles from liquids. The discussion of microscopic

analysis will be provided in that particular section rather than

here. For the present, we are concerned with the dynamic analy-

sis of submicron particles in the aerosol form for rapidly

investigating the efficiency of the separating technique. For

this purpose, differences in the particle size distributione are

considered the best way of measuring this in air, and, conse-

quently, techniques that measure this parameter have to be

studied. Submicron particles can be instantly sized in the

aerosol form by several techniques.

The best known is by the technique of light scattering

using optical counters. Examples of these units are the Climet

(1054), Dynac (1055), Royco (1056), Research Appliance (1057),

Coulter (1058) and Bausch and Lomb (1086) counters. The ranges
of operation are from 0.3 to 0.5 to above one micron. From this

informLtion, the counters do not count a size range low enough
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for the range required in this program, but they could be useful

for the preliminary studies.

An alternative method would be to use the Whitby Aerosol

Analyzer (1023) which covers the range 0.01-1 4. Undoubtedly,

this would be the superior technique but the instrument is

costly and unavailable to the program team. As an alternative,

instead of measuring the actual size involved, one could count

the number of particles generated using a condensation nuclei

counter. Examples are Environmental One Corporation (1060),

General Electric (1061), Research Appliance Co. (1062) and

Singo, Inc. (1063). The principle of operation is that if an

aerosol of 0.002-0.1 4m particles with water vapor is suddenly

expanded, the water vapor condenses on most particles causing

them to grow. Such particles are called condensation nuclei.

Depending on the thý.rmodynamic properties of the system, parti-

cles larger than about 20 A grow, most particles are in the

0.1 to 1.0 4m size range and are quite uniform in size, composi-

tion, and optical properties. A photometer then senses the con-

centration of the resulting aerosol. The measurement can be

calibrated in terms of particle number concentration. The

measurement is overwhelmingly dominated by submicron particles

which do not contain much mass (1064).

Recent work was published in this area by Fawcett and

Gardner (1065), Skala (1066), Pollak (1067), McGreevy (1068),

Peterson and Paulus (1069), and Pedder (1070). The range of

operation of these instruments if from 0.001-1 p at concentra-

tion ranging from 300-107 nuclei/ml at flow rates of about

20 cc/sec.

Finally, two other techniques appeared in the literature

which seemed to be very promising. One of them reported by

Pircher, et al. (1071) scanned aerosol particles in the sub-

micron range in the nuclear medical field, and the other by

Binek and Dohnalova (1082) counted particles of size less than
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0.5 g by a scintillation-type counter. This is presently being

manufactured by Sartorius-Werke in Prague.

From this literature, the separation efficiency of parti-

cles in air would best be measured dynamically by the Whitby

Aerosol Analyzer. This would be very rapid, e.g., a complete

distribution in 4 minutes for a 0.01-1 4 size range, but it is

very costly and unavailable to the program team. Empirical

studies could be performed using a condensation nuclei counter

in which no sizing would be made, and separation efficiency

would be based on total particle frequency only.

5.2 Particles in Liquid

5.2.1 Sampling

The problems outlined under the heading "Sampling of

Particles in Air" were numerous, and in consequence had to be

studied carefully in order to first define them and later either

predict or eliminate their behavior. Submicron particles in

liquid media present little problem in sampling, if, the suspen-

sion is stable. Consequently, no importance is placed on this

particular operation in this section. However, to b•e certain,

the use of a liquid sheath to surround a suspension entering a

collector would be a useful engineering modification.

5.2.2 CoLlection

There are several methods of removing particles from
liquids, but unlike "particles in air" submicron particles can

only be removed in a dispersed state from a suspension by

centrifugation. However, liquid centrifugal systems can be

subdivided into three categories, hydrocyclones, centrifugal

classifiers and centrifuges. The use of hydrocyclones and

classifiers for the collection of submicron particles in a

suitable state for analysis has been very limited. In fact,

only two references to the use of classifiers in liquid systems

have been found. These w ere Kristek (1075) who developed a

new classifier in Czechoslovakia, and by Colon, et al. (1076)
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in the Netherlands who doubt even the validity of using centri-

fugal classification methods in liquids. Also only two on

hydrocyclones have appeared. These were by Trawinski (1073)

who reviewed the use of centrifuges, hydrocyclones and sludge

thickeners, and Neesse (1074) who used a hydrocyclone as a

turbulence separator.

5.2.3 Centrifuges

The only useful technique for collecting and analyzing

submicron particles in liquids appears to be by centrifugation.

The literature on liquid centrifuges can be subdivided into

two basic categories, those that operate on homogeneous sus-

pensions and those that employ line-start systems. In homo-

geneous systems, a random homogeneous suspension is placed in

a centrifuge which is then started and rotated to remove parti-

cles. In a line-start system, a layer of suspension is fed

into an already spinning centrifuge filled with clean liquid.

This injected suspension then forms a layer on the liquid

surface from which particles can move out into the clean liquid

and be separated. The thecry involved in these operations has

been well reviewed by Allen who has included centrifugal theory

in ovef twenty fundamental papers (1077-1097). Very recent work

in this area was also done by Abarbane & Viner (1098) and

Bennert (1099).

Various designs of centrifuge have appeared, and use this

theory in the separation of submicron particles. Norton and

Speil (1079) constructed a centrifuge large enough so that

standard glass jars could be used. Kamack (1095) described a
system of withdrawal pipettes which could be operated while the
centrifuge was in motion. Marshall (1100), and later Whitby

(1101) designed a centrifuge which collected particles according

to size in a capillary at the base of a centrifuge tube. This

system was later made commercially avnilable by MSA (1102) and

several papers have appeared on its use (1103-1108). For this

program this type of centrifuge is of little use as the particles
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are collected as a packed bed and are not collected in a separated

manner suitable for analysis.

Of more use are the series of instruments known as disc

centrifuges. In 1955, Donahue and Bostock (1093) developed a

disc centrifuge for the collection and particle size analysis

of very fine particles.

The principle of this disc centrifuge is shown in Figure 48.

On the rim of each step were placed two roughened thin metallic

strips which covered between them one-half of the perimeter of
the step. The pieces were placed so as to be at a maximum
distance from the withdrawal tube E. When the lid was in place,
the stepped tank formed by the two portions of the rotor was
filled with suspension and the system spun at the desired speed.
Particles settled out onto each step and each step represented a
different sediment height. After a given centrifuge time, the

supernatant suspension was withdrawn through the tubes E and El.
through the central pillar C while the centrifuge was still
spinning. After the fluid had been withdrawn, the centrifuge
was run at a higher speed to consolidate the powder settled on
each strip. The strips were then removed from the centrifuge,
dried, and the accumulated powder determined gravimetrically.
The use of the stepped bowl enabled several points on the parti-
cle size distribution curve to be determined concurrently.

In 1958, Kaye (1109) developed a disc centrifuge purely
for particle size analysis, but this will be discussed in a
later section. In 1962, Atherton and Cooper (1110) patented a
disc centrifuge which was later built and sold commercially by
Joyce Loebi (1111). In this unit, samples were removed from

the liquid by a probe which inserted into the suspension at
preselected times. Particles collected in this way consisted of
fractions with known stokes diameters, but were collected in the
form of near monosized suspensions. Two further devices were
built for particle size analysis by Hildreth and Patterson (1083)
in 1964 and Slater and Cohen (1096) in 1962, but these were of
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Figure 48

DONOHUE AND BOSTOCK CENTRIFUGE
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little use for the collection of submicron particles. Of par-

ticular value for this application is the centrifuge devised by

Hausner (1112-1114) and marketed by Sharples (1125) termed the

supercentrifuge.

The supercentrifuge devised by Hausner and Lynn (1114)

is shown in Figure 49. It rotated at several thousand revolu-

tions per minute, and could be used to purely collect submicron

particles or to determine their particle size distribution. For

the latter, the usual experimental procedure involved successive

fractionation of the suspension and weighing of the fractions

collected on a removable liner in the bowl.

The suspension was fed into the bottom of the bowl and

the particles moved in a spiral path until they reached the

wall. The liquid was then discharged in an annular layer over

the overflow dam.

If Q is the rate of flow of suspension that causes a

particle of size D to be deposited at a height h above the feed

inlet, it was shown that:

Q = khD2

If the removable liner is divided into idential strips,

dried and weighed, the weight deposited on each strip may be

used to find the size distribution. The constant k was evalu-

ated from curves given by Hauser and Lynn or a nomograph

developed by Saunders could be used (1116).

This method of determining size distributions could not

be recommended for routine analysis and a method developed by

Bradley was preferred (1118). For the collection of submicron

particles, the centrifuge was run at a speed sufficient to

collect the smallest particle present, and then the whole size

distribution was collected as a size spectrum on the removable

liner. Analysis could be perfurmed by the direct examination

of this deposit. A more common version was the instrument

manufacted by Sharples (1115). This is shown in Figure 50.
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The main advantage of Lhis unit is the very high speeds of

rotation that are possible, e.g., 8,000-50,000 revs/min. Its

disadvantages are the uncertain end effects in the bowl, but for

our purposes this is not serious.

In 1920-1935, Svedberg (1119) and coworkers in Uppsala,

Sweden, developed a high speed analytical centrifuge which they

termed the ultra centrifuge. This ran at speeds approaching

80,000 rpm, and was driven by oil turbines. The centrifuge

cell was made of steel and revolved in an atmosphere of cooled

hydrogen. Ultra centrifuges of different design were developed

later, an example being the one developed by Pickels (1120)

which was electrically driven. Examples of the use of these

instruments on colloids and emulsions were given by McCormick

(1117), Brodriyan (1119), Svedberg and Nichols (1121), and

Mclnnes, et al. (1122). Svedberg and Nichols (1121) reported

that particles of 0.001 4 could be separated and collected,

according to their stokes diameters.

In addition to these centrifuges that separated parti-

cles according to their settling velocities, another class of

centrifugal separators, termed zonal centrifuges, employed a

density gradient to separate particles according to their

density. This method was used very widely in the biological

and medical fields and a review of the method, containing 196

references, was published by Schumaker (1123). The method is

based on the capability of preparing several layers with an

increasing density gradient throughout the centrifuge. The

density layers can be delivered to the centrifuge while at

rest (statically) or while rotating (dynamically). The opera-

tion of the zonal rotors is shown in Figure 51. Following the

static loading of the density gradient through (A), the verti-

cal gradient is reoriented by acceleration (B), and is trans-

formed into a radial gradient (C). Several isodense layers in

the gradient are depicted by parallel lines within each com-

partment. A radial gradient may be produced directly by dynamic
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loading of the empty rotor through the core lines (G and H).

The sample is introduced onto the reoriented gradient through

the core lines (C) and following acceleration of the rotor to

operating speed, the particles in the sample sediment radially

to form a series of concentric zones (D). These zones, together

with the gradient, are reoriented during deceleration (E) and

are withdrawn in sequence from the rotor at rest through the

lines (F).

These operations, as shown in Figure 51, was found in a

very recent paper by Scheeler, et al. (1124). He described the

use of ultracentrifugation and compared the results of compara-

tive testing of several devices. In this way, he was able to

concentrate particles of known density within each gradient and

separate them from other compounds. This was particularly use-

ful for the separation of submicron organic particles from

submicron inorganic ones. In addition to this mode of operation,

particles could be separated by using their rates of sedimenta-

tion through the density gradients. Work on this application

was reported by Halsall (1125) who calculated sedimentation

rates in a zonal ultracentrifuge and Hsu, et al. (1126) who

investigated a method of obtaining the Zrue bandwidth of a

density layer during the actual centrifugation operation.

Finally, applications of this method were reported by Kornguth,

et al, (1127) and Wilcox, et al. (1128) for biological systems.

From this literature it was found that centrifugal collec-

tiont; such as the supercentrifuge and the ultracentrifuge were

most suitable for the collection of submicron particles from

liquids. The design of Hausner and Lynn appeared to be the

best for our current needs, as this deposited particles in a

removable liner in the form of a size spectrum most suitable

for analytical purposes. The use of zonal centrifugation was

useful for the separation of organic from inorganic matter but,

of course, this would have to be followed by supercentrifugation

to produce size spectra of organic matter on one liner and
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inorganic matter on a second liner.

5.2.4 Analysis

As in the section on "Particles in Air", the use of

analytical systems in this program is solely to indicate the

efficiency and degree of separation achieved by the submicron

separation process. This can be done in two ways. Firstly,

by measuring the particle size distribution by a microscopic or

static examination of a collected size spectrum, or by an on-

stream or dynamic analytical method. For preliminary testing,

the latter is more rapid and less tedious to use. For the final

results, the former is essential as only in this way can the

real state of subdivision be measured. This section on analysis

is begun by first investigating dynamic methods and it is ended

by a summary of those using static systems.

5.2.5 Dynamic Methods

The first method of use to determine the particle size

distribution of submicron particles in liquids is centrifugation.

Several instruments were mentioned under centrifugal collectors

which could be used as collectors and analyzers. These in-

cluded the Donahue and Boxtock (1097), Kamack (1095), Kaye (1109),

Slater and Cohen (1096), Atherton/Joyce Loebl (1110), Hildreth

and Patterson (1083), and Whitby (1100,1101). Others include

the Moser and Schmidt (1129), Martin Sweets (1130), ICI/Jiskoot

(1131) and Norsk Hydro (1132). Most of these devices are classi-

fied as disc-centrifuges and all of them employ the line-start

sedimentation method. In this method, a suspension is injected

into the centrifuge so as to form a thin layer on the surface of

the clean sedimentation fluid. Particles move out of this

layer according to their stokes velocities and are detected

after a known length of travel by various method3 including

light extinction, packing rate in a capillary, extraction and

weighing and extraction and chemical analysis. All of these

methods suffer from a common error which is described as
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"instability" in the injected layer. Many papers have appeared

on this subject (1133-1143) and to date, reliable and accurate

size distributions have been difficult to obtain because of it.

Very recently, there have appeared several papers directly con-

cerned with analysis of submicron particles using these devices,

amongst them were papers by Toyoshima (1144,1145) and an unknown

author (1148) who used the Joyce Loebl, Haug and Zorll (1146)

and Cast (1147). Burkholz (1149) measured size down to 0.1 i

by the use of a new centrifugal sedimentation balance, which

recorded the direct weight settled at various times as a method

of computing the size distribution. The theory involved in all

the methods mentioned above was developed by many authors al-

ready referenced, and their work appears in references 1077

through 1108.

As an alternative to centrifugation, two new instruments

appeared in the literature which used x-ray absorption as a

means of detecting particle concentration charges within a

si.spension and hence particle size distribution. These were

the subjects of papers by Allen and Svarovsky (1155,1156) and

Smithwick, Orr and Hendrix (1157,1158). The instrument used

by the latter was used for submicron pigments in the size range

0.1-1 4 with some success. Reasonably high concentrations of

particles are required, but direct recording of the distribution

in a rapid time is one major advantage. Other miscellaneoup

methods were reported by Schmidt (1150), Elaaser (1151),

Davidson, et al. (1152), DeBlois and Bean (1153) arid Muta and

Watanabe (1154). These inclLde small x-ray scattering from

suspensions, flow ultra-microscopy and resistance pulse measure-

ment.

Of these dynamic methods, the use of the x-ray sedimen-

tometer is considered the most valuable for the rapid size

analysis of submicron particles in liquid, but centrifugal

analyzers such as the Kaye Disc Centrifuge and the Joyce Loebl

are not to be ignored.
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5.2.6 Static Method

The most common method of analyzing submicron particles

in a static manner, i.e., when the particles have been collected

on a surface, is by microscopy. Literature on methods of

microscopy is abundant and cannot be comprehensively referenced

here. Satisfactory treatises on particle size analysis by this

method are given in Allen (6), Dallavalle (5), Herdan (4) and

Orr and Dallavalle (3).

Basically, particles are magnified and their projected
diameters or areas, determined by vernier or reticule devices

using optical, transmission electron, or scanning microscopes.

The accuracy of a particle size distribution depends to
a great extent on the statistics of the determination, or more

precisely, on the number of particles counted. For a wide
distribution, i.e., in which a tenfold size range is involved,

e.g., 1-1.0 4, particles in the order of 10-20,000 should be

counted. This is impossible by manual methods. For the pur-

poses of this program, if a static method was employed, it

would be advantageous to count and size particles by the use

of an automatic microscope. Examples of current instruments

are given in references 1159-1152. Ideally, an automatic

microscope such as the Quantimet 720 interfaced with a trans-

mission electron microscope would be the ultimate goal. With

such a system, all particles on the collector surface could be

counted and sized and their interparticle distances and degree
of agglomeration rapidly measured. Such a measuring device

would be most desirable for the st'idies on the forces of ad-

hesion discussed in Section 3. Here the sample surface coated
with particles would be examined after each increase in rota-

tional speed and hence the percent removal of particles and

their sizes could be rapidly assessed. For this part of the

study, a method similar to this has to be used, which in the

absence of automatic microscopy, would involve taking electron
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micrographs of the whole sample surface, followed by a tedious

manual counting procedure. The lack of a rapid analytical tool

was -the cause of slow progress in this field in the past, and

it also was one reason why only larger particles, >10 4, were
used in adhesion studies. Alternative static sizing methods

for submicron particles include x-ray diffraction, line broaden-

ing and scattering, but it is considered that they have little

direct application in this program as routine measuring methods.

5.3 Summary

For particles in air, the survey has shown that extreme

care has to be taken in sampling submicron particles in air,
as diffusion and electrostatic charge can cause serious losses

to the walls of sampling tubes and collecting instrument inlets.
Submicron particles from 0.01-1 4 can be collected very easily

using current high speed centrifugal spectrometers, in which
the size spectrum is deposited in a manner suitable for analy-

sis. In liquid media, sampling is not critical for submicron
particles provided that the suspension is stable, and they can
be readily collected using a supercentrifuge of the type
developed by Hausner and Lynn.

To test the degree of separation that has been attained
in the separation method, the collected particles from air or

liquid are best analyzed statically by interfacing an electron-
microscope with a Quantimet 720 automatic microscope, so that

particle size distributions interparticle distance and degree
of agglomeration can be quickly measured on the collector

surface,

For preliminary testing of the dispersing system, a
dynamic analytical method is recommended. For this purpose

the Whitby Aerosol Analyzer is best for measurement in air,
and the Micromeretics X-Ray Analyzer or Kaye Centrifuge in

liquid.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

The literature survey has shown that in the four main

areas of search, i.e., the nature of atmospheric aerosols, the

studies in adhesion, the mathematical models used to represent

forces of adhesion, and the sampling, collection and analysis

of submicron particles, there has been an abundance of litera-

ture published.

Unfortunately in adhesion studies, very little work has

been reported on submicron particles. The reasons for this

are fairly simple. Most of the studies performed in adhesion

have been academic in nature, and have been performed in air.

In this medium, the handling and analysis of particles is

difficult for sizes below 5 microns. This is because particle-

surface characterization becomes very difficult for particles

below this size, and the surfaces used for particle-surface

adhesion studies have roughness values of the same order of

magnitude as the particle diameters themselves. Also as the

particle mass for sizes below 5 4 is very small, many of the

simple techniques used for measuring the forces of adhesion

between macro-particles cannot be used and more sophisticated

ones developed.

In order to make progress in submicron separation studies,

the survey shows that the best approach is to perform the

separation in liquid media, where the forces of adhesion can

be minimized. Much work has been reported on the basic separa-

tion of bulk submicron powders in liquids, particularly by

paint pigment, chemical, rubber, plastics and pharmaceutical

industries. Their experience can be used in a study of this

kind. Suitable models of collected atmospheric aerosols can

be devised as a result of the survey, and at the beginning these

could include mixtures of ammonium sulphate, sodium chloride,

carbon black and ferric oxide powders. At a later time, atmos-

pheric aerosol particles should be used, perhaps from a high

volume air sampler which has collected submicron particulates
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from Chicago city air over a several month period. The forces

of adhesion can then be measured on first the model system and

later the atmospheric aerosol by the use of a high speed centri-

fuge in liquid media. The force of adhesion and the degree of

separation should be measured in the presence of various sur-

factants and organic solvents, and optimum conditions of type,

concentration and energy input for the different types of par-

ticles and surfaces determined. This will define the amount of

force that has to be applied under those conditions to separate

specific particles from each surface. In order to compare this

experimental data with theory, the mathematical expressions

found in the literature survey to describe the various forces

first have to be modified and computor programs written, so

that experimental values can be inserted into the modified

expressions and the force of adhesion calculated. This will

permit the design of a separating apparatus to be made so that

separation can be performed on any type of submicron particle

that has been studied.

Collection systems should then be implemented after the

separator to collect the separated submicron particles in a

manner suitable for single particle analysis. This could be

achieved using a modified Hausner and Lynn centrifuge. Separa-

tion efficiencies could be determined by particle size analysis

of the collected product. For this, an electron microscope

interfaced with a Quantimet 720 automatic analyzer would be

the ideal approach. From such a system, the size analysis,

interparticle distance and degree of agglomeration could be

rapidly assessed. From a measure of separation efficiencies,

the need for any modification to the prototype separation unit

could be instantly observed.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

A. SYSTEMS

discrete particle A single unit of matter which can
change in size only by the break-
down or fracture of chemical bonds
within its structure. It may or
may not be of uniform density
throughout its mass, and its shape
will be dependent on its method
of manufacture.

aggregate A statistical group of discrete
particles bound together by strong
chemical bonds. This unit of
matter cannot be separated into
discrete particles without the
fracture of chemical bonds. Typi-
cal separation techniques include
comminution.

agglomerates A statistical group of similar
discrete particles bound together
by weak physical bonds. Hence
this unit of matter can be sepa-
rated into discrete particles with-
out the fracture of chemical bonds.
Typical separation techniques in-
clude shear in the presence of
surfactants.

conglomerate A statistical group of disimilar
discrete particles bound together
by weak physical bonds. Hence
this unit of matter can be sepa-
rated into discrete particles
without the fracture of chemical
bonds. Typical separation tech-
niques include shear in the pres-
ence of surfactants.

powder A statistical group of "Particles"
which can contain discrete parti-
cles, agglomerates and aggregates.
The particle size involved is re-
lated to the ratio of inertial to
surface forces. In a granular
solid, e.g., + 100p, inertial
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forces are high compared to sur-
face forces. In a colloidal solid,
e.g., 0.1p, surface forces are high
compared to inertial forces. In
a powder the forces are of similar
magnitude and compete for the con-
trol of the properties of the bulk
material. The powder phase is
static, and particles are at rest
relative to their immediate
neighbors.

aerosol A statistical group of solid or
liquid particles suspended in a
gas or vapor. The particulate
phase is dynamic and particles
are subject to motion relative to
their neighbors. Interaction can
take place.

suspension A statistical group of solid par-
ticles suspended in a liquid. The
particulate phase is dynamic, and
particles are subject to motion
relative to their neighbors.
Interaction can take place.

emulsion A statistical group of liquid
particles suspended in another
immiscible liquid. The particu-
late phase is dynamic and parti-
cles are subject to motion rela-
tive to their neighbors. Inter-
action can take place.

dispersion The state of particle separation
in a particulate system. In size
analysis this demands that only
discrete particles and aggregates
be present, and that each particle
be allowed to move in the fluid
in accordance with Stokes' Law.

dispersion technique The mechanism of separating a
particulate phase into discrete
particles and aggregates by physi-
cal work or chemical surface
treatment. Agglomerates are
separated into discrete particles
and aggregates so that subsequent
size data reflects the state of
subdivision in the particulate
phase.
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B. MEASUREMENTS MADE ON SYSTEMS

particle size The parameter quoted to describe
the state of subdivision of a
particulate system. For smooth,
spherical particles, this can be
defined as the diameter, surface
or volume of the sphere. For
particles of different shape, the
diameter will vary dependent on
the way it is measured. Size alone
has no meaning unless it is quali-
fied by the method of measurement.
In consequence it is necessary to
define the various diameters asso-
ciated with particulate systems.
Size is usually expressed in the
units of ýicrons, where 1 micron

) = 10 cm.

average thickness The average diameter between the
upper and lower surfaces of a
particle in its most stable posi-
tion of rest.

average length The average diameter of the long-
est chords measured along the
upper surface of a particle in
the position of rest.

average breadth The average diameter at right
angles to the diameter of average
length along the upper surface of
a particle in its position of rest.

projected area diameter The diameter of the sphere having
the same projected area as the
particle profile in the position
of rest.

Feret's diameter The diameter between the tangents
at right angles to the direction
of scan, which touch the two ex-
tremeties of the particle profile
in its position of rest.

Martin's diameter The diameter which divides the
particle profile into two equal
halves measured in the direction
of scan when the particle is in a
position of rest.
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antithetic variable The average of two diameters
measured at right angles on a
particle profile in a position of
rest.

Stokes' diameter The diameter of the sphere having
the same terminal velocity as the
particle.

Stokes' Law A physical law which describes
the settling velocity of a dense
smooth sphere falling under the
action of gravity through an
infinite fluid. The sphere accel-
erates until the frictional drag
of the fluid balances the inertial
force of the falling sphere at
this point. The sphere falls at a
uniform or terminal velocity and
the following relationship holds.

d2 = P18. u X 108
•s- Pf) g

where

d = Stokes diameter in microns

S= viscosity of fluid in poise

u = terminal velocity cms/sec

Ps = density of sphere gms/cc

pf = density of fluid gms/cc

g = acceleration due to gravity cms/sec/sec

This law holds providing that the
Reynolds number of the particle
is less than 0.2 and the particle
is a dense smooth sphere. When
many irregular shaped particles
are present or the Reynolds numbers
exceed the value stated, modifica-
tion to this law must be applied.
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Reynolds number of A dimensionless number which de-
a particle scribes the ratio of inertial

forces to viscous forces of the
fluid. It is denoted by NRE and
is equivalent to

Pf d u

where pf and r are the density
and viscosity of the fluid,
respectively, d the diameter of
the particle and u is the terminal
velocity.

particle sieve diameter The width of the minimum square
aperture thiough which the parti-
c le will pass.

seecific surface The diameter of the sphere having
diameter the same ratio of external surface

area to volume as the particle.

surface diameter The diameter of the sphere having
the same surface ares as the
particle.

volume diameter The diameter of the sphere having
the same volume as the particle.

envelope volume diameter The diameter of the sphere having
the same volume as that contained
by an envelope or skin around the
external particle surface.

Rarticle size A statistical representation of
istribution the distributijn of particles of

various particle sizes in a par-
ticulate system. The distribution
of sizes is denoted in terms of
frequency or mass, and reported
on an incremental or cumulative
basis.

particle concentration The fraction or percentage of a
particulate system, occupied by
the particulate phase. In the
size analysis of suspensions and
powders the most meaningful way
of expressing concentration is in
terms of the volume % occupied by
the particles. In the size analysis
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of aerosols it is more customary
to relate concentration in terms
of the frequency of particules/cc
of gas.

void volume or pore The volume fraction or percentage
volume of a particulate system occupied

by a fluid phase. This can con-
sist of macrovoids due to spaces
between particles in a system or
mnicrovoids due to capillaries or
cracks in a particle structure.
These are also referred to a6
macro- and micro-pores, respec-
tively.

porosity The ratio of pore or void volume
to the total volume of the par-
ticulate system, therefore,

% volume concentration
of powder + % porosity
= 100%.

density The ratio of the mass of the par-
ticle to its volume. This is
usually expressed in gms/cc.

shape Macroshape or form is a term used
to d-scribe the geometric nature
of the particle by reference to
a standard geometric body. It
usually encompasses the three-
dimensional measurements af length,
breadth, and thickness combined
with a specific surface to volume
ratio.

Microshape or rugosity is a term
used to describe the nature of
the surface of a body. Rough
surfaces have high rugosity and
smooth surfaces have low rugosity.

surface Is the interface between a solid
body and the surrounding fluid
phase.
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external surface area The amount of surface measured on
all prominences on the particle
plus the area of all indentations
which are wider than they are deep.
It is Ysually expressed in
meters /gm.

internal surface area The amount of surface measured in
all indentations which are deeper
than they are wide. Usually
expressed in meters 2 /gm.

total surface area The sum of the external and
internal surface area values.

surface energy This is defined as the isothermal
reversible work that is required
in creating 1 sq cm of new
surface.

wettability The tendency for a liquid to spread
on a specific surface.

contact angles When a surface is not wetted by a
liquid, the angle between the
interface of the liquid and the
surface is known as the contact
angle. For complete wettability,
the contact angle of a liquid = 00.

surface tension This is defined as the isothermal
reversible work done to increase
the interface of a liquid by unit
area.

dispersing agent A chemical substance used to re-
surface active agent duce interfacial or surface
surtactant tension ana surface energy between

particles and fluid, so that a
particulate system can be dispersed
with less physical effort.

flocculating agent A chemical substance used to
agglomerate discrete particles
and aggregates in a system.

zeta potential The potenitial difference between
any point in a bulk solution and
the shear plane between the elec-
trical double layer around a par-
ticle and the bulk solution.
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Tamman temperature That temperature which is approxi-
mately half the value of the solid
melting point in 0K at which the
rate of sintering rapidly increases.

C. PARTICLE INTERACTIONS

adhesion The process by which particles,
adherence films, or liquids stick to surfaces

by physical bonding.

cohesion The general process by which par-
ticles stick to each other in a
powder or bed.

agglomeration The process by which chemically
similar particles stick together
by physical bonding.

conglomeration The process by which chemically
different particles stick to-
gether by physical bonding.

flocculation The mechanism of physically or
chemically agglomerating discrete
particles and aggregates in a
liquid system.

adsorption The physio-chemical phenomenon
involved in the attraction to and
retention of gases, vapors, aid
liquids on the surface of a solid.

physical adsorption The retention of adsorbed gases,
vapors or liquids on a solid sur-
face by physical, e.g., Van der
Waals forces. The adsorbate can
be completely removed by heat,
and the process is therefore
reversible.

chemi-sorption The retention of adsorbed gases,
vapors or liquids by chemical
bonding. The adsorbate cannot be
removed by heat and the process
is irreversible.
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D. FORCES BETWEEN PARTICLES

force of adhesion That force applied perpendicular
to the center of gravity of the
particle necessary to remove the
particle from a surface in a fixed
period of time.

force of mechanical The force that is necessary to
adhesion remove a particle from a surface

in the above manner, when it is
held by purely mechanical mechan-
isms, e.g., interlocking of sur-
face roughnesses or dendrites.

Van der Waals forces The long-range attractive forces
that arise due to molecular inter-
actions within the structure of
particles.

electrical forces The force caused by the contact
potential difference between a
particle and a surface. This
applies only upon contact.

coulombic forces The force induced when particles
are highly charged by an outside
electric field before they approach
each other. These apply before
contact.

capillary forces The forces that apply due to the
negative capillary pressure in-
duced in a neck or meniscus of
liquid present between particles
and surfaces.

electrical double The forces that are present due to
layer forces the presence of an electrical

double layer around a particle.
These are usually repulsive in
nature and account for particle
stability in fluids.

valency forces The short range chemical forces
that bind atoms together in solids.
Examples are ionic, metallic, mo-
lecular, and homopolar bonds. When
these are present between particles
an aggregate structure exists.
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